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Penal Abolition is an academic and activist movement that rejects reliance on penal 

structures and state-imposed oppression as legitimate ceactions to human confiict, h m  

and violence. Dissatisfaction with penology and its failure to mate a safe and balanced 

society has ~sul ted in a movement which focuses on stnictures that enforce this failure, 

while working to change the elements that justiw its existence. The following research 

outlines the major concepts which form the theoretical realm of pend abolition. These 

concepts are then compared and contrasted to the social and political activist realms of 

penal abolitionism. The clashes which occur between academia and activism are 

presented and critically assessed. in addition, some of the major debates and critiques of 

pend abolition are discussed in detail, making references to both the activist and the 

wadernic arguments. Upon outlining both the academic and the activist frameworks of 

penal abolition, an analysis of the Canadian penal abolitionist movement is presented. 

An extensive litetanire review of critical and radical cnminological works is used to both 

strengthen and constructively cnticize the contemporary penal abolitionist movement. 



TO ALL CITIZENS OF THE HUMAN RACE WHO HAVE SUFFERED 
AND BEEN VlCTlMlZED BY HUMAN VIOLENCE AND HUMAN 

IGNORANCE, 

TOTHE MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN WHO HAVE BEEN 
BRUTALIZED BY THE PENAL STRUCTURE, 

TO THE FUTURE CITIZENS OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY 
WHO, IF WE DO NOT FIGHT FOR EQUlLlBRlUM AND TRUTH, WlLL 
BE BORN INTO A WORLD OF OPPRESSION AND STATEMPOSED 

BRUTALITY, 

I DEDICATE THIS THESIS. 

1 HOPE THAT THE STORIES SHARED AND THE IDEAS 
PRESENTED HERE WlLL ONE DAY AID IN THE CREATION OF A 

WORLD THAT CAN ALLOW ITS CITIZENS TO FLOURISH WlTHlN A 
COMMUNrrYTHAT WlLL WORKTO ACCEPT A U ,  UNDERSTAND 

ALLAND LlVE WITH ALLTHOSE BORN INTO IT. 



YOU DELIGHT IN LAYING DOWN LAWS, 
Y i 3  YOU DEUGHT MORE IN BREAKING THEM. 

LlKE CHILDREN PLAYING BY THE OCEAN WHO BUILD SAND 
TOWERS WlTH CONSTANCY AND M E N  DESTROY THEM WlTH 
LAUGHTER. 

BUT WHlLE YOU BUILD YOUR SANDTOWERS THE OCEAN 
BRINGS MORE SAND TO THE SHORE, 

AND WHEN YOU DESTROY THEM THE OCEAN LAUGHS WlTH 
YOU. VERILY THE OCEAN LAUGHS ALWAYS WlTH THE INNOCENT. 

BUT WHAT OF THOSE T0 WHOM UFE IS NOT AN OCEAN, AND 
MAN-MADE LAWS ARE NOT SAND-TOWERS? 

BUT TO WHOM LlFE IS A ROCK, AND THE LAW A CHISEL WlTH 
WHICH TH- WOULD CARVE IT IN THEIR OWN UKENESS? 

WHAT OF THE CRIPPLE WHO HATES DANCERS? 
WHAT OF THE OX WHO LOVES HIS YOKE AND DEEMS THE ELK 

AND DEER OF THE FOREST STRAY AND VAGRANT THINGs? 
WHAT OF THE OLD SERPENT WHO CANNOT SHED HIS SKIN, 

AND C A L S  ALL OTHERS NAKED AND ÇHAMELESS? 
AND OF HIM WHO COMES EARLY 70 THE WEDDING-FEAST, 

AND WHEN OVER-FED AND TIRED GOES HIS WAY SAYING THAT ALL 
FEASTS ARE VIOLATION AND ALL FEASTERS ARE LAWBREAKERS? 

WHAT SHALL 1 SAY OF THESE SAVETHAT THN TOO STAND IN 
THE SUNLIGHT, BUT WlTH THElR BACKS TO THE SUN? 

THEY SEE ONLY THElR SHADOWS, AND THElR SHADOWS ARE 
THEIR LAWS. 

AND WHAT IS THE SUN TO THEM BUT A CASTER OF 
SHADOWS? 

AND WHAT IS ITTO ACKNOWLEDGETHE LAWç BUTTO STOOP 
DOWN AND TRACE THElR SHADOWS UPON THE EARTH? 

BUT YOU WHO WALK FACING THE SUN, WHAT IMAGES DRAWN 
ON THE EARTH CAN HOLD YOU? 

YOU WHO TRAVEL WlTH THE WIND, WHAT WEATHER-VANE 
SHALL DIRECT YOUR COURSE? 

WHAT MAN'S LAW SHALL BIND YOU IF YOU BREAK YOUR YOKE 
BUT UPON NO MAN'S PRISON DOOR? 

WHAT LAWS SHALL YOU FEAR IF YOU DANCE BUT STUMBLE 
AGAINST NO MAN'S IRON CHAINS? 

AND WHO IS HE THAT SHALL BRlNG YOU TO JUDGMENT IF 
YOU TEAR OFF YOUR GARMENT YET LEAVE IT IN NO MAN'S PATH? 

PEOPLE ... YOU CAN MUFFLE THE DRUM, AND YOU CAN 
LOOSEN THE STRINGS OF THE LYRE, BUT WHO SHAU COMMAND A 
SKYLARK NOT TO SING? 
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Revolution is to stop man's system from impo~ing on iife, to stop indusüy h m  poisoning the air. 
water, and soi1 and to put an end to the enslavement of al1 Me. Our work is to show people how 
tonen and enslaving this system is and that the system is the cause of hamelessness, unemployment, 
dmg addiction, alcoholism, racism, domestic abuse, AiDS, crime, war, al1 the problems of the wortd. 
We are working to demonstrate that people not oniy can fight this system, they musc fight this system 
if they ever want to free themselves h m  endless suffering and oppression. 

John Africa, 19% 

Introduction to h a 1  Abolition: Opening Our Eyes, Minds and Hearts 

Throughout history, records have shown that humans assault, cheat, murder, rape and 

judge one another. At the same time, we have shown capacities to fight and die for each 

other's freedoms, help, serve, support, love and care for one another. in essence, humans are 

constantly trying to understand one another. In that attempt to understand and deal with each 

other's conflicts, humans have supported the eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth approach and 

ultimately, 1 argue, have creaied a crime for a crime reaction to harms and inequalities. 

Convicted 'criminais' are being exposed to 'crimes* by the state in the fonn of pend 

sanctions, imposed bnitalitie~ and oppression. In trying to stop the infliction of h m  and the 

violation of humanity amongst individuals, human societies globally have created power 

structures that are 'authorized' to categorize, oppress, violate, and destroy individuals, 

specific populations, classes, cultures and lifestyles. The pend state is tüeled by public feu, 

uncertainty and ignorance towards the over-professionalized issues of 'Crime and Justice', 

'Law and Order' which operate within the realm of political and economic agendas. Pend 

state powers extend beyond prison walls, courtmm benches and police-patrolled streets. 

They reach into the comprehension of individual reality and uphold deep mots of 

socioeconomic 'realities*, cultural beliefdpractices and pragmatic social existences. 

Facing the human capacity for great violence, humans have learned to fear, loathe and 

demonize one another, determining that 'others' comprise the violent population, 'others' 



perform intentional and blatant bmtalities and thus, these 'others' warrant incarceration and 

oppression by the penal state. in the simplicity and monotony of this response, people often 

forget that "an eye for an eye approach leads.. .only to the blindness of dl" (Ross, 1996, 14). 

Pend Abolition is a concept which has evolved out of human cesistance to brutality 

and state-imposed oppression. It rests on a belief in solidarity, community empowerment, 

and acceptance. Pend abolitionists reject the pend state's reactions to human errors, human 

violence and human cul t~ifestyle .  It is a movement that seeks to abolish the pend state's 

mentality and profit-driven industry. It aims to do so for a very simple reason: abolitionists 

believe that the penal state has failed to serve the human race on functional, productive and 

safety dimensions. They do not agree that a safe society needs to be dependent upon a pend 

stnicnire; instead, abolitionists observe that pend industries have institutionalized violence 

and branded millions with labels of shame, incompetence, stigma, and uselessness. In 

institutionalizing punishment (and the violence it entails), the correctional industry rare1y 

'corrects' its offenders and thus the cornmunity is not made safér and less violent by its 

presence. Penal abolitionists see the failures and inadequacies of the pend structure and are 

willing to risk transition into an unknown paradigm: a non-punitive, al1 inclusive, cohesive 

society. The Canadian par.. to this vision is the movement which this research is lwking to 

map out and define. It is a rocky, uncertain, radical movement that is working hard to 

progress towards a humane vision for the abolition of the oppressive pend regime. This 

thesis focuses on the academic and activist dimensions of this movement. 

A discussion of alternative voices and alternative solutions is presented. 'Victims', 

'offenders' and comrnunity activists were inte~ewed for the purpose of chalIenging the 

status quo images and definitions of 'community', ' h m '  and 'victirnization'. This research 



is used as a tool to bring forth the voices of the unheard humans who have been oppressed, 

violated, cheated and bnitalized by the pend state. Their voices provide valuable insight into 

the consequences and harsh realities of living in a community that falls within the orientation 

of a brutalizing, pend regime. In presenting the interviews which were conducted for this 

thesis, 1 attempt to challenge the stereotypes which surround the concepts of 'safety', 

'criminal justice' 'penality' and 'human rights'. Putting forth those challenges, 1 believe that 

the pend abolitionist concept and overall movement will be strengthened and further 

legitimized. 1 hope to present a positive outlook on the movement, contradicting the 'myth' 

that it is an 'idedistic and impossible dream'. Finally, it is important to state that as a young 

activist and an aspiring academic, the pend abolition movement has provided me with 

answers, It has inspired me to humanize the inhumane and to believe in the power of the 

human spirit and collective community. 

Pend Aboiiüon: Academia vs. Activism? 

Pend Abolitionism is a framework of thought, literature and activism. Abolitionist 

theory constitutes an international academic focus and dedicated activist movements that =are 

diverse in the issues they address. Often dismissed as a 'radical' thought and 'impossible 

dream', pend abolitionist activism is rarely recognized for its legitimate assertions and 

achievements while abolitionist literature is seldom acknowledged for its theoretical 

contributions. In resistance to these perceptions, this exploratory thesis will map Canadian 

achievements in abolitionist theory and practice. 

For the purpose of this thesis, theoretical arguments are outlined and discussed in 

relation to the obstacles (conceptuai, economic, politicai, and academic) that stand before the 

abolitionist goal. A defmition of theoretical pend abolition wiU be presented. A brief 
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review of imprisonrnent as rt fonn of social conml lays the basis for a criticai discussion 

about the industrial and ewnomic factors which are related to crime contcol. The concepts of 

community, crime, and h m  are reassessed within the pend abolitionist framework and 

voices of 'victims', 'offenders', 'activists', and 'academics' are integrated with pend 

abolitionist discourse/literanire and the d e  of politics and media in relation to criminal 

justice issues. A critical analysis of pend abolitionism will ensue, followed by an ideological 

venture into the future of penal abolition. 

Towards Humane Manifestations 

To fully understand the implications and convictions of the pend abolitionist 

movernent, it is crucial to contextualize this emergence within the broader paradigm of 

abolitionism. Abolitionkt movements have a vast history of diverse ideologies and 

significant achievements. To properly comprehend pend abolition, one needs to place it 

within its proper historicai context while understanding it in relation to the dominant 

criminological theories. According to DeHaan, pend abolitionism embraces ihree domains. 

First, it is a social movement that fits within a larger historical context and functions in 

association with the funiristic goai of abolishing the pend structures. It stems fiom 

dissatisfaction with the processes, experiences (for victims, offenders and the community) 

and outcornes of penal processes. Second, it is a theoretical perspective. Its framework is 

criticai in its assessrnent of sociaVpower structures and it is quite focused on the 

conceptualization of oppression (of victims, offenders and the community) and resistance. 

Third, it is a politicai strategy dedicated to the promotion of human rights and the creation of 

a safe, egalitarian society. (DeHaan, 1991). These thtee domains do not exist independent of 

each other, and often, they serve as functions of each other. 
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An Outline of Arguments and Assumptions 

One of the major assumptions within pend abolitionist ideology is that "the 

relationship between criminal justice and punishment needs to be re-examined. Funishment 

is the deliberate infliction of suffering: it is legal violence. ..punishment is counter-productive 

and needs fresh examination, as does the system that perpetuates it. This system is revealed 

as an emperor with no clothes. The idea that it can be reformed is a myth. That it is the only 

or best way of dealing with offenders is not true" (Consedine, 1995, 19). Often viewed as an 

idealistic mission and a naïve goal, pend abolition is frequently brushed aside and 

discredited as a radical, inapplicable 'ciream'. Generally, this is due to a lwk of 

comprehension in relation to abolitionist ideology and a certain degree of uncertainty and 

anxiety towards the questioning of some essentiai elements in the structures which shape 

integral elements of our everyday lives, The concepts of 'crime', 'community', 'harm' 

'victimization' and 'punishment' are questioned, deconstnicted and reassessed within 

abolitionist literature. 

Another tenet of pend abolitionism is that "social life should not and, in fact, cannot 

be regulated effectively by criminal law and that therefore, the role of the criminal justice 

system should be drastically reduced while other ways of dealing with problematic situations, 

behaviors and events are king developed and put into practice. Abolitionists regard crime 

primarily as the result of the social order and are convinced that punishment is not the 

appropriate reaction" (De Haan, 1991, 355). Pend abolition is a long-tenn goal. It is a 

movement which works toward building a society that will ultimately reject the use of pend 

sanctions. While many critics of pend abolition feel it promotes anarchy and f d s  to 

consider safety, it is important to assert that for pend abolitionists, the creation of a safe 
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society is top priority. Aboiitionists believe that this rnovement '%an play a major part in 

bnnging in a new order of transformation, where the needs of victims, offenden and the 

community take priority over the dead hand of retnbution" (Moms, 1995,121). 

The Production of Risoners: High Rates of Reportod Sumas 

Foucault claims that prisons hnction to generate criminals. He states that "detention 

causes recidivism; those leaving prison have more chance than before of going back to it; 

convicts are, in a very high proportion, former inmates ..." (Foucault 1977, 265). In 

analyzing the structure of the prison and the conditions which it imposes upon prisoners 

Foucault concludes that the prison has not failed; prison has succeeded in its function of 

creating a delinquent class to imprison. in creating the convicted class, the prison reinforcep 

the 'othering' phenornenon further entrenching the perceived need for pend reactions. 

Foucault asserts that the pnson has been so successful that "after a cennuy and a half of 

'failures', the pnson still exists, producing the same results, and there is the greatest 

reluctance to dispense with it", despite its high human and financial costs (Foucault 1977, 

277). Financially, it is the most expensive response to aime. (Morris 1995, 5) Penal 

abolitionist discourse recognizes that the 'crime control industry' is one of the main reasons 

for penality's persistent existence. 

Crime contml, usually presented as a necessary evil, is seldom recognized as an 

industry, despite king one of the most successful industries today. "Compared to most other 

industries, the crime control industry is in a most pnvileged position. There is no lack of 

raw-matenal, crime seems to be in endless supply. Endless are also the demands for the 

senice, as well as the willîngness to pay for what is seen as secwity" (Christie 1993, 13). In 

this industrial minâset, the 'urge for expansion' is promineut, as is profit-making. This 
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demeanor is clear in the advertisements which the 'cottectional' industry blatantly distnbutes 

and proudly publishes (See Appendix A). Christie explores the intiumanity and totality of 

imprisonment as a fonn of punishment. He states that "nothing is so total, in constraints, in 

degradation, and in its display of power, as is the prison*' (Christie 1993'25). 

Cohen's discussion of the shift in punishment from public into private reaims 

explains how "segregation came to mean insulation and invisibility. This was the tmsition 

which Foucault charted - h m  the visible public spectacle (torture, execution, humiliation) to 

the more discreet from of penitentiary discipline" (Cohen, 1985, 57). Modern technology 

veils punishment while intensiwng control. This is exemplified in the 'sensory deprivation' 

units and in the 'maxi-maxi* or 'super-maximum' prisons which electronically control al1 

movement within prison with minimal human contact between the prisoner and the guard. 

(Christie 1993,90) This phenomenon expands beyond the prison complex in a technological 

blurring of "private/pubiic boundaries" (Cohen, 1985). 

Cohen states that "the segregated and insulated nineteenth-century institutions made 

the actual business of deviancy control invisible, but its boundaries visible.. . we should not 

see or know what went on behind the walls of the prison, but we should definitely know that 

these were wails" (Cohen, 1985,57). It seems that the next transition in serving 'justice' and 

imposing punishment is to electronically and conceptualIy hide those waIls. In describing his 

visit to the SC1 Greene County Pennsylvania 'state-of-the-art' prison, Steve Weiser 

effectively captures this inhumanity, He describes a place where "...floor tiles gleam like 

glass .. .smeUs of wax and lemon-scented detergents penneate the haiiways. Even the germs 

are killed. It is like a hospital - except for one thing: the absence of humanity. Electronic 

devices monitor and control every human motion. ..it is enough to make one fa1 naked for - 
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literally - the very wds have eyes and ears" (Abu-Jamai, 1997). Pend abolitionist 

iiterahlre highly criticizes these 'advancements' in technology. It focuses on the 'bigger 

picture' of these changing technologies (Le. the monetary profits and the growth of an 

indusuy) and finds relevance in dismantling the myths that justify this pend expansion of 

social control beyond the institutiond redm and into the community. "Given that fiscal 

interests were the primary factor underlying the decarceration movement, Scull argued that 

liberal rhetoric on the issue of community corrections was a useful 'ideologicai camouflage' 

that allowed the 'economy to masquerade as benevolence and neglect as tolerance' (1977: 

152)" (cited in McMahon, 1992'30). 

Literaîure Review: Vast, Diverse, Radical 

Pend abolition suggests that "theories of individual prevention - rehabilitation, 

incapacitation, individual deterrence - are unable to defend the prison. Neither is the other 

major theory of social defense - the theory of general prevention. And neither is, finaily, the 

theory of justice. The prison does not have a defense, the prison is a failure in terms of its 

own purpose" (Mathiesen 1990, 137). In fact, it seems that the most successful segment of 

peaaiity has been the production of 'delinquents'. Foucault States that "The prison cannot 

fail to produce delinquents. It does so by the very type of existence that it imposes on its 

inmates: whether they are isolated in cells or whether they are given useless work, for which 

they will find no employment, it is, in any case, not 'to think of man in society; it is to create 

an unnaturai, useless and dangerous existence"' (Foucault, 1977,266). in the presentation of 

the prison as a self-sustaining force, both Foucault and Mathiesen imply that penality is not 

geared towards creating a safe community. 



Even though the rnajonty of people in prison iire there for property offences 

(Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1999, 121)' in lacking up men, women and children, 

it is easy to label them as dangerous/violent and to fear them. These (ex)convicts and 

'dangerous people' become huge assets in the larger scheme known as the prison industrial 

complex when they get caught in the revolving dwr syndrome. The industry depends on 

their r e m  within pend sanction in order to provide the human fuel which keeps the system 

ninning. Although the system's bmtaiities and failures are not a secret, the majonty in 

Society continually maintain an impartial, even smug response to pendity. This denial is a 

hinction of the 'othering' phenornenon. 

The 'othering' process, often reinforced by many 'isms' the social structure upholds, 

is a tool used to kmonize others, thereby justifjmg their oppression through pend brutality. 

Those who do not accept the 'othering' processes as 'a necessary evil' create altered views of 

'crime' and alternative responses to problems. Howard Sehr presents a good metaphor, 

which explains this phenomenon. In discussing photography, Zehr asseas that the 'khoice of 

lens ... affects what is in the picture. It also determines the relationships and proportions of 

the elements included. Similarly, the lens we use to examine aime and justice affects what 

we include as relevant variables, what we consider their relative importance to be, and what 

we consider proper outcornes" (Zehr 1990, 178). The retributive lem through which most 

view criminal justice not only mates the illusion of safety, it faiis to recognize that ihe 

system imposes victimization. 

The retributive justice system is stigrnatizing, focused on divisions. It is adversarial, 

creating 'defendants', 'prosecutors' and 'judges'. Critiquing this, Braithwaite endones a 

more 'inclusive' view of justice through "reintegrative shaming". This theory "specifies the 
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inclusionary ideai . . . [and] has symbolic advantages over stigmatization because ceremonies 

of repentance have even more integrative potential than degradation ceremonies,.," 

(Braithwaite, 1999, 156). He claims that, "like most sociologicai theories of crime, the 

theory of reintegrative shaniing implies that solutions to crime problems are not 

fundamentally to be found in the criminai justice system" (Braithwaite, 1999, 177-178). 

Penal abolitionists would support this Line of reasoning, but they would not support his belief 

in the need for state controlled punishment. in addition, it is important to take notice of who 

is 'inçharge' of the process and what power differentials exist within that. Another problem 

with Braithwaite's analysis lies in his reliance on the notion and existence of the state as it is 

known in contemporary society. After suggesting that the criminal justice system has no 

legitimacy in the area of crime prevention and crime solutions, Braithwaite asserts that 

"nevertheless, in so far as formai punishment by the state is important, the theory suggests 

that 'punishment as moral education almost certainly reduced more crime than punishment as 

deterrence" (Wilson and Hermstein, 1985, 495, cited in Braithwaite, 1999, 178). Pend 

abolitionists do not support the view that formal punishment by the state is 'important'. 

Abolitionists do acknowledge that the present 'social order' functions in a way ihat implies 

the need for formai punishment. When the legitimacy of the pend state is not questioned a 

part of the struggle for a safe and egalifarian society gets lost. 

Historical Content of Formal 'Punishment' 

The concept of punishment is deployed in diierent fonns as a response and solution 

to conflict situations. In the academic realm, the institution of punishment has been studied 

in different capacities and has evolved ïnto different approaches and contexts. The critical 

criminological realm has worked to contextuaiize institutionalized punishment: 
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[Academically] radier than focusing on the institution of imprisonment per se, 
critical cnminologists sought to iheoretically situate it in relation to broader 
trends in penal and social conûol. Moreover, as revisionist historians were 
rapidly accomplishing this objective with respect to segregative institutions 
and the pend exercise of pwer in the past (Rothman 1971, 1980; Foucault 
1977; Ignatieff 1978; Scull 1979, 1981) the analytic gap with respect to 
contempomry developments became more apparent ... the growth of 
revisionist historical literature was followed by contemporary 'revisionist' 
literature seeking to demystiw correctional discourses and practices, and to 
locate hem in the context of currently evolving control systems (McMahon, 
1992,26-27). 

in order to understand contemporary social control mechanisrns and the penal state, 

one needs to place them within the proper academic, political and historical contexts. 

Historically, it has ken  said that "negotiated restitution or compensation cumulating in some 

forrn of payment to the victim was an important mechanism for resolving criminal behavior 

in acephalous societies; there was no need for either supra-familial authority or state control" 

(Weitekamp, 1999, 80). In connecdng the relevance of historic societies to contemprary 

times, Christie (1978) called for the creation of community-based courts, with only lay- 

people involved - a process which would require the offender to face the people helshe has 

h m  as opposed to an abstract justice system. 

While historicaily, a lot of societies and cultures have adhered to a punitive 

approaches in dealing with problems, abditionists daim that the time has corne for a more 

productive, healing response to h m ,  violence and victimization. The present social order is 

one does not cohesively serve al1 members of this society, the need to strive for a system that 

does is prevdent and necessary. 

There are some historical lessons which need to be learned. A common historical 

fallacy is that the institution of the state and legal codes for human conduct brought forth the 

use of punishment and cevenge. In looking at records of written laws in early Western 
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societies, it seems that mmt "provided forms of restitution . . . for the parities involved in the 

dispute ... the code of Hamrnurabi [2380 BC] is the only source in the historiai litetanire on 

restitution where the concept of restitution is restricted to property crimes. In al1 the other 

sources, this concept is appiied to tioth property and personal crimes" (Weitekarnp, 1999, 

83). MichaIowski (1985) States that "as centralized nilers emerged and took an increasingly 

interestsd md active role in the resolution of trouble, the needs of victims as Schafer noted 

(1968) were replaced pmgressively be the interests of the state as the basis for seitiing 

confiicts" (cited in Weitekamp, 1999, 86). In effect, the king, instead of the victim began 

couecting compensation in cases where restitution was still used. In addition, as the process 

of justice was removed h m  the people and dominated by the king or the state, the 

community became increasingly individualized and less connecied (Weitekamp, 1999, 86). 

in the Anglo-saxon hemisphere, hierarchical political structures began to be dominant and 

"by the end of the lzh century, the erosion of ... restitution in Eumpe was complete; but the 

syscem was not voluntarily abandoned by the people; it was deliberately and forcibly co- 

opted by the crown and then discarded" (Weitekarnp, 1999,8M7). 

ln contemporary times, identifying, scapegoating and bmtalizing a convicted class 

has been an integrai and imposai process in almost al1 modern societies. This powerless 

minority has wom many masks over the years. Examples include: women and 

àevelopmentally challenged people during the European witch-hunts; homosexuals, Jews and 

gypsies during the World War II holocaust; Afncans subjected to American slavery; and for 

200 years, 'convicted criminals' in the modem criminal (in)justiœ systerns. In explaining 

the decline of capital punishment in al1 Western nations but the USA, Foucault "observes a 

changed focus h m  punislunent of the body to a focus on the human mind and soul" (Faith, 
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1993, 128). But, as Faith argues, "this analysis ... doesn't allow for the fundamental reality 

that prisoners continueci to be subject to physical tortures behind the walls" (Ibid.). In this 

transition, both mental and physical punishment became more discreet, and thecefore much 

easier for the public to justify and acoept. A common response to this displacement of 

punishment has been the sipificantiy high ntes of suicide among prisoners and the self- 

infliction of physical pain (Burtch and Ecson, 1979). There were 92 deaths in Canadian 

prisons in 1997-98. "Suicide continues to be the most frequent cause of deaths in custody 

accounting for 32 (35%) of al1 deaths . . . the suicide rate in prison is more than twice as high 

as the general population" (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1999, 46). Suicides and 

self-injury may be viewed as 'coping/escape mechanisms' utilized by the oppressed in 

dealing with the institutional-infliccion of pain. Heney points out that self-mutilation is more 

prevalent amongst fem& prisoners than among male prisoners (Heney 19W, 4). Faith 

explains that "the pa te r  reported Frequency with which it occurs among women is 

consistent with theories that men are conditioned to turn anger, blame or frustration against 

others, whereas women tum such feelings against themselves" (Faith, 1993, 243). Faith 

states that "the women perceive the policy [of segcegating those who slash themselves] as 

punishment for tampering with state pmperty, namely their own bodies" and that it is 

"administrative expense and inwnvenience ... not the profound pain [of self-injuries], or the 

reasons for if* which warrant a reaction h m  the prison administration and staff. (Faith, 

1993,243). 

The industrial mindset of crime conml has profited h m  the expansion of the 

boundaries of punishment, beyond the body to include the mind, The pend system becomes 

re-entrenched h u g h  prisoners' resistance and reactions to bmtality. The use of technology 
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and professionalism of 'law and order' is clearly a brutal reaction to brutal actions within a 

brutai, violent, penal setting. Healthcare becomes an expense and not necessarily essential. 

Instead of addnssing the Rasons for self-injury, the pend system cornodifies health care and 

profits h m  it (See Appendix 8). In reaction to this technologization and imposed 

professionalism, some segments of the community have begn to organize to resist the 

overwhelmingly destructive and alienating presence of the pend industrial cornplex. 

Resistance Movements: Historicaliy Contextualizing Reactions to Oppression 

Historically, responses to oppression have generated resistance at many levels. Two 

main levels include cesistance h m  the 'oppressed' and resistance fiom the 'enlightened and 

socially conscious'. The first level involves a minority of those king oppressed who 

eventudly organize into a resistance movement. The second level appears among a self- 

selected group of 'enlightened' (usually academic) individuais, generally a privileged 

minority who are not directly oppressed but who disapprove of the situation. 

Sebastian Scheerer outlines the mernories of past abolitionist victones to 

contextuaiize and thereby sustain present day resistance. Faced with the 'impossible dream' 

critickm which ofien emerges in response to penal abolitionist debates, Scheerer States that 

"the great victories of abolitionism are slowly passing into oblivion, and with them goes the 

experience that there has never been a major social transformation in the history of mankind 

tbat had not been looked upon as unrealistic, idiotic, or utopian by the large majority of 

experts even a few years before the unthinkable became reaiity" (Scheerer 1986, 7). 

Mathiesen compares these historical examples to the penal abolition movement: "prison . . . is 
a 'giant standing on clay soil' ... a seemingly solid system with very poor underpinnings, 

much like slavery, the Roman Empire in its final stage, and the Soviet nile in its fiad stage. 
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The Achiiles heel, the clay soil, of the prison is its total irrationaliîy in tems of its own 

stated goals, a bit like the witch hunts, without proof' (Mathiesen 1997, 8, emphasis in 

onginai). 

The Birth OP an International Movement 

initially, the contemporary pend abolition movement was the prison abolition 

movement. Ruth Moms, a Canadian pioneer in this movement, in alliance with the Quaker 

cornmittee on Jails and Justice, founded the First International Conference on Prison 

Abolition (ICOPA) in 1983. This was an uonic objective because it was originally the 

Quakers who, in resistance to the brutality of corporal and capital punishment, supported the 

birth of the first penitentiary. Jessica Mitford explains that upon 'discovenng' and moving 

to the 'Amerkas', "the Pennsylvania Quakers set about the abolition of these barbarities fiom 

the New World. As a result of their efforts, the first penitentiary . . . was established in 1790" 

in Philadelphia (Mitford, 1974, 34). Ever since, the Quakers have worked to abolish these 

new foms of pend barbacity. In 1976, a key publication entitled "ïnstead of Prisons: A 

handbook for Abolitionists" was released by the Prison Research Education Action Project. 

In it, the values, ideas and language of prison abolitionists were outlined (See Appendix C). 

This struggle was f i e r  manifested in the creation of the First international Confennce on 

Prison Abolition (ICOPA) in 1983 in Toronto, marking the beginning of a continuous flow of 

international pend abolitionist conferences. 

In 1985, the conference was hosted by Herman Bianchi in Amsterdam. Moms reports 

that "it was very academic [not enough activism involved] . . . they did this expriment on us 

[conference participants] during the conference ... the 'pme snatching scenario' [a man 

snatched a purse h m  the audience] to see how abolitionists initially react to street crimes" 
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(Morris, 1999). That was quite offensive to many participants who quickly realized that this 

was staged and that they were involuntarily participating in an expriment. "All the 

Canadians were furious, we marched out. It was a good activist element" in a highly 

academic conference (Morris, 1999). 

The third conference, in Montreal in 1987 was organized by Marie Beemans and 

other activists in Montreal who brought forth the idea of expanding the stmggle beyond 

prison with a focus on the mots of the prison structures and their durability in the face of 

failure and continuous critique. This expansion in focus was manifested in a crucial change: 

the rnovement switched from being 'prison abolition' to 'pend abolition'. While the first 

International Conference on Prison Abolition in 1983 marked the emergence of an organized 

and recognized prison abolitionist movement, the switch to penal abolition in 1987 

broadened the social context in which prisons are consmcted. The switch also aided in 

defining the enormity of the struggle which the movement is facing. The abolitionists were 

not only looking to take down the prison walls, they were lwking to dismaniie the social 

stnictures which sustain and support those wails and to build a community that wiil not need 

to fa11 into dependence on those walls. It is understood that dismantling prison walls will not 

alone eliminate the state use of coercion and social control. 

The third KOPA also presented some controversy. Moms explained that there were 

participants (mainly from the United States) who felt that there was not enough Latin 

American or Afncan American representation. She adds that: "they did not recognize the 

huge effort that was made with the French language or the importance of that. They were 

bringing in American bias while accusing the Canadians of bias and there was a fair amount 

of acrimony over that which was unfortunate" (Monis, 1999). (This same problem arose at 
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the ninth International Conference on Pend Abolition in May 2000 in Toronto. Although 

over twenty countries were represented at the conference, many young activists felt that this 

diversity was not adequately reflected in the plenaries). 

The fourth conference was held in Poland in 1989, organized by Monika Platek. This 

conference was the smdlest yet, significant, because it was organized in Eastern Eurape 

before the curtain fell. The organizers (and to some extent the participants) for this 

conference were very couragcous, essentially risking ttieir lives in what was a politically 

volatile place for a pend abolitionist conference. 

The fifth KOPA conference, in 1991, was held in Costa Rica. Many delegates 

considered it to be the best conference to that date. Moms asserts that this was due to Elias 

Coranza a Costa Rican govemment officia1 who is also an abolitionist. He had "red 

credibility ... with Latin American justice officiais. They [justice officiais] came, taking it 

very seriously as a üN event ... they were heId accountable to Elias for how they were 

responding to prisons and pend abolition" (Morris, 1999). Among the highlights was a 

forum devised for policy makers and justice officiais to engage in debate with pend 

abolitionist activists and academics. 

The sixth conference, in 1993, was M d  in Indiana, organized by Harold Pepinsky. 

This location was appropriate because the USA represents the archetype of penal oppression 

and high costs (human and economic) of the prison industrial complex. This conference 

contributed a focus on Native Culture and the injustices of British colanization and the 

implementation of retributive justice models (Morris, 1999). The seventh conference was 

held in Spain, 1995, organized by Maria Theresa, a lawyer in Spain. Moms stated that there 

were several pmblems with this conference. 'The penal abolition orientation session .. . was 
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the night before the conference started [and thus was poorly attended] ... some of the 

promotional materiais weren't . . . abolitionist . . . Theresa was so anxious to sel1 it [abolition] 

to the systems people, she d l y  taiked alternatives not abolition ... she did have translation 

between Spanish and English which was essential and she had some good sessions" (Moms, 

1999). 

The eighth conference was held in Auckland, New Zealand in 1997. Moms explains 

how that "one of the suengths of the ICOPAs has been the constant focus on hying to be a 

world movement and of really respecting that . . . Worth Americans complained that] poor 

people can't get over there [New Zesland] ..* but what about the poor people over there who 

are always expected to corne here? It is another forrn of 'ism"' (Morris, 1999). 1 was present 

at that conference and witnessed the minimal worId representation in terms of visible 

minorities and diverse life experiences. 

The ninth KOPA was held in Toronto, Canada in May 2000, organized by Ruth 

Moms and Giselle Dias through Rittenhouse, a non-profit organization which Moms 

founded that focuses on the activist realm of pend abolition (See Appendix D). For the fust 

time since the birth of ICOPA, the conference was visiting a city twice. A new contribution 

to the KOPA movements was a more detailed focus on state, corporate and white-collar 

crimes and the devastating effects such acts have upon huge numbers of people. ICOPA 9 

stressed the need to ce-locate the focus on 'criminals' h m  Street crime's individualized, 

direct acts to collective ocganizations and institutions that make conscious, economic, fatai 

decisions. This conference, which I also attendeci, was well organized and included 

representation h m  over 20 countries. Still, much controversy on the topic of proper 

representation of 'minority' and 'oppressed' peoples arose. In my view, ICOPA 9 was many 
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steps up h m  ICOPA 8 in diverse npresentation, but stiil lacked strong representation of 

minority voices in plenary sessions. At this conference, it seemed that ICOPA's rehun to its 

place of birth was providing the oppominity for a diverse and vast rnovement to recognize its 

need to senphen solidarity and to widen its parameters. It became clear that voices of the 

young activists and blooming acaàernics need to be celebrated and legitimized in this 

movement dong with an increase in visible minority representation. The controversy at this 

conference was tense and sometimes allowed for unnecessary personal attacks. Such 

discomfort also p i e d  those present the chance to identify proper representation as an issue 

in need of prompt attention. The first step in dealing with this has already been taken: the 

next ICOPA, tentatively for 2002, will be held in Nigeria, to be organized by Uju Agomoh 

and the Prisoners' Rehabilitation and Welfate Action (PRAWA) organization. 

The tensions which existed at ICOPA 9, as at previous ICOPAs, have resulted in 

change and progress within the movement. Critical expressions and resistance to inequality 

are common characteristics for the pend abditio~st movement. It is therefore not shocking 

that controversy and tension exists within these conferences; after dl,  the conference 

paiticipants represent a larger movement that is filled with criticai thinkers who are 

passionate in thek challenges against the status quo and keen on their values which include 

sociai, potiticd, and persona1 transformations. 

This overview of the ICOPA conferences is essential in laying out the trends wiihin 

which abolitionism functions. It presents a gaad picture of the academic achievements and 

arguments. in addition, pend abolition involves activism beyond the scope of published 

papers, international conferences and intellectual debates. This activism is moted in 

prisoners' and nonaiainstream victims' rights groups, both of which express dissatisfaction 
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with the pend system and objection to the inhumanity it inflicts upon those over whom it has 

power. 

The political climate of a given country has influences upon the foci of pend 

abolitionists in it. in the United States, abolition of the death penalty and a focus on racism 

(mainly against Black, Hispanic, Chicano people) within the pend system and social 

structure are focd concems. in Europe, concems are more academic than activist. in New 

Zealand, Canada and the United States, Aboriginal nations and justice models are key 

themes. in Canada, the contemporary focus is also on victim empowerment. There is an 

effort by the Canadian federal government to establish 'restorative justice' initiatives as a 

response to conventional 'crime' definitions. Some pend abolitionists are criticd of this 

move due to the integration of punitive i d d s  within some 'restorative' programs. For true 

pend abolition to prevail, it is imperative that initiatives and 'alternatives' not be "based 

upon the premises of the old system ...[ where it] does not belong to, is not integrated or 

woven into, the old system" (Mathiesen L974, 13-14). 

When these restorative 'alternatives' get integrated into the existing system, 

'restorative justice initiatives' then function to widen the parameters of the present pend 

system. Unfortunately, "most fonns of net widening are perceived as largely unintended 

consequences of destructuring reforms. Or at least, as the notion of 'unintended 

consequences' already implies a pariicular theory, these effects could not be predicted in any 

simple way fiom the ideology" (Cohen 1985'56). 

Pend Abolitionists base their rejection of 'dtematives' within the system on the 

critique that the system is tw controhg and self-senring to aiiow itself to be abolished. The 

industry is flourishing, and ideas or program which challenge the structure of penology will 
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either be rejected or CO-opted. Ruth Moms spoke of the Canadian initiatives to incorporate 

Restorative Justice models within Criminai Justice: 

Many of the people involved with those initiatives are exuemely good-hearted 
people who are uying to do the right thing. But 1 don't think it is an accident 
at ail that the system sucks up to them and funds them and loves them and 
integrates them right into its revenge stuff. Having said both sides of that, 
there is a continuum. Some of the initiatives are really transformative but 
don't cal1 thernselves that; some are really just zapping people and calling it 
restorative (Moms, 1999). 

Tbe Birth of Transformative Justice 

In expressing her dissatisfaction with Restorative Justice, Ruth Moms coined the 

tem 'transforrnative justice'. The concept of 'restoring' did not deal with structural 

inequalities and ihus emerged the need to 'transform'. She States: 

Restorative justice accepts the structural injustice of the world and of the 
system and does not challenge the mot questions of: 'who is defined as 
criminal, who is defined as victim and who is defined as community?' It 
accepts the permanence of those roles, and the idea that one act defines you 
for a lifetime, in a role and status which doesn't really change ... Restorative 
justice does not restore the offender to the community. They rernain an 
offender and an exsffender. Even 1 use the language; it is so hard to escape 
from. So that is the biggest objection. 

The second objection is that 1 think it is truly wrong for victims ... victims' 
needs are as important to me as the needs of the offenders. We are al1 victims, 
we are al1 offenders. To recover health as a Society, we need to find a healthy 
way of understanding both of those coles and supporting people in both those 
d e s  and working through them.. . theologically, Restorative justice goes back 
biblically to the concept of the Garden of Eden. That God created Justice and 
a world which was invented to be just ... most people don't understand it in 
that way. What they understand it to be is that in a restorative world, 1 may be 
screwing this person and so they f'inally assaulted me and so 1 want to go back 
to screwing them. I don't mean that all victims have been doing that, but 
basically, most offenders are king screwed by the world, so 1 don't want to 
go back to a system where they are getting the short end of the stick. 

1 definitely do not want to tell victims that they can recover the world the way 
it was before they were raped or assaulted or mbbed, because they can't, the 
world has changed for them, forever. Every single bad thing that bas 



happened to a human king changes their iives and you can't restore hem to 
where they were before, but you can use those experiences to transform. 
(Moms, 1999). 

Having said that, Dr. Moms does not discount Restorative Justice initiatives. She asserts that 

Restorative justice "bas been a step dong the way" and it has been an "important step 

because it was so moderate that it was allowed to challenge the Reüibutive mode1 and could 

do so quite successfully" (Moms, 1999). She finds that the notion of 'healing', which is 

predominant within Restorative Justice ideology, is "very satisfying" but adds that "heaiing 

does not say restorative. Healing .. . is a better word . . . than restorative, but it is not quite as 

challenging to people as transfomative, 1 often find that each of these are like stepping 

Stones. But you have to be careful because the stepping stone can slip or not take you far 

enough. 1 fa1 that restorative justice was like a stepping stone, but at this point, we can't just 

stand on that stone, we have to move forwud" (Morris, 1999). That step forward is 

manifested within the ideology/practices of Transfomative Justice. 

Transfomative Justice: Expanding DefinMons, Broadening R e s p o m  

Transfomative justice models are presently most representative of pend abolitionist 

discourse. It is a concept that is very different from Retributive and Restorative Justice (See 

Appendix E). Whereas Retributive Justice looks to avenge and Restarative Justice lwks to 

restore, Transformative Justice lwks to transform, with a focus on mot causes of and 

responses to h m .  Transformative Justice provides a clear oudine of victim's needs. Within 

Transformative models, Giselle Dias (1999) explains that "Victims need answers, recognition 

of the wrong, they need safety, they need restitution and they need meaning or significance." 

Transformative justice seeks concrete reactions to victimization that are productive, sensitive 

and helpful for ail involved with the transfonnative justice processes. It seeks to broaden the 



conventional definitions of 'victimization', and to broaden the responses and the ceactions 

that society and the 'justice' system can access in dealing with conflict and harm. 

Against a backdrop of tome  scenarios and public executions, the prison seemed like 

a step forward and the Quakers in Pennsylvania pushed for that transition into a new realm of 

punishment (Mitford, 1974). Upon realizing that brutality still exists, they began to push for 

the abolition of the prison and this grew into the realization that the pend system as a whole 

is the enemy - prison is but a minor yet visible function of the bigger problem. Even iftwhen 

prisons and penality are abolished, the need to change responses and definitions of harm will 

continue because society's needs will have changed. A successful end resuk for pend 

abolitionist stmggles would herald the beginning of new, as yet, undefined sauggles. 



CHAPTER 2: Bcsearching Marginal Voiccs Within a Marghdhcd Movmicnt: 
Ethicai GddcUncs and Pmgcessivc Restarch S t r m c t ~ ~ e s  

You can see that 'ihere is no easy walk to freedom anywhere and many of us wiil have to pass 
h u g h  the valley of the shadow of death again and again before we reach the mountain tops of our 
desires'. Dangers and difficuities have not deterred us in the past; they will not fnghten us now. But 
we musc be prepated for them iike men who mean buisiness and who do not waste energy in vain talk 
and idle action. The way of preparation for action lies in our rooting out al1 impurity and indiscipline 
fiom our organization and making it a bright shining instrument that will cleave its way to ... 
freedom 

Nelson Mandella, 1953 

A Bumpy and Rigorous Journey d o m  the Pend Abolitionist Path 

The Canadian pend abolitionist movement spreads over many areas of research and 

reaches out into many parts of the country. Given my limited resources 1 decided to 

interview five very different people involved as leaderslexperts in separate areas celateci to 

justice that at the same time interrelate with the pend abolitionist movement in Canada. This 

recognizes Canadian pioneers, activists and academics involved with humanitarian work 

within the Canadian (in)Justice System. In the interviews, 1 focused on original ideas and 

innovative work seldom acknowledged or recognized outside the realm of each participant's 

work. The five people are: Ruth Moms, an activist, academic, Msionary and founder of 

Rittenhouse and one of the founders of the International Conference on Pend Abolition; 

Giselle Dias, coordinator of Rittenhouse as well as a daughter whose mother was killed in the 

hospital f ie r  doctors prescribed too much anesthetic; Ken Logan, who selved over twenty 

years for a triple homicide and who also 'by coincidence' met one of his victims' sister; Rick 

Sauve, who was wrongly convicted, served 17 years in prison and now works with LifeLine 

organization; W i a  Derksen whose thirteen year old daughter was murdered in 1984 and 

who now works with the Mennonite Centrai Cornmittee pmmoting a more healing response 



for victims of violent crimes. Each of these five people work in different areas and rarely 

acknowledge the intercomectedness of their accomplishments. 

The overall focus for this research is the intersection of academic and activist pend 

abolitionism. 'Victims' voices and expenences will be emphasized in an attempt to illustrate 

the penal abolitionist view on victimization which advocates more appropriate responses and 

support networks for victims in a non-punitive, more effective and more productive 

atmosphere. 

Research Strategies 

in the area of political activism, 1 focused on Rittenhouse: a key Canadian 

organization for Pend Abolition. Rittenhouse is an non-profit organization hsed in Toronto 

which focuses on victims of crime, offenders, prisoners, ex-prisoners, 'risk' communities, 

poverty, and public education. Rittenhouse is rooted in social justice principles and functions 

with the specific mission to abolish the penal system. Interviewing Ruth Morris, founder of 

Rittenhouse, 1 recorded the historicai factors which have allowed Rittenhouse to flowish and 

survive. Giselle Dias, coordinator of Rittenhouse offered a more detailed description of the 

daily functions and obstacles faced by the organization. Rittenhouse represents a single yet 

dominant segment of the Canadian activist pend abolitionist movement. An analysis of the 

pend abolitionist academic movement will be pursued through a Literature review and a 

study of the international Conferences on Pend Abolition (KOPA). 

Aside h m  Moms's contributions, the Canadian segment of the penal abolitionist 

rnovement has very few published materials. Although Rittenhouse is one relatively small 

organization and Dr. Moms's is the voice of one wornan, her work is influentid and 

important to the pend abolitionist movement. She is not only an outspoken activist (she was 
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one of the founders of ICOPA) for pend abtition, she is aiso intemationally recognized in 

the pend abolitionist theoretical realm. She has published several books, a major one for this 

movement was one entitled "Pend Abolition: the practid choice." More recently, she has 

edited a book entitled: "The Case for Pend Abolition" with Gord West. In the words of 

Margaret Mead, it is important to remember to "never doubt that a smail group of committed 

people can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever hm" (cited in Abu-Jamal, 

1997,65). 

Bringing Forth Key Voices 

In mapping Canadian abolitionist movernents, this research brought forth the voices 

of the marginalized Wctims and the outspoken opposition to penality. This thesis aiso focuses 

on the criminal (in)justice system and people who have suffered its effects. 1 interviewed two 

(ex)prisoners - Ken Logan and Rick Sauve - and two women whose family members were 

killed - Wilma Derksen and Giselle Dias. Ken Logan and Rick Sauve have each served long 

sentences in Canadian prisons and each works with (ex)prisoners and (ex)prisoners' families. 

Rick Sauve, wrongly convicted lifer, is presently working with LifeLine, an organization 

which works with men and women seming Life sentences in Canadian penitentiaries. Ken 

Logan, a lifer presently on parole, has worked for the John Howard Society, an organization 

which works with prisoners in the prison and in the community for re-integration and for 

prisoners' rights. He has also worked with Bridgehouse, an organization that provides 

affordable, tempocary housing and support for women and children who visit family or 

fnends in prison in Kingston. 

A common theme amongst the interviews with Rick Sauve and Ken Logan was the 

imposed bmtalities of the justice system (with a specific focus on the federal prison system) 
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and the counter-productive nature of tetributive justice. Sauve's experience with mngful 

conviction adds to the expanding definition of victirn and victimization. Ken Logan added to 

this insight in reflecting on his meeting with the sister of one of his victims. Because pend 

abolition often emphasizes empowerment and community, it was interesting talking to Sauve 

and Logan about bringing victims and offenders together and the possible empowerment that 

ensues from such re-unions. This sort of empowerment was further discussed with Giselle 

Dias. She is not only an activist within the abolition movement, but she is aiso a victim of a 

medical crime: her mother's death was caused by a doctor's mistake in a hospital when 

Giselle was 2 years old. 

Wilma Derksen was the fifth person interviewed. Her daughter was murdered in 

1984 and shortly thereafter, Derksen began working in the community and in prisons in the 

ma of healing justice and community/victim empowerment. She has founded the 'Child 

Find' (Manitoba chapter) organization, published a book, "Have You Seen Candace?" about 

her experience, and has been involved with several support circles which deai with families 

of murder victims. She has outlined a personal definition of 'victims' needs and has 

responded to those needs in a way that is outside the confines of mainstreani expectations 

and 'victim' images. Wilma Derksen's experiences in taiking with prisoners about the impact 

of her daughter's murder on her, her family and her community was a valuable resource for 

understanding victimsffender bonds which the pend system denies and delegitimizes. Her 

work has aided in explaining the practical functions and repercussions of the pend system. 

Because pend abolitionist work is rarely represented in victimology, the amount of pend 

abolitionist activism which focuses on victims' rights is seldom acknowledged, This 

petpetuates a distorted image of pend abolition in academic, activist and political realms. 
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For these rasons, this research will focus on ihe victims' experiences and voices within the 

pend abolitionist movement. 

A clearly persistent theme throughout abolitionist literature and discussions is 

Oppression, and resistance (be it through education or through politicai advocacy) seems to 

be the unequivocal ceaction. In the study of oppression, the structures which pend abolition 

has focused on in the past include poverty, racism, sexism, drug war propaganda, illiteracy, 

coprate crime and 'democnitic* rule, media and misinformation, colonialism, etc. 

Essentially, any area that deals with the violation of human rights and the imposition of 

inegalitarianism has a place under the pend abolitionist umbrella. 

Interview Structure 

The qualitative in te~ews for this research consisted of a senes of open-ended, semi- 

stnictured questions. A tape recorder was used with signed consent from al1 participants. Not 

taking notes ensured that my full attention was dhcted to the interview. 1 conducted five 

separate, face to face interviews. Each interview lasted for about 2 hours. Each person chose 

the setting of their choice for the interview. Four chose their homes, and one person found it 

was more convenient to meet at her work place. Each interview was caual at fmt but 

invariably became intense as more personal iife experiences were discussed, Mer each 

interview, a short &-briefing ensued to help relieve the tension and grief that may have 

arisen due to the intensity of the interview. 

Ethical Coacem 

The Amencan Psychologiçal Association states that 'the decision to undertake 

msearch should rest upon a considered judgment by the individual and the social scientist 

about how best to contribute to social science and to human weifare" (Paiys, 1997,91). The 
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APA outlines ten pnnciples which any 'ethical researcher' shouid undertake. These include: 

1) protection of the nghts of the research participant, 2) protection of the rights of al1 

mearchers involved, 3) hiii disclosum of the research to al1 participants, 4) openness and 

honesty amongst researcher and intewiewee, 5) respect for the individual's fnedom to 

decline participation at any time, 6) establishing a clear and fair agreement between 

researcher and participant before the research begins, 7) no nsk of physical or mental 

discordort, no h m  or danger for al1 who participate in the research, 8) assurances of no 

damaging consequences for the participant, in the case of such consequences it is 9) the 

researcher's responsibility to deal with it in a productive and helpful manner, and 10) 

confidentiality/infonaed consent (Palys, 1997,9 1-92). 

Some concems relevant to my research included infomed consent, confidentiality 

and the intensity of the interviews in relation to discornfort for the interviewee. In relation to 

informed consent, I did not deceive any of the respondents. All were given a detailed 

account of my topic, a clear description of their role, and how iheir contributions are to be 

used in my thesis. Al1 were shown a list of the questions 1 hoped to ask them and the other 

interviewees; al1 approved the questions at that time. They were promised that if, at any time 

they, wished to end the inte~ew, they could do so without any explanation or apology. In 

addition, if any questions amse which they are not cornfortable answering they could decline 

to answer. . - 

A consent form covered issues of anonymity, informed and voluntary participation 

and an overall understanding of what participation in the interview entailed (See Appendix 

F). Each person read and signed ihis consent form prioc to each in te~ew.  There were no 

problems in this ana Ail participants in ihis research were open to my inte~ewing them 
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and none had problems with my reveaiing their identity in my work. Some interviewees 

provided documents that they felt would assist with my research. At the start of each 

interview, 1 asked if 1 might re-interview them if necessary. As it happens, ce-interviewing 

was not necessary. 

In the spirit of pend abolitionism, informai human communication is necessary and 

essentiai, 1 did my best to provide a comfortable setting which allowed for the free flow of 

conversation/information. 1 asked permission to use a tape recorder and made it clear that if 

they felt at ail uncornfortable with it, 1 would have no problems not using one. No one felt 

uncomfortabk with it, ail signed permission; in fact, the tape recorder did not have an 

overbearing presence once the in te~ew had settled into a comfortable flow. There was no 

time when 1 was asked to turn the tape recorder off or to rewind and erase a specific piece of 

the intewiew. 1 advised each interviewee that 1 would be transcribing the tapes, and would 

keep them and the transcribed notes in my possession, at my home in a safe, inaccessible 

place. With each person's permission, 1 was given consent to keep the notes for future 

references. In tcanscniiing the interviews, 1 decided that a word for word account was most 

accurate and appropriate for this type of research. No summaries were made in the initiai 

draft of transcribed notes. 

I had some main questions to addcess but the overall structure of these interviews was 

flexible and open to topics the person found most relevant to my research. Morris's 

questions focused on the acadernia of abolitionism. She also discussed the politicai and 

economic processes through which Rittenhouse was built. Dias's questions focused on the 

&y to &y functioning of Rittenhouse. in addition, we spoke about her mother's death and 

the Transforrnative Justice path she has chosen for this loss. Derksen's interview centered 
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mainly on her personal definitions of 'victim needs' and her experiences in fuffilling them 

inside and outside the domain of the penal system. She is presently completing a Victim's 

Sensitivity Training Manual in which she outlines her own steps and procedures for dealing 

with victims of violence in a more appropriate and helpful way (Derksen, 1999). Logan's and 

Sauve's in te~ews consisted of their stories within the justice system (with both offenders 

and victims, as both offenders and victims) and the context of those experiences within the 

pend abolitionist mindset and ideals. 

Recognizing Limitations and Growing Within those Recognitions 

This exploratory research, generating original data and new information, has 

limitations. Five people's ideas and experiences and a literature review, are not inclusive of 

al1 events and research tied to the Canadian penal abolitionist movement. The Canadian 

activist pend abolitionist movement, like the academic one, is vast and complex. By 

focusing on Rittenhouse, the only Canadian organization with 'penal abolition' as its main, 

specified goal, 1 hope to provide an understanding for future activists as well as information 

for the academic sector about the activist sphere. 

Wilma Derksen is the only 'victim of crime', as defined in mainstream media and 

ideology, that 1 interviewed. 1 do not propose to present her voice as representative of al1 

victims. 1 do propose that the dissatisfaction of victims with the penal pmcess is a major 

component of my research and 1 aim to personalize that aspect through Derksen's interview. 

Her experiences, ideas and work are in direct conflict with the mainstream image of a 

'victirn' and 'victirn' needs. In bringing forth her voice, 1 challenge popular perceptions. In 

relating to her experiences with other families who have been victimized, 1 highlight the 

common ground shared among victims of violence. 



Ken Logan and Rick Sauve contributed information that aids in broadening 

conservative definitions of 'victim* into the realm of 'victim of the state'. Sauve's 

experience with wrongful conviction is an excellent example of the state's use of the justice 

system as a tool for inflicting h m  upon its marginalized citizens. He was involveci with the 

Satan's Choice Motorcycle Club at the time of his wrongful conviction, which was a key 

factor in the injustice he faced, "Regardless of what those who control the justice system tell 

us, if is a hindamentally flawed syskm infected with overt secrecy, corruption, bmtality, 

racism and class prejudice ... it is not surprising, therefore, that those who are wrongfully 

convicted are the marginalized of society, the direct victims of the systemic biases inherent in 

our social structure" (Anderson and Anderson, 1998,27). 

The h m  of imprisonment is clearly illustrateci in the experiences of Logan and 

Sauve. L?:prisonment is seldom recognized as a fom of state-imposed victimization. Both 

Logan and Sauve sewed lengthy sentences inside prison and both are cunently continuing to 

serve their sentences in the community. Though their experiences are not representative of 

aü long-term offenders' experîences, they speak to the various forms of victimization they 

experienced during their imprisonment. To deal with the issue of generalization to other 

prisoners* experiences, Sauve discussed his work with LifeLine. LifeLine is a national 

organization which consists of Liiers who are on who go into the prisons to work with lifers 

who are applying for parole while at the same time providing support for lifers who are not 

yet at the parole eligibility dates in their sentences. LifeLine also provides comunity 

support for lifers who are on parole and deding with effectslaftemath of long-terni 

imprisonment. 



Pend abolition is a paradigm within which I am deeply involved. 1 have been 

involved with abolitionist activism for several years, I have studied the literahue and read the 

materiais: I have pruclaimed myseff a penal abolitionist. I thus share the standpoint of the 

literature and some of the interviewees - this does not however preclude critique. My work 

has allowed me to witness the strengths and limitations of the movement. It has been stated 

that, "research methodology requires experience and information about the topic king 

examined. You must know as much as possible about the ins and outs of agency operations 

and the structure of a particular agency ... unless you, or others with whom you can consult 

freely, are thomughly acquainted with the organization, you may overlook some very 

important resul ts..." (Binder and Geis, 1983, 11). 1 believe that my work with prisoners and 

victims of crimes has granted me special insights in relation to the literanue on criminal 

justice and victimology. 

Pend abolition is a political statement against "band- aid" or "short-term" solutions to 

extremely complex problems. The interviews for this research highlight this complexity, 

thus, relating to both the hateful side of human nature as well as the heights to which we can 

each rise. In addition, it became clear that people within communities must take control of 

their problems and confiicts. Pend abolition is often viewed as an irrationai response to 

'petceiveâ' oppression, and is frequently described as the 'impossible dream'. My research 

has shown that the htionality lies within the existing system and that the impossible dream 

is not necessarily an impossible teality. We live in a world where the 'community' is 

becoming Wtual and where communications are ever expanding. Hopefully, in chat 

expansion wiil be an element of education and empowerment to take control of harm 



reduction out of the hands of the 'state' and to place it back into the lives of people most 

d i i t l y  affected, not as vigilantes but as conaibuthg rnembers of cooperative wmmunities. 



CEAPTER 3: A Criticai Assasment d h a 1  Assumptions and Oppressive Boundarios: 
Figbting iiiusioas of Dicbotomy 

There are two kinds of prisons. One kind is built with mncrete, steel, and razor wk. The other is 
built in the dungeons of our minds .. . Symboiically, the barriers of prisons represent the impregnable 
security sheilds behind which much of society hides. We hire police, prosecutors, judges, prison 
guards, and parole boards to k ~ p  'ihose people' out of our sight. We listened to the old Dylan ballad 
about the cutting down of George Jackson, but failed to understand the prophecy of his words: 'The 
whole wurici is one big prison yard, some of us are prisoners, the mst of us are guards.' We are tw 
biind to see that social conml of the under-çlass is an attitude emanating from the prisons of our 
minds. 

McCormick, 1993 

Criminologid Contributions tbat Complement Penai Abolition 

Several theoreticai dispositions exist which can be used to support and perpetuate the 

ped abolitionist paradip. Proponents of Constitutive Criminology and Newsmaking 

Criminology argue that the mass media's presentations of crime, justice and the social 

reactions to hem, selectively reinforce the penal mode1 of crime conml (Barak, 1995, 143- 

144). The "primary objective of those criminologies is to expose the underpinning cultural 

and political-economic nature of the crime pmblem, and to cûaw necessary connections 

between this natwe and the way in which crime is defined as a particular type of individual 

or social problem" (Barak, 1995, 143-144). In doing so, these cciminologists hope to 

'ovecthrow' mainsüeam conceptions of crime and the policies which îhese perceptions 

justiw and reinforce. In the end, they also seek to replace them with "alternative conceptions 

and practices, such as those that are part of an emerging 'criminology of peacemaking'" 

Peacemaking Criminology shares simila- vaiues and beliefs as penal abolitionism. 

Peacemaking has mots in three major traditions: teligious, feminist, and criticai. There are 

also contributions of social activists and people who work fiont-Line positions in the field of 

criminal justice and social work (Pepinsky, 1991, 299). ColbctiveLy, abolitionist and 
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peacemaking disciplines complement each other and seem to work well together. Recently, 

there has been more of an effort in combining those ideas. This is mainly due to the fact chat 

peacemaking groups and the penal abolitionist groups, "are marginal to the mainstream both 

in peace studies and in criminology" (Pepinsky, 1991,300-301). 

Organizing the fifth KOPA in Indiana, Hal Pepinsky found that "many of the 

peacemaking criminologists and many of the ICOPA people are completely unaware of one 

anothei' (Pepinsky, 1991, 300). This pmfessional and academic segregation is a major 

obstacle on the pûth towards a better, healthier, safer saciety. Pepinsky feels "We have paid a 

pnce for specialization and advanced data-pmessing capabilities in this information age" 

and that "if you look in a standard college text for criminology or criminal justice, the vast 

literature cited there will scarcely if at al1 include any notice of activities of members of the 

ICOPA network. For that matter, most ICOPA members find little reason to read 

mainstream criminology or criminai justice research-journals" (Pepinsky, 1991, 300). That 

such divisions and segregation of disciplines exist is not surprising since the academic world 

is often highly competitive, elitist and 'pmfessional'. Within academic pend abolitionism, 

this segregation and elitism is ironic since pend abolitionists claims CO reject notions of 

exclusion/segregation. While peacemaking and abolitionist ideologies have become inter- 

related in the last few years, mainly due to Hal Pepinsky's efforts, pend abolitionism is still 

segregated fiom other critical disciplines. 

Although academically pend abolition is a segregated discipline, penal abolitionist 

ideology rejects the notion of segregation. In that rejection, they do not necessarily reject the 

notion of temporary separation h m  (not of) the community. This is d i r e n t  h m  

'segregation' in that stigma and negative connotations are to be eliminated. In circumstances 
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when the heaith of the community and that of the problematic individual is best served in a 

brief separation, pend abolitionists do not d o w  room for stigmatized segregation. This is 

sirnilar to Braithwaite's notion of nintegrative shaming. He States that "shaming is 

counterproductive when it pushes offenders into the clutches of criminal subcultures, 

shaming conttols crime when it is at the same time powemil and bounded by ceremonies to 

reintegrate the offender back into the community of responsible citizens" (Braithwaite, 1999, 

4). He explains that without the assumptions and pressures which stigma adds to shame, the 

consequences are much more positive (Braithwaite, 1999, 4). Pend abolition expands this 

sort of reasoning ont0 a bigger level. in insisting on generating responsibility by the offender 

for harms rendered, pend abolitionists hope to build a society that can accept confessions in 

a non-stigrnatizing, appropriate and productive manner. 

An impnssive, Canadian exarnple of the success rates involved with this type of 

reasoning and policy applications is Hollow Water Creek Holistic Circle Healing Rogram. 

Hollow Water Creek is a small community in Manitoba that has faced extremely high rates 

of sexual violencelabuse, and the program was implemnted in relation to these abuses. It 

encouraged people to come forth and ensured minimal punitive responses. Due to that 

assurance, community members (offenden and victirns) were willing to come foah and 

admit to sexually abusing or king sexuaily abused. The end result appears highly 

successful: "Of the fortysight offenders . . . over the last nine years, only five have gone to 

jail, primarüy because they faiied to participate adequately in the healing program. Of the 

forty-thne who did . .. two bave repeated their crimes ... of those .. . one re-offended at a 

veqr early stage ... The second re-offended when the program was in its infancy. Since that 

re-offending, he has completed the fomal heahg program and is now a valuable rnember of 
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the team, given his personal knowlerlge of the ways victimizers try to avoid responsibility" 

(Ross, 1996,36). 

Alternative F o m  of Perception: Questionhg the Te- 

Penological definitions and assumptions are so engrained in so many aspects of the 

social structure and at so many different levels, that merely questioning them creates great 

anxiety for the community. To properly deconstnict penality within its hegemonic structure, 

some basic concepts, terms and assumptions need to be addressed. Terms like 'crime', 

'victim', 'harm', and 'conununity' are central to penality, criminology and the media's 

representation of such concepts; also, these terms are not rare in the realm of everyday 

conversation. Radical criminology and critical modes of thought have academicaily 

debated, deconstmcted and reconstructed those terms into numerous forms and definitions. 

Within the penal abolitionist discourse, a basic concept necessary in reconstructing 'crime' is 

the Hippocratic pcinciple: 'First, do no harm.' With that as a core value, pend abolitionism 

asserts that criminology rnay begin to challenge the social conditions which give "unwanted 

acts" their particular penal meanings (Christie, 1998,130). Furthemore, "criminology rnight 

be able to give advice on how to find, preserve and nwtue those social conditions which 

work against ment trends of seeing so many unwanted acts as crime in need of pend action" 

(Christie, 1998,130). 

insuffident Definitions of 'Harai' and 'Violence' 

Pend aboiitionist ideology encompasses a broad focus when discussing and defining 

issues related to h m .  In rejecting the state's ceactions to 'crime' and actions it has defined 

as 'criminal', the penal abolitionist mindset also rejects the state's definition of 'harm'. 

Penal aboiitionists incorporate a broader definition of h m .  Aboiitionists recognize that 
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'saeet crime1 is the major focus of criminal justice prosecutions and that behaviors which are 

labeled 'violent aimes* comprise a good bit of the justification for this focus. By sireet 

crime, the teference is towards an individual's direct interpersonal h m  of another 

individual, Generally Street crime is teferring to a situation where the victim and the 

offender did not know each other (or were just acquaintances). Candace Derksen's deah 

involved victimization through Street crime. Wilma üerksen explains what happened and the 

impact this has had on her: 

Before her disappearance in 1984, we were an ordinary family. On November 
30'. 1984, we wen still an ordinary, average family. My husband was a 
camp director and 1 had just finished a communications course and was 
Imking at becoming a free-lancer. My oldest daughter Candace was 13, Odia 
was 9, and S yrus was 2. Candace did not come home fmm school. Her best 
fiiend was expected in and so we knew immediately that something was 
wrong because Candace was very much of a people petson. So, her fnend 
coming in h m  Gimley meant that she wouldn't run off. We knew she 
wouldn't anyway, but it just was so clear that something was wrong. Almost 
immediately, 1 went into a panic. We searched and we searched and we 
panicked - it led to a 6 and a half week search in Manitoba over Christmas. 
Nobody knew anything. Nobody saw anything. It was the most mysterious 
disappearance. fTo make matters worse] the police didn't beiieve us. They 
thought that she was a run away, since anybody that was a 13 year old was a 
mn-away in Winnipeg. That was our Fust clash with the system ... they 
didn't believe us. 

We were panicking and 1 knew she was in trouble, you know 1 just knew, 
physicdly, emotionally and spintually. 1 can't explain it. We called on our 
friends and t k y  were wonderful. They are an important part of the story 
because they formed a search cornmittee . .. They were searching for her in a 
very panicked way ..* She had disappeared Friday night, Saturday îhey did a 
search, Sunday we did a prayer and search and Monday we were organized. 
They had somebody h m  ail of the Mennonite institutions. They had our 
church represented, her school represented, a camp represented. They had a 
treasucer. They had the editor of the Herald, who is a high profile joumalist, 
they had a support person for me ... a fundraiser- somebody from a high 
profile business ... tbey were just wonderhi. They became our support 
system thughout. That is why we never totally felt as victidzed as 1 have 
seen other people feel victimized. 



The police didn't do anything, the search committee did and then the police 
would have to run to keep up. It was just an amazing kind of juggling, Even 
though Cliff and 1 are professionals and we were in communications, both of 
us at that point had just dissolved into nothing. 

On January the 17'. 1985 her body was found in a shack not that far from our 
place. Her hands and feet were tied so we know that somebody did take her 
but to this day we don't know why because the person that took her has never 
been found. But the horror of it was that she had died of exposure that night. 
There wasn't a lot of physicai abuse so the motive is still not clear. 1 think we 
al i  have our theories ... and everybody was talking about what was 
happening. Al1 we know is that it was somebody big because there was a few 
things that were arranged in the shed. It would have had to be somebody big 
and strong who took her. 

And then we had hell, because how do you live with that? We started going 
through everything, al1 the emotions ... 1 just remember the panic fmt. Just 
the sheer panic of thinking my daughter ... you know, for 6 and a half weeks 
we did not know so 1 just thought, 1 guess to some degree, 1 always, even 
though the Kristen French thing [she was raped tortured and mwdered] hadn't 
happened yet, that was my fear. 1 had heard of some kind of cases like that 
and 1 was just thinking, because Candace was so, so very fragile about her 
body. She was an athlete but she never had bruises, she never had scratches. 
She was very skilled as an athlete and she looked after her body. Her body 
was never hua and if something was it was a big deal. 1 always thought of her 
as a child chat couldn't stand pain so just thinking of somebody abusing or 
molesting her was just [too much] ... and she was getting to be a woman at 
that point. Still, she was very much a child. She always had these boyftiends 
but . . . 1 knew she wasn't involved with guys in that way . .. and after her 
death, it was amazing how many [boys] came forth that had really been in 
love with her. 

1 think 1 wiii always remernber the fear. Once her body was found, the sheer 
panic, h n  of course there was the closure and then the grief. 1 think 1 didn't 
realize how much actual pain there is in grief. ft is really as if your heart is 
actualiy breaking, and 1 hear this a lot h m  victims, it is actually king tom 
apart. Just feeling like 1 always had the flu. 1 could just go into a m m  and 1 
could tell what everybody was thinking - it was just as if 1 had this chiil, even 
the air hm, it was an enonnous arnount of pain and 1 never knew you could 
feel that. You know 1 wasn't physicaily ili, and it was not reaily a physical 
pain. Then there was just the struggie of questions like 'why' and not having 
the answers. 

It was hard because 1 was a trained journalist. 1 did two years in a very 
respected course in Winnipeg and 1 had just corne through that training, and 1 



had the biggest story of a Metirne, and 1 couldn't find the answers. 1 really 
realized the importance of information and how stuck you cm get, and realiy, 
the vulnerability and realizing that anyone of us could die at anytime. You 
know that whole little sheli of comfoa zone ihat we have tbat it is going to 
happen to the next person, it was gone. 1 mean here this fie* thing had 
happened to our family in Winnipeg and we Lived in a place that wasn't 
particularly dangerous at that cime . . . we were not aware of any danger in our 
community. Even after that [Candace's death], there were thousmds of kids 
that waiked home from school and nothing ever happened to them: why was it 
Candace? 

You sori of have this fecling that it is never going to happen to you al1 of 
sudden you think that you have ken somehow highlighted and you become a 
target for everything. The media and ail the attention we got was also very 
fnghtening because before [Candace's death] 1 was an anonymous person. 1 
was the middle child, no one noticed me when 1 was growing up. 1 am not in 
any way outstanding - and then suddenly to be always noticed, it is reaily a 
kind of violation and it was fnghtening and very awkward. How do you deal 
with that: people are staring. Especially when al l  of these things are going at 
the sarne time. You have this pain and then you are king noticed. It is sort of 
the worst time in the worid [to be noticed]. You want to be noticed when you 
are lodring good and f a n g  good. 

What surpriseci me was the 'grief process'. Well the grief process did not 
adequately desctibe what 1 was going through. Neither did pst-traumatic 
stress. Neither of them was adequate and a lot of the literature 1 was reading 
somehow minimized what 1 was going through. They talked about stress and 
anger and fear, but this is diffennt. This was a t em .  The anger wasn't 
something 1 had enperienced at anytime before. This was uncontrollable. 
And the emotions weren't just emotions that go up and down like when you 
see a movie. These emotions were something that when 1 went into a public 
place, 1 didn't know if 1 was gohg to cry or not, or if I'd ever be able to stop. 
So, ai l  of this was like something had sort of corne in and possessed me 
(Derksen, 2000). 

Wilma's experience and her emotions were not 'compatible' with police and criminal justice 

resources and reactions. The strengii with which the cornmunity tesponded was in stark 

contrast with the injustices the pend mentality and it's officiais impose. Wilma's words 

provide insight thnt shows the community does have to power to mobüize and deai with 

confiict. People can and should nly on each other in times of confiict and grief. In light of 



this, why is the criminal justice system ailowed to separate and segregate community? In 

addition, the complexity of Wilma's emotions and this experience did not neatly fit into the 

over-simplified and over-categonzed crimind justice/penai definitions of 'crime' and 

'victimlcomrnunity needs'. Her experiences clarify the inadequate nature with which 

penality responds to victims, h m  and human emotions. 

A comrnon misconception about pend abolition is that it is a movement that is 

looking to eliminate prisons and thus 'make it easy for criminals'. in reality, pend abolition 

does not deny the existence of violence in society: in essence, it presents a broader and even 

more violent image of society. in stating that violent Street crimes comprise a small portion 

of violence, abolitionist discourse does not minimize the seriousness of these behaviors or the 

need for serious reactions to them. Pend abolition does reject the intentiond infliction of 

h m  (a prevalent feature of the pend system) as a solution or valid reaction to problematic 

situations. Pend abolition also cdls for a redefinition of situations deemed 'problematic' and 

suggests that a broader definition be utilized in the discussion of 'harm'. In this broadened 

focus, pend abolitionist discourse explores the implications of harm due to state and 

coprate decisions and harmfbl institutions, as weii as harm committed by individuals. 

State crime is generally related to wars, genwide, tomire and different forms of 

terrorism. Untold millions have been killed by the state throughout history and many 

oppressive regimes throughout the contemporary world who practice mass kiUng and the 

intentional infliction of hann still exist. One recent exarnple of this is the former Yugoslavia, 

where state officiais tmk part in "delitterate, systematic, and outrageous violations of human 

rights ... including summary executions, torture, rape, arbitrary mass internent, deportation 

and displacement, hostage-taking, inhumane treatment of prisoners, indiscriminate sheiiing 
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of cities, and unwarranted destruction of private property. .." (Meron 1997, 2). Within the 

Canadian context, 96,456 Canadian soldiers were either kilied or wounded during World War 

ï I  (Horrocks 1993, 29). These statistics are a witness to the mass destruction caused be 

conflicts among States and other large power smcnues, and they show that such conflicts are 

far more destructive than conflicts among individu& in the context of 'street' crime. 

In broadening the definition of iuegitimate 'violence', this research explored the story 

of a wongfully convicted man. Rick Sauve served 17 years in the Canadian Federal 

Penitentiary system as a direct resuit of state injustice and discrimination by the justice 

system at many different levels. Pend abolitionist ideology recognizes that the people who 

comprise the 'state' should be held accountable for mngfully imposing a lifetime of h m ,  

stigma, and violence upon someone who did not 'earn the right' to its oppressions. A book 

on his crime entitled "Conspiracy of Brothers" was written by Mick Lowe (1988). Rick's 

experiences with injustice ensued far beyond the police, court and government's dishonesty 

and wongful accusations and conviction: 

1 served 17 years ... Not counting the county jails. 1 started off in Kingston 
Penitentiary (KP) which was reception at the time. Half of it was PC 
[protective custody] and half of it was reception [where people went for 
security classification]. 1 went from KP to Millhaven. 1 was only at KP for 3 
days. Then 1 went to Millhaven and 1 was there for 5 years. Milihaven was a 
maximum security and it also had SHU [special handling unit]. After 5 years, 
1 went to Collins Bay and 1 was there for 7 or 8 years, 1 can't remember 
which, 7 1 think. And then 1 went to Frontenac and 1 was there for about 5 or 
6... 1 wasn't in KP that long, although what happened there was kinda weird. 
I'd never been involved in prison before, never ken in jail, so it was ail new 
to me. When they brought us down hm London county jail they had a 
special bus for us. They brought us ali down together and had a caravan of 
police with us. They drove us srraight ihrough h m  London. They told us it 
was going to be a non-stop ûip - we couldn't stop to go to the w a s h m  or 
anything . . . when we got in [to Kingston], they strip you, take al i  your clothes 
off. They had this big, sort of meat scale we had to stand on and be weighed 



in . ,. [after some administrative complications] 1 went to the review board [for 
security classification] and then over to Miaven. 

In Millhaven, the way they did it back then, is the guards did not go on the 
ranges. They were in the dome, the main control, and they would just walk 
you and Say, 'ok, you are up in whatever range. Then they would just leave 
you there. The guards wouldn't go on the range if there was movement 
[prisoners around]. They would bring you so far and Say, 'ok, you sleep in' - 
my tint ceU was M211. 1 went into J-block and up to my cell. The tirst night 
we were there, there was a bunch of guys who didn't like bikers. We had a 
conflict the tirst night and had to make our stand. That quickiy sort of 
resolved itself out. Then, the whole time there, it was just one violent trip 
after another. 

There was 15 people killed ... In 5 years. On my range, there was 3 guys killed 
in 2 weeks, less than 2 weeks actually. Everyday there was a stabbing or a 
beating or the guards would be shwting. Having no experience in jail, it was 
just .. . you l em to live with it, but its really dehumanizing. Because al1 of a 
sudden you lose sense of al1 your emotions (Sauve, 1999). 

b addition to wrongful conviction, Rick's experience highlights the bnitalities which are 

imposed within Canadian men's prisons. In light of these bnitalities, pend abolitionist 

discourse demands social and political awareness (through education and exposure) of issues 

related to h m  and men's violence. It outlines the problems of the existing system and 

advocates for the abolition of al1 structures, which maintain its oppressive ideology and 

violent reactions/consequences. 

Giselle Dias's mother's death does not seem to fa11 'neatly' within any of the 

academic or state imposed definitions of 'crime'. This is due to the inherent failure of 

(in)justice studies and policy makers to make the definitions of violence flexible enough to 

include al1 h m  situations. To broaden perspectives on h m ,  and in resistance to the 

offensive and pmumptuous criminological and institutional structures, 1 present Ciselie. 

Dias's story: 



1 statted on my own personal journey to Transfomative Justice probably last 
year [1998]. When 1 had started at Rittenhouse, 1 did not see necessarily the 
link to my life and how it would fit with me other than 1 just believed in the 
ideas of bringing people together and heaiing. My mom died when 1 was two. 
She went into the hospital for a hysterectomy and the doctors gave her tw 
much anesthetic .. . My father did not know how she had died, obviously he 
was pretty sûicken about it. He didn't ask any questions and it wasn't until 
after the funerd that there were some rumors going around the hospitai that 
the docton may have been responsible. A good friend of the family told him 
that he should go and inquire. The doctors at that point did tell him that 'yes, 
something had happened within the operating mm,' They did not take any 
responsibility for it, but said that there was a problem and that something had 
gone on. There was an inquest and then a civil suit afterwards. It took well 
over two years. It was covered in many newspapers and there was a small 
settlement that came out of it, 

My father raised me and my five sisters for 6 years on his own until he was re- 
married, We never talked about my mom when we were kids because it was 
bound to make somebody burst into tears - it just was easier to not talk about 
her than to go over it. 

A year and a half ago, one of my sisters attended the transfomative justice 
workshop [through Rittenhouse] ... and after the two day workshop she said, 
'It's funny. Sometimes you get things out of life that you just didn't expect.' 
When 1 asked her what she thought, she replied that she would be interested in 
meeting with the doctors who are responsible for our mom's death. 1 was 
shocked. I said 'what do you mean, we weren't victims' and Ruth moms] 
was standing there and she said 'yes you were'. At that moment, 1 just felt 
disgusting. 1 am not a victim. 1 know 1 am not, and 1 reaily resisted the idea 
of being labeled a victim. One, 1 felt it trivialized other people's suffering, 
that was a big one. Two, 1 couldn't see how we fit within that realm. 
Because 1 see victims as people who [pause] ... 1 guess you see other people 
differently than you see yourself. It was really chailenging because if 
somebody else had told me my story as theu life, 1 would have been able to 
view it as 'wow, that must have been really hart. But because we endured it 
the way we did, it didn't seem as diicult. It just seemed as our life. This is 
what we dealt with. This is what we were given and this is how we worked 
with it. 

1 grappled with it for a good couple of weeks and 1 just kept thinking '1 don't 
need that label'. 1 was totally supportive of my sister and 1 thought if she 
wants to do it [contact the doctors], 1 will support her, and I'll help her do it ... 
because its what they [victims] need in order to move on with their healing - 
and sometimes the offender is the best person to offer them that. The 
offenders have the answers that victims need and they can give them that 



safety back and give them recognition of the wrong. Victims need that h m  
the community, but they also need it h m  the person that has hurt them the 
most, and they need something significant to come out of it - out of the deep 
somw. 

So in the workshop, we taîked a lot about victim's needs and then we talked 
about choice-theory perspective. This perspective says that . . . we each have 
choices in life and it lwks at how we can take something that has happened to 
us, look at it in one light or .. . look at it in another. How we chwse to move 
on with it is indicative of how we will survive in life and how we can drive as 
opposed to survive. So, some of that came out in the workshop and it seems 
to have hit my sister in a way that it has never hit me before. Although, there 
was a large appeal to me in Transfomative Justice and 1 did not know what it 
was. 1 reaily liked it and when Ruth talked about . .. needs of victims, 1 really 
understood strongly why a victim would need those answers or need those 
things met. 

1 told my sister that 1 would support her in her decision in what she wanted to 
do, but 1 really grappled with myself in the sense of 'how can 1 support this 
transfomative justice without doing it myself. How can 1 support the ideas 
and the values behind it and yet not feel like it fits into my life. And what 
does that mean for me and what does that mean for what 1 am doing with my 
future?' 1 couldn't see it. 1 couldn't see how meeting with those doctors 
would benefit any of those needs for me. 1 didn't harbor any p a t  resentment. 
Its not like 1 hated them. its not like 1 even thought about them very often. 
Occasionally 1 had thought about them. A h r  my sister brought this up 1 
thought about them a lot more and 1 thought 'you know, 1 wonder where their 
lives have gone, 1 wonder what has happened to them, 1 wonder how Our 
tragedy affected their iives.' It is cwiosity more so than the fact that 1 was 
yearning to make this happen mias, 1999). 

Giselle's story, her reactions and expressed emotions are not parailel to the 'traditional' 

victim as defined by mainstream ideology and pend processes. This does not mean that a 

h m  has not occurred; it does illustrate that the term 'aime' is presently not sufficient in 

defining h m  and properly addressing issues of suffenng. Pend Abolitionists attempt to 

broaden the narrow parameters which pend ideas impose. Abolitionists tec0gniz.e that there 

are many forms and many reactions to violence and h m .  GiseUe's path, although not 



necessarily representative of mainstream images, has much insight to lend in relation to 

heaiing emotional growth. She outlines her journey: 

One day 1 just woke up and thought that 1 am going to start calling around. 
Part of that jowney was also trying to discover. 1 was going through these 
thoughts of who my mother was, who was she and who am I? 1 have written a 
letter to al1 of her family and fiiends asking questions about who my mother 
was: as a mother, as a fnend, as a daughter as a sister . . . 1 have received a lot 
of response from her family and fiiends giving me those answers and 1 created 
a really great scrapbook with some of those stones in it. It has gave me a 
better sense of who 1 was within the context of who she was, and that was 
really part of the healing process for me. 

So after 1 did al1 that ... 1 started to cal1 around and find out where these 
doctors are, just for the sake of knowing where they were at. 1 discovered that 
the anesthesiologist had passed away in 1992 and that the other doçtor that 
was in the [operation] room ... had moved to Ireland and retired. 1 got off the 
phone and 1 was a lot more disappointed than 1 thought 1 would be. Whether 1 
wanted it or not, this meant that 1 no longer had that opportunity [to meet 
hem]. It is always nice to know that either way you've got that opportunity, 
whether you choose to take it or not and 1 felt that 1 hadn't had that 
opportunity. 1 decided to do something about it. 1 called back the medicai 
instihition ... and 1 asked: 'if 1 wrote a letter would you forward it on [to the 
doctor in Ireland]' and she said 'sure'. So, 1 did write a letter. 1 wrote the 
letter that day as soon as 1 got off the phone and it is amazing how liberating it 
was. 1 realized how many questions 1 had and what my needs were: I needed 
him to know who we were and it wasn't to make him feel bad or guilty, but in 
some way it was to make him feel some relief. if he canied any guilt or 
anything, 1 needed him to know that we had surviveci and we were okay. 

It was quite a liberating process to look at each of my sisters and Say 'no, we 
didn't just survive, we thrive. We are an amazing family and not that we 
would not have been this amazing family had my mother still k en  m n d ,  but 
we had to endure a lot, and because of it, it made each of us very, very strong 
people. 1 also asked him questions like: who are you? Do you have a family 
of your own? What are your kids like? Who are you? 1 was trying to 
demystify the idea of this monster. Not that 1 ever thought of him as a 
monster, but he had always been this uncaring sou1 who never twk 
responsibity. Maybe he wanted to, maybe he would have loved to say 1 am 
sony but because of his professionai career and because of the whole court 
process he was never able to do that. 1 wanted to maybe offer him that 
opportunity. Ah, it would be nice to hear ... '1 ihought about you since 
then'. It would be nice to absolve him of something and to absolve m p i f  ... 
1 donTt need to cany this anymore. 



It was a 3 page letter. Another thing 1 asked hirn was: Do you ever think 
about us? Did you ever think of us beyond the fact that she died on your 
table? Was it more to you than just somebody dying on your table? Do you 
recognize and take responsibility for some of that? Where are you now? Are 
you happy?' ... 1 would love to hear that he is. It is not that 1 want to hear 
that he has been pining over us or mourning and grieving. 1 want to heu that 
he is doing well and that hopefuily this letter caused him some ability to be 
able to let go ... except, 1 haven't sent it out yet. 1 kept it (Dias, 1999). 

Abolitionists recognize that healing and transformative joumeys are not 'easy'. There are 

many misconceptions that work to delegitimize, not only the harm which people on those 

journeys have experienced, but also discredit their decisions to reject revenge and socially 

prescribed reactions to h m  and grief. People often mistake healing with forgiveness and 

forgiveness for leniency. Healing is often attribuied with an overall 'soft, fuzzy, 

comfortable' image. This is seldom the case. In Giselle's experience, it seems that she was 

looking to 'give' (absolution) not necessady to 'receive' an apology. Some of the fears and 

uncertainties which G i d e  has experienced on this 'hding' journey are outlined here: 

1 think there is some feu mund sending it [the letter]. The fact that he may 
say 'who, who are you?' or that he may be angry that 1 even wrote to him. 
Who knows how he is going to react on that end. And 1 held off for a number 
of reasons. One was because one of my other sisters wanted to write to hirn 
and 1 didn't want to send off my letter fust and then have hirn put a retum to 
sender on al1 of them. But 1 don? think she is going to write one now and so 1 
am going to send mine off in the New Year. 1 have written to hirn and if he 
chooses to write back that is greac and if he chooses not to, that is fine too. I 
needed to say this and I needed to show hirn who 1 was. And that's it. And in 
that 1 found relief. (ûias, 1999) 

Pend abolitionists proclaim an ideology that will be open to the recognition and 

legitimization of al1 harms and reactions to harms that people experience - whether those 

harms are infiicted due to the actions of one person, an institution, a govemment, a group of 

people or a structural inequality. 



6Crlmc': An Inappropriate Quest for the Comprehension of Violence 

The definition of 'crime' has not been adequately discussed in the criminological 

community. "The frequent and indiscriminate everyday use of the term 'crime' might give 

false impression that the meaning of the term is obvious or that the tenn is self-explanatory" 

(Fattah, 1997'29). In reaiity, the term 'crime' is used to describe a wide array of actions and 

events. Louk Hulsman asserts that the only binding thread among such a diverse set of 

actions and events is that ''the c.j.s. [criminal justice system] is authorized to take action 

against hem" (Hulsman, 1986, 27). He also addresses the ' h m '  creaied by crime, and 

States that some crimes "cause considerable suffering to those involved, quite often affecthg 

both perpetrator and victim" (Hulsman, 1986, 27). Placing 'crime' within historical and 

social contexts shows that 'the concepts of 'crime' are not etemal. The very nature of 

crime.. . is social, and is defined by time and by place" (Virgo, 1996,47). 

In addition to the political, cultural and historic complexities involved in defining 

'crimes', there is also complexity in the vast categories and the immense assumptions, 

actions and implications of 'crime'. "Banditry, resistance, protest, and rebellion are al1 terms 

that can be defined by social science and in terms of behavior alone . . . Crime on the other 

hand, is one of many possible definitions ... that can be attriched to ceaain behaviors or 

events, but only by a legitimate authority (usually the state). Crime is an infiaction and not 

just an action" (Cohen, 1992,281). Hulsman does not refer to illegal acts as 'crimes'. He 

prefers to speak of 'criminalizable events' or 'problematic situations'. The putpose of this 

use of language is to emphasize that a conscious choice was made in dealing with a human 

act as a 'crime'. "Crime could be almost infinite. An enormous number of hwnan acts could 



be so described.. .the modern tendency is to . . .introduce the criminal law into many iueas of 

life.. .to criminalize more people, and to do so at a younger age" (Stem, 1998,340). 

Richard Quinney's theory of the social reaiity of crime asserts that "...the reality of 

crime is created and. .. it is created in a way that promotes a particular image of crime: The 

image that serious crime - and therefore the greatest danger to smiety - is the work of the 

poor" (Reiman, 1990, 46, italics in original). Like Hulsman (1986), Quinney denies the 

ontological reality of crime. These types of arguments and philosophizing need to proceed 

cautiously so as to avoid any fonn of denial of harm for victims OF crime and a removal of 

responsibility for the offenders. Academically and theoretically, in light of the historical 

context and the constant changes in the law, it makes sense that the ontological reality of 

crime be put into question. An obstacie to overcome here is the public dependence on the 

statdauthorities to define harm. If an action that harms someone else is not defined as a 

crime by the state, does this rnean that the h m  has not occurred? No, the harm has occurred 

and that reality is not king denied by a theorist who claims that ontological reality of 'crime' 

needs critical assessment. The state's definitions, authorities and responses are the issues 

which are king questioned, and not necessarily the victim's experience of harmlsuffering; 

but, a cautionary note is still nceded as problems can aria  if academia becomes a tool for the 

denial of harm and re-victimization, In looking at the epistemological functions of defining 

'crime', it becomes clear that political discourse and d e s  of power control and define rnany 

of the assumptions held in relation to hum, notions of responsibility and the 'worthiness' of a 

victim. 



'Crimes' ot the Powertul vs. Street and Interpersonal 'Crimes' 

in comparing the types of violence which are regarded and reacted to as serious 

threats to public and individual safety to the types of violence that are not considered serious 

and highly threatening by many in the general public, it becomes clear that a social, political 

double standard exists. in cases where people within institutions, corporations or other 

'respecte& professional entities have harmed individuds, responsibility seems easily 

dispersed and the tolerance level for mistakes seems to rise. in situations where an individual 

harms another individual(s), whether through deliberate action, negligence or mistake, 

tolerance levels drop. This phenomenon became clear throughout the interviews conducted 

for this thesis. While Candace Derksen's death was (rightfully) legitimized by society as a 

legitimate reason to grief and mourn, Gide's mother's death (unjustly) was not. Whereas 

the two deaths happened under very different circumstances, whereas each person's grief is 

different and while each loss cepresents different consequences for each family member, in 

the end, both families lost a loved one, both under circumstances that directly relate to human 

actions. Both families suffead from this loss, and ail those involved need social legitimacy, 

propet support and understanding. in looking at the bigger picture of social reactions to h m  

and violence, it becornes clear that positions of power/prestige need not define h m  for a 

community that is too ofien harmed by the very existence of chat powedprestige. 

Corporate crime is one fonn of barm which the state too often fails to seriously 

acknowledge. Corporate crime can be defined as "anything iiiegal a corporation does or does 

not do which causes serious physical or economic h g e  to anyone. None of this includes 

the h m  c a u d  by the choices corporations make to increase profits by taking away jobs" 

(Moms et. al, 1997, 2). Canadians are '?en times more likely to be kiied by conditions at 
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their workplace, than to be victims of homicide ... people are 25 times more likely to suffer 

workplace injury than a street assault" (Morris et. al, 1997,3). 800 to 1000 people die each 

year on the job in Canada while at least 10,000 workers die due to occupationally caused 

diseases. "Occupationai deaths were the third leading cause of death in Canada, after heart 

disease and cancer.,.SO% of these deaths are directly due to the unsafe and often illegal 

working conditions" (Morris et. al, 1997,3). Although the majority of corporate crime is not 

visible and is rarely discussed as a legitimate issue of concern, it is evident that in North 

America, corporate crime (not including darnage to the environment) results in the loss of at 

least ten times as much in dollars as the amount of financial loss generated through street 

crime. (Moms et. al, 1997, 2) Examples of such crimes include tax evasions, unsafe or 

unhealthy workplaces, defective and dangerous merchandise, fraud (corporate), price fixing 

through monopoly, embezzlement etc. (Moms et. al, 1997,2-7). 

Fattah asserts that the focus of research within the criminological reaim has exhibited 

a clear bias since its emergence as a distinct scientific discipline in the 19'" century. 

"Research and theoy have focuseci on crimes of the powerless, not the powerfûl; crime in the 

stteets, not aime in the suites; conventional crime, not white collar crime; crime by 

individuals, not crime by govemments and corporations; disorganizect crime, not organized 

crime. Mainsmeam criminological theories are the product of this slantod attitude" (Fattah, 

1997, 67). For this reason, pend abolitionism is leery of traditional criminologicai 

literature. 

B a d  (1998) presents a precise distinction between crimes of the powerful and the 

crimes of 'cornmon' citizens in his definition of corporate crime. He States that 



crimes of conml or crimes of domination cefer to those acts 
typicaliy committed by powerfd organizations or their agents 
and representatives. Unlike the crimes of swvivai and the 
crimes of the public, these acts are not genedly perpetuated by 
isolated individuais against other individuais O their pcoperty, 
but are rather the product of group activities engaged in on 
behaif of the direct or indirect accumulation of capital. 

Radical criminologists have argued that 'common crimes' are definitely undesired and in 

cases whece there are identified victims, they do cause suffenng and h m ,  but they do not 

present the most serious threat to public welfare and safety (Reiman 1984). It has been show 

that state and corporate crimes result in greater numbets experiencing ham (See Appendix 

G). A problem with this type of analysis is the quantitative 'measurement' of pain, a method 

of analysis that abolitionists vehemently oppose in other paradigms, 

A common misconception about abolition is that in highlighting coprate crime, 

abolitionists are asking for the criminaiization of responsible parties, individuals and 

organizations. While abolitionists agree that it is "central to the radical argument ... that the 

criminai law, like law in generai, will reflect and protect economic and political interests" 

they do not argue for pend criminalization and pend sanction of corpocate and state crimes 

(Barak, 1998, 29). Actions and reforms that in any way add fo or justify the existence of 

penality are rejected by abolitionists. Abolition's cesponse to the atrocities and bnitalities of 

these agencies and govenunental bodies lies within the mim of human rights activism and 

the promotion of social justice, mainly through education and the promotion of social 

awareness. 



Human Righîs Concerns 

Human rights activism includes an expansion beyond criminological discussions into 

the concrete and teal sufferings of humans around the world, of which penality is but a single 

factor. The Schwendingers in 1975 wrote an article entitled 'Defenders of order or guardians 

of human rights?' in which they stated that in the process of "redefining crime, 

criminologists will redefine themselves, no longer to be defenders of order, but raîher the 

guardians of human rights" (Schwendinger and Schwendinger, 1975, 138). Years later, in a 

lecture in 1992, Stanley Cohen introduced himself stating that, "for personal and political 

reasons that I won? impose on you, 1 have gradually moved during the last decade Crom 

'doing' criminology to 'doing' human rights" (Cohen, 1993, 97). In this assertion, Cohen 

suggests that the academic criminological agenda cannot intermesh with human rights 

activism. This dichotomy is presuming irreconcilable difference and goals arnongst the two 

paradigms. 

Academia vs. Activism: Dichotomy and Mutual Appreciation? 

A concern of penal abolitionist discourses is the explicit dichotomy which appears to 

exit between academia and activism. Surely academic contributions which change 

perceptions and contextualize events are a form of activism, but "one thing that is often said 

of us 'radical' criminologists is that we are free with our criticism but short on constructive 

altmatives" and in response to that criticism there has been an increased focus within the 

left on concepts of Restorative Justice and Peacemaking aiminology (Pepinsky, 1991,317). 

'Peacedng' criminology, Like penal abolition is a term that encompasses motion and 

defies a specific goal: to make peace, to abolish penality. 'Making' and 'abolishing' are 

verbs; they imply and demand 'doing'. They presume activism. 
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Mathiesen's (1974) concept of 'the unfinished' asserts that upon finishing and 

implementing an 'alternative' to the system, while the system still exists, you are 

automatically allowing for that 'alternative' to becorne an add-on, unless it 'competes' with 

the system's accountability and structure. This fom of theorizing is academic with activist 

potential. In his academic critique of ihe system and the CO-opting of 'alternatives', he 

provides a foundation for politicai strategy and concrete advice for successful activism in the 

area of pend abolition. Unfortunately, the book which the above mentioned ideas was 

extracted h m ,  "The. Politics of Abolition" has ohen been criticized for its 'abstract' 

academic debate and its exclusion of concrete, productive contributions to penal abolition. In 

my view, such abstract theorizing can aid in the creation of productive socio-political 

activism and planning. Mathiesen's discussion of the 'competing contradiction' can lend 

great advice for specific political activism, community oriented 'altematives' and many other 

areas of activîsm linked to crime, justice and community-safety issues/concerns. Court 

diversion prograrns that focus on individual hanns as well as community conditions, anti- 

poverty campaigns, iiteracy programs and the dissemination of social justice literature are a 

few examples of competing contradictions in practice. 

in reference to the arguments which support the dichotomized impression of pend 

aboiitionist academic and activist movements, Ruth Moms presents a different perspective. 

She claims that attempting to balance the academic and the activist aspects of her life has 

always been a struggle. She b atways thought that there should be a coherence among the 

two. She explains acadernia has its smngths in that it provides for a "secure base .. . from 

which it is possible to have peace of income, secwe jobs and the chance to speak out on core 

issues" (Moms, 1999). in addition, activism is essential for the promotion of concrete 
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change and resistance to the oppression of stmchuai inequalities. Ruth defines the struggles 

chat exist among these two spheres: 

It is a smggle trying to do both because there just isn't enough time and it is a 
very competitive world to go aii the way both ways. But, 1 also think it is 
extremely important [to keep them linked]. Too often the activist has no links 
to research. They're just out spouting things, and too often the academics are 
bought without even knowing it - because the money cornes from systernic 
sources. So many of the academics - more now than when 1 was going to 
school - are just making assumptions without acknowledging they are making 
assumptions that are totaiiy unfounded and totally faise. M e n  you get 
involved actively, open your eyes to see what is going on - go into the prisons, 
the courts, watch what the police are doing and mop up some of the blood 
yourself - [then you may begin to understand how false some of those 
assumptions are] (Morris, 1999). 

The activist reaim of pend abolition recognizes that bioodshed is rampant within the pend 

system. This recognition is well emphasized in the academic attempts to expand definitions 

and to bring forth marginalized voices. 

Media as a Manipulaîive Twl: Turning l'bat Around 

A common failacy within the criminological field is that hann needs to be defined by 

the proper authorities in order to elicit appropriate reactions and encompass legitimate claims 

of suffenng. This failacy is dangerous because it aids in the denial of h m  and perpetuates 

the disempowerment of the community's ability to define and deal with its own problems. In 

contemporary times, "images of victims of naturai disasters, political confiict, forced 

migration, famine, substance abuse, the HN pandemic, chronic illnesses of dozens of kinds, 

crime, domestic abuse, and the deep privations of destitution are everywhere. Video cameras 

take us into the intirnate details of pain and misfortune" (Kleinman and Kleinman, 1997, 1). 

The media is constantly and systematically bombarding us with detailed images of violence 

and human suffering. Such exposm can lead to a desensitization for the viewers and the end 



result may entai1 a hardeneci, inhumane nsponse. The generaî "outlook has been tainted by 

propaganda and demagogues" and thus there is a need to "rethink" appmaches to human 

rights atmcities and the implications of the media's role (Johnson, 1995,72-73). In studying 

the media as a powerful tool of political manipulation of public opinion, it is important to 

look at instances where the media has been used in a positive manner to advance social 

change and to challenge the govemment's political agenda. 

It has been well documented that mainstream journalisrn in the United States has been 

vastîy controlled by the govemment* In analyzing the US. mass media institutions, 

Chomsky and Herman state that they constitute highly "effective and powefil" 

establishmen's which achieve a "system-supportive propaganda hinction by reliance on 

market forces, intemalized assumptions, and self-censorship" (Chomsky and Hennan, 1988, 

306). in light of these functions, Chomsky and H e m  declare that ''this system is not dl- 

powerful ... Govemment and elite domination of the media have not succeeded in 

overcoming the Vietnam syndrome and public hostility to direct U.S. involvement in the 

destabilization and oveahrow of fonign govemments" (Chomsky and Herman, 1988, 306). 

Many examples of success in this ana do exist (Le. Iraq, Yugodavia, Central America etc.). 

Rick Sauve stated that the media can be both a useful and/or a destructive force. "It is a tool. 

Today it's your enemy, tomomw it's your fiiend When we went to trial, they jumped aU 

over us. When the book [Conspiracy of Brothers] came out about our case. they were our 

biggest allies. We have five or six scrap books hiIl of media articles of support.. . but years 

earlier, they wanted to hang us. It is weird. Totally, totally strange" (Sauve, 1999). 

In critically assessing the media, abolitionkt literature can better articulate effective 

policies and approaches the level of the comunity and daily life routines. "The 
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organization and seif-education of groups in the community and workplace, and their 

networking and activism, continue to be the fundamental elements in steps towards ... any 
meaningful social change. Oniy to the extent thar such developments succeed can we hope to 

see media that are free and independent" (Chomslq and Herman, 1988,307). 

In popular, mainstream culture, suffecing is routinely distorted and globalized. This 

"globaiization of suffering is one of the more troubling signs of the cultural transformations 

of the current era: troubling because experience is king used as a commodity" (Kleinman 

and Kleinman, 1997, 2). This remaking and distortion of experiences is instrumentai in the 

presentation of an extremely non-cepresentative image of victimization and suffering. This 

image dienates people who do not conform to ils expectations. One such 'non-confomist' 

reaction to victimization was presented by Wilma Derksen (See Appendix H). 

A common assumption about victims of crime is that their victimization can only 

properly be dealt with through state imposed and regulated punishment or revenge. This 

assumption is not only highly problematic in the acadernic, theoretical, radical context of 

'victimization' but it is also misrepresentative of the reactions of many victims of violent 

street crime, as was shown in Wilma's reactions and insights. This is also exhibited in the 

following account of a victim's experience with the murder of his brother: 

In a classrmm at Indiana University, a young man, Mike 
whose sixteen-year old brother was murdered, is explaining his 
opposition to the death penalty: 'When someone in your family 
is killed, you have this m a t  rage. But you have to stop and 
ask youself - do you want to be responsible for an execution? 
1 did not want to have someone killed in my brother's name.' 
Mike is a member of Murder Victims' Families for 
Reconciîiation, a modest, gras-mots organization, composed 
of people who have lost family members to murder, dedicated 
to abolishing the death penalty. (Kaminer, 1995,67) 



Victims of harm and violence react in diverse and cornplex ways. The above mentioned 

accounts of victims' experiences are seldom acknowledged or recognized, and for that 

reason, they have been emphasized in this research. Unfomnately, this image of the 'victim' 

is seldom presented to mainstream audiences. In fact, "since the 1970s, victims rights has 

nearly displaced 'law and order' as a rallying cry for people who believe that crime is largely 

the consequence of an excessively lenient criminal justice system" (Kaminer, 1995,74). 

Because one of the main reinforcers of public opinion in relation to crime and 

criminal justice poücies in North America is mainstream media, misrepresentation of 

victimization forms false expeaations, inaccurate conceptions and Ieads to sometimes 

inappropriate and highly insensitive reactions by the general public. Much research has ken 

dedicated to this area and it has been shown in a number of studies that there is a consistent 

positive correlation between the amount of media one consumes and the support held for 

punitive policies and ideology for criminal justice issues (Surette, 1998, 196). People's 

perceptions of crime may have a connection to the criminal justice system's reactions to 

crime. In Canada, it has been shown that violent crimes (homicide, anempted murder, 

assault, sexuai assault, othet sexuai offences, abduction and robbery) have been declining 

consistendy for the past five years, "prior to these declines, the violent crime rate increased 

for 15 straight years" (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1999, 121). inspite of this 

decline, an Angus Reid poll entitkd "Crime and the Justice System" reported that "most 

Canadians believe crime is increasing, and diis concern was especiaîiy high in western 

Canada" Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1999, 153). It is interesting to note that 

western Canada, namely Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta also imprisons more people 

for longer periods of t h e  (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1999.56). Because public 
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opinion can influence the formulation of policies and the enactmentienforcement of laws, it is 

relevant to examine the effects of the media on public opinion, and in tum the outcome of 

policies based on those opinions. Sucette noted that the "single most significant social effect 

of media content is not its generation of crime but its effect on our criminal justice policies. 

The feac and loathing we feel t o w d  criminals is tid to our media-generated image of 

criminality. The media portray criminals as typically animalistic, vicious predators" (Surette, 

1998,236). In conjunction with this portraya1 is the image of the 'victim' within the context 

of the media. ' m e n  the government launches its periodic crime campaigns, the media 

dutifully sewe as its publicist, aven though officials often promulgate distorted conceptions 

of the crime problem and predictably counter-productive solutions ... Increasingly [these 

campaigns] have ken  launched in the name of victims: we have to get tough (as if we had 

not ken  before) to help victims" (Elias, 1993, 13). 

These concepts of victimization are well complemented by the "animaiistic" images 

of the criminai. It is essential within abolitionist ideology to recognize the politicized nature 

of 'victimization' and 'offending' and the roles which these definitions play in further 

reinforcing pend ideology and its solution to 'crime' (Elias, 1993). In many cases, the 

victim and the offender are not such different people. Albert Reiss claims that, "Not only 

does considerable overlap exist between populations of victims and offenders as 

demonstrated by the substantial proportion of violators having also been victims, but 

considerable evidence exists that the experience of king victirnized increased the propensity 

for offending and the populations of victims and offenders have homogeneous 

characteristics" This is not the image of ctiminality and victimization which the general 

public sees. Reiss claims that "cledy any theory that assumes no overlap exists between 
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populations or victims and offenders or that they are distinct types of persons distorts the 

empiricai research" (cited in Fattah, 1997, 143). 

Victim-Offender Bonds: Emoîions and Experiences inter-Linked 

Another Link between victims and offenders that is often ignored and de-legitimized is 

the similarity and common thteads which exist in their 'experience of the crime'. Fattah 

touches upon this briefly in his research. He states that, "victimioffender roles are not 

necessarily antagonistic but are frequently complementacy and interchangeable" (Fattah, 

1997). This situation is particularly true of brawls, quarrels, disputes, and altercations. In 

many instances, dangerousness and vulnerability may be regarded as two sides of the same 

coin. They often CO-exist since many of the factors that contribute to dangerousness may 

create or enhance vulnerability [Le. alcohol consumption]" (Fattah, 1997, 15 1). Taking this a 

step fwther, interconnectedness of victims and offenders has also been expressed within the 

reaim of shared emotions, not just shared des,  in instances of fatal violence, not just 

quarrels and brawls. In her discussion of shared emotions and experiences, Wilma Derksen 

explains: 

1 think the fact that they've [victims and offenders] al1 shared the same 
moment is crucial. They're bonded in that moment and the horror of it. The 
offender because he wants to forget and the victim because they want to 
forget. They al1 want to get rid of this awful moment that happened. Their 
agendas are the same in the beginning. The anniversary dates are something, 
they will aiways remember - they can't forget. They al1 [victims and 
offenders] go to very edges of their belief systems and everything that they 
believe in is challengeci by that violence. 1 think in some ways 1 find that 
victim and offender have more in common than people who have not 
experienced anything like that ... we experience the wish to kill, they have 
kiiled. We have experienced the wish to die, they've experienced the wish to 
ici& they know what human nature is al1 about, they are not living in a cocoon 
of unrealism and üiusions. 1 think that is where that understanding coma 
hm. Both of them have had moments where they couldn't forgive. 1 think 
both of them have felt powerless . . . bath have ken victimized by the same 



systern, the same courtroom, the same comtions. 1 think both of them have 
tremendous fear of each other .. . both of them scapegoat each other @erksen, 
2000). 

In light of these experiences and bonds, the irony of the mainstream victim movement is 

clear. In using one group (victims) to justiS) the oppression of another (offenders) politicians 

are not only distorting the realities of victimization, they are in essence oppressing the very 

people they claim to be helping. Unfortunately, the loudest victims* movement is 

"dominated by politicaily conservative organizations or groups that have been moved to 

support conservative policies ... Victim advocates holding feminist, antiracist, human rights, 

or anticorporate perspectives have been largely blocked from access to government 

programs. Instead, groups narrowly toeing the conservative crimeçontrol line have emerged 

as dominant" ( E h ,  1993,SS). 

A major consequence of the images presented in mainstream media is the 

dichotomization of rights. This dichotomy implies that offenders receive rights at the 

victims' expense. Based on this assumption, policies to take rights away fiom offenders are 

legitimized and justified in the name of victims' rights. Usually, these policies do littie for 

the empowement of the victim and even less in terms of creating security within the 

community. These dichotomies, along with the narrow definitions and stereotyped images 

which are presented in the media, are quite effective in reinforcing 'myths' of crime and in 

building barriers along the path towards pend abolition, "Criminals and victims, in the 

public's view are as different as night and &y. They are perceived as two distinct and 

mutually exclusive populations who have nothing in common. Positivist theories of criminal 

behavior depart fiom a very similar viewpoint. This dichotomy is coming under increasing 

criticism as a result of a growing body of evidence pointing to a strong link between 
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victimization and offending" (Fattah, 1997, 154). In alliance with those criticisms, p e d  

abolitionists work to recognize connections between victims and offenders. b fighting the 

status quo, pend abolitionists work to broaden the general definitions of 'victims' and 

'offenders' and in that negate the illusion of dichotomy. 

New Dimensions in Victimology: Rocoghizing Ham wbile Assessing Public Anxiety 

An excellent way to challenge the status quo and people's perceptions is thmugh the 

presentation of concrete, real experiences that show a different 'tmth'. In challenging the 

perceptions of victims' needs and offenders' stereotypes, definitions are broadened, and 

hopefuily this will lead to more humane, appropriate cesponses. The following story M e r  

illustrates the importance of recognizing the victim-offender bond. Ken Logan recalls his 

expenence in meeting his victim's sistet: 

It started with a good fiiend of mine who is a pastor now ... 1 grew up with 
the guy in Windsor .,. He has his own congregation in Windsor and he 
formed a Christian Rock band. 1 had seen him in Collins Bay [Penitentiq]. 
They had performed thece for a Gospel Fest. 1 talked to hirn about perfonning 
at Olympiad [an event hosted by prisoners in Collins Bay Penitentiary every 
summer for the last 24 years for Special Athletes] when 1 was principal 
coordinator. 1 was writing him letters and phoning his office trying to set 
some things up for the Olympiad. My victim's sister was his secretary. 
Reading my letters, typing out his letters to me, answering the phone when 1 
caüed, me not knowing who it was. She knew who 1 was. That went on for 
about 6 or 7 months, He had talked to her and her family about going to 
Coilins Bay with the band and meeting me and confronting whatever they had 
towards me - apparently the family life wasn't too weil, they were kind of 
pointing the fingers at each other, bliuning each other over who was 
responsible for this crime. 

The day came when the band played in Collins Bay. After rheir set 1 went up 
and talked to my fiend. 1 also knew one of the drummers, he used to be a 
biker and he turned boni again Christian. The bass player was a crook h m  
Windsor and 1 knew him too. m i l e  1 was talking to Brian he said to me, 
'have you seen Linda yet?' and 1 said, '1 don't know who are you talking 
about? Who are you talking about?' Al1 of a sudden the guys ... scattemi 
h m  around me. 1 tmed around and 1 saw this woman coming towards me 



crying her eyes out. She . .. k w  her arms around me and whisped in my 
ear that '1 know Jesus has entered your heart and made you want to coordinate 
a beautifid event like this. He has forgiven you and so have 1. I'm so and so's 
[his victim's] sister' . . . 1 didn't know what to Say. 1 wanted to run and hide. 1 
felt liie becoming an ostrich, sticking my head in the dirt and letting them 
kick me in the ass. 1 didn't know what to do. 1 didn't know what to Say. 
Then her other family members came up and hugged me as well and $1 said 
that they forgave me. 

1 felt like the only thing 1 could say or do was that 1 owed them the truth about 
what really happened that night to their family member. Obviously they were 
in court, when 1 was in court, they were reading newspapers and they were 
talking to people [but they never found out what really happened]. It didn't 
go down like that. None of that, it was ail bullshit, it was ail fabricated. 
Bottom line is we did it, but what they knew was not the way we did it. The 
stories they heard were not exactly what happened and 1 felt I owed that to 
them. Besides, they didn't believe what was going on in the coutttoom. They 
didn't believe the witnesses. They didn't believe the cops. They didn't 
believe the crown attorneys. They didn't believe what was going on in the 
court room represented what had really happened and they were nght (Logan, 
1999). 

Ken had the answers that his victim's sister and her family needed. Fortunately, coinc 

brought them together and they were able to help each other: she offered forgiveness and he 

offered honesty and sincerity. Not ail victims and offenders will react like this to one 

another, but the pend system does not have space within it for those who may want this as an 

option. 

In the pend context, the dichotomies between victims and offenders mate 

boundaries which often perpetuate a simplitïed and stereotyped image of victimization. A 

good exarnple of the inaccwateness of the simplified notions of victimization and victims' 

needs is presented in the following account of a pnsoner's experience in a U.S. prison: 

"David was gang raped not once, but twice. Now in his Iate twenties, he has served close to 

half his Me in institutions and has made most of the important decisions of his life basecl on 



experience interacting with inmates" (Hassine,l996, 72). David has been convicted as an 

'offender of the law* (hence his incarceration) so he definitely falls within the 'offender* 

category. The above mentioned account also places him within two more categories: 

victimization at the han& of the individuais who raped him and victimization at the hands of 

the state that has institutionalized him and placed him in a position where he is vulnerable to 

physical, sexual and psychological attacks. in the presentation of David's victimizations, 

Hassine expands the categones of harm past solitacy individuai notions into the broader 

realm of punishment and state imposed victimization. 

Rick Sauve also spoke of prisoners who have suffered from crimes of violence and 

oppression. 

[There is a pisoner] in Warkworth Penitentiary who 1 met through my work 
with LifeLine. 1 know by looking at al1 his files .. . he was in one of the 
training schools. He was bmtally sexually abused and they've offered him 
money as a settlement - he won't take anything. One of his greatest senses of 
pride was to stop the abuse on other kids. He used to allow himself to be 
abused by the staff. He's got 24 or 25 years in on life ten [life sentence with 
eligibility for parole starting after he has s e ~ e d  10 years]. He goes through 
emotional things. He has taiked to me about his abuse and things like that - he 
breaks down crying. 1 don't know what to do for him. 1 see him slniggling so 
often because he is trying to get out [of prison] but he doesn't know how to 
get out, he has no family. When you know the abuse this guy went through 
[pause]. I'm not excusing the crime this guy committed, but it is a struggle 
for him. He refuses to talk to the psychologists there. He won't deal with 
them. He sees them ail as his abuser. 

There is another guy, he's got about 19 years in on a life 10 and 1 remember 
him from Miilhaven. This guy is an addict and he said to me ... that he has 
s e ~ e d  ten years for the murder and ... 9 years for being an addict and he is 
suuggling. He has had an aneurysm, a stroke - now he has a bad speech 
impediment. He keeps asking for help but al1 the guards see him as this 
bumed out old guy - he is only 44 but he looks Iike he is 60. Pve seen him 
crying too, and he tells me how he is aying so h d  to make it. Pve heard hirn 
talk to haifway houses tding hem, 'Pm an addict, where do 1 tum for help?' 
Everyone's answer to hirn is 'don't use [dnigs]'. If it was that simple, he 
wouldn't be an addict. Now, he is not using hmin anymore, or cocaine or 



piUs. But he still smokes [marijuana] once in a while. Now, 1 see where he 
was and where he is now - but systems people don't. They still see him as 
abusing dmgs ... his fear is dying in jail ... he is saying he has 19 years in 
[prison] and he doesn't know if he is going to live for another year or two. He 
is afraid of having another stroke and dying inside. 

Those are the visible people. There are al1 kinds of invisible people that you 
don? see in prison ... The old people in prison that are locked in their cells 
and never come out. Crazy people that should be somewhece else, other than 
prison. They are people that you know are never gonna get out, they are 
going to die in prison. There are over 50 people that died in prison the last 
year in Canada. Suicide is up in prison, natural death is up in prison, they talk 
about the aging population. ..Alzheimer's, senile dementia, and al1 those other 
things. Well, if a guy has reached the end of his sentence and he has 
Alzheimer's, where the heu is he going to go? ... Its [aging population] 
becoming more problematic. Guys are just doing their 25s [years inside 
prison]. If a guy is 40-45 years old at the time of his offence after 25 years he 
is 65-70 years old. How do you help a guy put together a release plan when 
he is 70 years old and has just spent the last 25 years in prison? . . . his parents 
are dead, he may not have my other family or fnends, he can't work. Not 
only are you looking for a halfway house, you are aiso looking for a nursing 
home. And there is a lot more people like that in prison than most people 
know. That is why 1 Say there are invisible people. 

There is another old guy in Warkworth Penitentiary . .. he is in his cell al1 the 
time. He is 70 years old. He is doing life 25, for kiliing his wife. He has a 
really hard time because he feels tremendous guilt. He has never applied for 
anything [parole, temporary absences]. He has never applied to leave 
Warkworth ... he has been there for the last 20 years, in the same cell. He 
doesn't go out. 1 have recently talked hirn into applying for an ETA [escorted 
tempo- absence] so 1 am trying to get hirn ready for a parole hearing. If 1 
start talking about his offenœ, he starts crying, '1 should never have kiiied my 
wife. 1 loved her so much. 1 was dmnk and 1 didn't know what 1 was doing! 
It's been eating hirn up for al1 these years. I'm not trying to minimize what he 
did, but for the 1s t  22 years he's had his UTA [vnescorted Temporary 
Absence] date and has never applied for it. He has never applied for anything. 
There is ai i  kinds of guys like that inside prison (Sauve, 1999). 

Ken Logan also shared stories about prisoners who blur the boundaries of victim and 

offender. He claims that many people are inside prison for 'crimes' that "never hurt 

anybodf'. Ken recalls a specific paraplegic pnsoner: 



1 nmember thinking: 'who the hetl would sent this guy CO jai1 for 4 years for 
an ounce of hash?' The judge should go to jail for sending him to jail. The 
guy sat in the hospiral for the wholc 4 pars, 1 felt sorry for him. f d bring him 
ice cream. One day, hc asked me if thecc was anybody that wanted to buy his 
TV - he was out of ciganties. 1 said, 'that's the only thing yw've got. You 
cadi go outside. Al1 pu got is your TV. Keep pur TV.' And 1 got him a 
carton of cigmttes . . . every wcek after that. Then was a lot of guys in prison 
iike tbat ... 1 hught the whole purpose of prison is to protcct Society. How 
does s0clSOClety have to bc protateci h m  somebody Iike that. He bas ta be 
ptotccced by society because he is paraplcgic. He just happencd to smoke 
hash, which is hannitss. Then arc ail kinds of cases like that, Therit arc guys 
doing 2 yem for sWng foUd io f d  theu families. It is ridicutous . . .Ratkt 
thaa uniformly giwig everyone tirne? then should be mitigaring factors that 
s h l d  kœp people out of prison, not put them inside. But? rhm an also, 
some very violent offendm that should be punished and lockd up" (Logan, 
1999). 

This raisa  die debate of the dangerous few: aimes that pend abolitioaists define as die 'few 

scasatiodizcd' aces whicb die gamd public misconsüues as cepmentaiive of ihe entire 

prison ppuiation. One of pcnal abolition's biggest obstacles is this issue and thus, it needs 

to k dcalt with in a productive mannet. Wtistics show that that the majdiy of reportcd 

offences within the criminal justice systcm in Canada have cowistcntly becn propcrty 

offences. 

GRAPH #1: VIOLENT, PROPERTY AND OTHER CRIMINAL CODE 
INCIDENTS, CANADA, 1987-1997 



The typical prisoner serving time in Canadian provincidtemtorial prisons is "male, aged 32 

. . . convicted of a property offence . . . the typical offender in a federal institution [is] male, 33 

years of age, convicted of robbery" (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1999, 44). 

Although robbery is a violent act, it is related to material not violent dispositions; so it 

quickly becomes clear that the criminal (in)justice system is dealing with issues of poverty, 

not necessarily issues of violence. In lwking at education levels and rates of unemployment 

for the average Canadian prisoner, it seems that people in prison have lower levels of fornid 

education and higher levels of unemployment. In 1996, it was shown that while 19% of the 

Canadian population had a Grade 9 or less education, 34% of the provincial prison 

population and 46% of the federal prison population did. Even more striking are the 

unemployment statistics which show 7% of the Canadian population as unemployed while 

54% of the provincial prison population and 43% of the fe&d pison population had 

unemployed status upon king imprisoned (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1999,56). 

Homicide (first and second-degree murder, manslaughter and infanticide) accounts 

for "less than 1% of reported violent incidents. The homicide rate has generally been 

deciinhg since the mid-1970s and is at the lowest point since 1969 . . . as has been the case in 

the past, the large majority of victims knew their kiiiers . . .44% of the victims were killed by 

an acquaintance, 42% by a spouse or other farnily mernber, and 13% by a stranger" 

(Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1999, 121-122). Among the small minority of those 

charged with homicide are the dangernus few - they are also the cases which receive the 

most media attention and who often dominate discussions related to crime. Morris agrees 

that the issue of the 'serial killer' is an important and valid one which is quite d e s e ~ n g  in 

attention, but she also claims that the "greatest h u d  perpetuated by our retri'butive justice 
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system is that it exists to pmprotect us h m  the dangerous few" (Moms 1994, 1). She claims 

that it is foolish to treat 99% of prisoners based on the actions of 1-296 (of less than 1% of 

reported violent acts in Canada) who make up the dangerous few. Morris adds that despite 

its focus on those dangernus few, the pend system still fails to properly deal with them and 

protect society from them (Moms 1994, 1). Perhaps a starting point for dealing with this 

issue is within the community. Community level work needs to be done to prevent future 

mations and maintenance of a 'truly' dangerous class: formal education levels and 

meaningful employment are key factors (Canadian Centre for Justice S tatistics, 1999,57). 

Abolitionists work to fight the stigrna and h m  which penality imposes upon al1 

those it touches. One prisoner States that his experiences in Soledad prison and the overall 

use of imprisonrnent as punishment against human beings has proven itself "inevitable in 

leaving some kind of traumatic scars within one's mind. Prisoners upon their retum back to 

the world are never the same ... it's not knowledge they lacIr, what they lack is courage to 

liberate themselves from the fear dnven into them by prisons" (Reyna, 1975, 141). Giselle 

Dias further explains this problem. in her work with ex-prisoners now living in the 

community, she recalls the daily obstacles they face: 

A lot of the guys in prison would share stories of when they got out [of prison] 
and were at a restaurant, they brought their forks and spoons up to the front 
before they left. I used to laugh. I thought it was hilarious, but then I realized 
how serious it was when 1 came out into the community and saw guys try to 
reintepte somehow and try to find their place in our wmmunities - and they 
couldn't. They didn't fit into the prison system anymore and they didn't fit 
into our cornrnunities. They were kind of in pwgatory in a sense. 

My CO-worker [who is an ex-prisoner] used to Say that to me a i l  the tirne. He 
would say, '1 no longer fit in prison, but 1 certainiy don't fit in with the 
community.' And the challenge for him was that when he was inside prison, 
he was kind of king of the hili. He was the best at cornputers. He was weU 
respecteci ... one of the most educated. He had al1 of those things going for 



him. When he came out, he didn't have those things anymore. He wasn't the 
most respecteci, he wasn't the k t  at computers and he wasn't the most 
intelligent. That was a really hatd adjustment for him to make. Also to feel 
he had 'ex-con' written on his forehead when everyone lwked at him . . . that 
they knew where he'd been [and to look down upon him for it] (Dias, 1999). 

In reference to the 'institutionalization' that Giselle explains above, Rick states that even 

"after you leave the prison, you never realiy leave ... you get stuck there. 1 might be doing 

weU out hem, but 1 am going back to prison everyday [with LifeLine] and even when 1 am 

not working in the prison, 1 am involved with prison issues. Other guys are stuck inside, 1 

am stuck in my mind and in my work and in my dceams" (Sauve, 1999). 

Wilma Derksen also touches upon this concept of the abstract prison. This dimension 

is seldom discussed in reference to victimology, yet it is so essential in understanding why 

victims express dissatisfaction with the prison as a response for offenders. Many victims of 

violent aimes verbalize that they feel offenders 'have it easy'. Wilma Derksen explains this 

phenomenon which she appropriately entitles "pend envy": 

when you are not functioning, and as funny as this sounds, and 1 hear it right 
across the board - prison lwks awfully, awfully good. Because when you 
have to get up, wash your own clothes, make your own food, go to pay the 
bills, and ail of it just h u m  like heil, to sit in a prison cell, and even if it is 
uncornfortable - to be able to be alone and out of the public eye al1 seems so 
good ... so when victims hear people say that prison is so terrible, the 
conditions are so terrible, they realiy find that hard to fathom because we 
would have ali wanted to be in prison during that time. During the time of 
incapacitation (Derksen, 2000). 

M a t  Wilma is desmiing in the harshness of everyday Life after the murder of her 

daughter sounds much Like an abstract prison. It is somewhat like, but certainly not identical 

to, the abstract prison that Rick Sauve was describing in his experiences after imprisonrnent. 

in comparing the concrete with the abstract, Wilma states that, " to have a conmete prison 



would be much better because you wouldn't at least have to get up in the moming. You 

lcnow, you viiify the offender but you fantasize about the pend system. Temble, but it 

makes sense" (Derksen, 2000). 

An Alternative View of the Community 

Theoretically, pend abolition evolved out of prison abolition and within the mots of 

prison abolition was the rejection of population segregation and the imposed bmtalities of 

exclusion. Cohen points out that "the destructuring and abolitionist movements.. . represent 

the moment when the inclusionary impulse dorninated social control rhetoric. The structures 

of knowledge that allow for exclusion should now be weakened, bypassed, or eliminated 

altogether" (Cohen, 1992,216). It was clear that exclusion causes stigma and that this pend 

stigma had proven itself counter-productive within the context of community safety. in this 

realization, it becarne evident that the problem of violence within the community needed to 

be dealt with in the community. Standing in the way of such nforms were the professional 

enterprises of law and order, aime control, and the traditional academic theories of crime 

and punishment. 

A need to find a balance between over-professionalizing and de-professionalizing has 

arisen. In an era when the 'information highway' is taking over the dissemination of 

knowledge this task is not necessarily impossible. A positive aspect of this era's methods of 

information distribution is new venues for expression of cntical thoughts. In the past, access 

to such venues was quite limiied. A negative aspect of this venue is diai then is dso more 

oppominity for propaganda and vigilante rhetoric to be distributed; because this type of 

information is more familiar to the general population, it will be more popular (Le. in terms 

of exposure and 'highly hit sites' on the Internet). This "mas communication dows for 
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knowledge to be generated not only in scholarly disciplinary f o m ,  but also in popular extra- 

disciplinary forms ... the production of criminological knowledge, which was prirnarily 

confined to the wcitings and research findings of the professionally frained experts or 

disciplinaries, today, by contrast includes widely disseminated information propagated by 

nonexpert criminological sources" (Barak, 1998, 10). The fine balance between over- 

professionalization and de-professionalization lies in the differentiation between such 

references to 'expert' vs. 'non-expert' sources. One of the pend abolitionkt goals is 

community education and an increased awareness of critical thought in the general 

population. 

Victims, Offenders and Community: The Illusion of 'Us and Them' 

The p a l  system is constructed as a power structure with explicit instruction to one 

segment of the population to contcol another specified segment of the population. It is a 

structure which creates dichotomy through conflict in the realm of power relations. "Much 

like soldiers in combat, inmates and prison staff have little overview of the arena where their 

conflicts play out. They can only glean narrow glimpse of it from the smdl plots of turf they 

happen to occupy at any given moment, Consequently, inmates and guards alike can never 

afford themselves a complete view of the prison in which they live, work and stniggle" 

(Hassine, L996,48). This enforcement of an 'Us and them' dichotomy in pend institutions 

is dangernus because it is dehumanizing and can justify great violence and h m  inflicted 

upon al1 those involved. The prison is an ultimate presentation of this dichotomization 

because the 'Us and Them' is an essential element of the prison's evetyday functions. "The 

modern prison has tried, with very mixed results, to break down the tirne-enmnched barciers 



between 'us' and 'them', the guards and the guarded. Everyone in prison is on guard - this 

much at least the two groups have in cornmon." (Murphy and Murphy, 1998,491 

This type of dichotomizing also exists in other aspects of the pend structure. In the 

context of US. courtrooms and advocacy for the use of the death penalty, a prosecutor 

explains his position and thinking process. The following pactrays the dangers of 'othering' 

and the brutalities (state executed murders) which are justified within the reaim of 'Us and 

Them'. "Tnstead of focusing on what 'we' - law-abiding citizens - do to 'theml-convicted 

murderers - you focus on what they have done to us... their savage, senseless crimes.. . i m r  

of theù victims and the lifelong pain ... More han bad luck - a brutal childhood, a mental or 

emotional disorder, an incomptent attorney - put them on death row.. .they were put there as 

well by their acts ..." (Kaminer, 1995, 154). This line of ceasoning plays victims' pain up 

against =venge towards the offender. This implication of 'gd' in the imposition of state 

justified violenceideath is an exarnple of the extremely dangmus elements of 'Us and 

Them'. Wilma Derksen adds that, "the issues of good and evil are so much bigger than both 

of us and 1 can become as evil as ihat person and that person c m  become a saint" (Derksen, 

2000). These concepts and notions are well articulated in Khalil Gibran's writing about 

crime and punishment: 

Often times 1 hear you speak of one who cornmits a m n g  as though he were 
not one of you, but a sûanger unto you and an intruder upon your world. But 
1 say that even as the holy and the righteous cannot rise beyond the highest 
that is in each one of you, so the wicked and the weak cannot fa11 lower than 
the lowest which is in you also. And as a single leaf tums not yellow but with 
the silent knowledge of the whole tree, so the wronghez cannot do wrong 
wiîhout the hidden will of you dl. Like a procession you walk toget her... and 
when one of you falls down he falls for those behind him, a caution against 
the stumbling stone. Ay, and he falls for those ahead of him who though 
faster and surer of fimt, yet amoved not the sturnbluig stone... you cannot 
separate the just h m  the wijust and the good from the wicked ... and let him 



who would lash the offender look unto the spint of the offended. And if any 
of you would punish in the name of righteousness and lay the ax unto the evil 
tree, let him see too its mots; and verily he will find the mots of the good and 
the bad, the fiuitful and the fniitless, ail entwined together in the silent hem 
of the earth (Gibran 1923'40-42). 

The Concept of Community: Redefiniog Boundaries and Notioas of Exclusion 

An essentiai notion which needs clarification is the concept of 'community'. To 

begin, it is important to note that 'community' is not necessarily limited to geographical 

locations. Giselle Dias's explanation of this phenomenon helps clarify the term kommunity' 

and it aids in destructuring the myths that reinforce the notion that big cities do not have 

'community' mentaiities or capabilities. She States: 

For me, community meant for the longest time - where 1 lived. 1 had no idea 
what people meant by community until 1 moved to Toronto ... 1 realized, 
when 1 started to join ail these different communities [Rittenhouse, Just Us 
support groups for prisoners in the community] how powerful it is to be part 
of the community and how empowenng it is to be accepted. 1 wanted to be 
able to mate those types of communities for other people. That is how 1 see 
it reaily - as a community building process . ., 1 believe in people. 1 have such 
a strong belief in the goodness of people ... and 1 believe we can move 
towards change and towards that vision of a more heaiing and loving and 
accepting community. Where we accept al1 of out members, even the hardest 
ones to serve and accept" (Dias, 1999). 

Giselle highlights that community is about support and acceptance, and in that she has 

expanded the notion of 'community' beyond the geographical boundaries and into the 

personal and interpersonal tealms. Giselle's comments also show that 'community' does not 

only exist in srnail towns. After living in small cities most of her life, Giselle discovered the 

meaning and the power of 'community' in Toronto - one of Canada's largest, most diverse, 

metropolitan cities. It is my belief that the assumption that large cities cannot entail a sense 

of comunity is largely a result of the 'street crime obsession complex' which seems 

engrained in many minds as the thing to be concerned about. Because large cities are so 



autornatically Iinked to images of 'sûeet crime*, it becomes logical for many to conclude that 

the 'danger* of the city is a result of the lack of 'community' in diverse, metropditan 

settings. 

A major assumption within penology is that the community is an entity which can be 

broken up and separated. The prison, for example, is based on the assumption that by 

building a highly controlled setting and placing individuals within it for long periods of time, 

a separation h m  the community has been created. This form of reasoning seems analogous 

to that of an ostrich. By sticking its head in the sand, this bird assumes that its surroundings 

have disappemd. By putting up the walls (whether they be concrete prison walls or 

stigmatizing, exclusionary social walls), penology assumes that a segment of the population 

has been removed. However, these walls do not prevent the people behind them from 

affecting society. In their mere existence, these walls hold a huge role in the economic, 

political and moral convictions of the society which built them. Out of sight for penology 

certaidy does not mean out of mind for the community, for if the ostrich leaves its head in 

ihe sand for too long, it wili inevitably suffocate. Pend abolition ideology places the 

solutions for community victimization within the context of that community. in doing so, the 

creation of a safe, balance, hedthy society is made possible. 

A starting point for pend abolitionism should be the bridging of communication and 

interaction between the prison and the community, since the prison does play a major role 

within the community, despite pend attempts to segregate it. 

Outside each prison wüi be the public, knowing littie about 
what goes on, but fearful about rising crime and wishing to 
believe that locking people up in prison is the way to stop it. 
Public knowledge of prisons is scanty. Some people believe 
that prisoners are treated too weli. They object when prisons 



seem to be too nice; but they also object when prisons seem too 
nasty and a pcisoner commits suicide or a riot breaks out. They 
are not sure what prisons are meant to do: is it to lock up 
people, make better people, stop them getting worse, teach 
them a trade, give them psychiatrie treatment or make them 
suffer? (Stem, 1998,lO) 

A step in the direction of more balanced representation of prisons can be found in the 

publishing of prison writing (i.e. the Journal of Prisoners on Prisons, Soledad Prison, 

Conscience be my guide, Life without parole, John Reeve's poetry etc.) "Prison reading 

becomes prison writing, and prison-writing becomes public reading" (Cummins, 1994,264). 

In addition, "the writing which emerges out of a collective experience displays a symbiotic 

relationship between the individuals who are incarcerated and the community of which they 

see themselves as a part" (Davies, LW, 236-237). 

Pend Abolition: Capacity witbin the Human Spirit 

Pend abolitionists need to re-build the personal connectedness and human relevance 

which has been lost in the realm of court processes, prison sentencing and other pend 

processes. '%mpowerment means taking control of one's life and the circumstances of their 

environment ... Our non-traditionai approach seeks to create that empowerment in the 

prisoner, in the prisons and .. . in the comunity so that . . . people can acquire the capacity 

to reaiize their wiU even with opposition form others. Working collectively, prisoner and 

community, such a goai is not only redistic but attainable" (Ellis, 1995, 105). In addition to 

building such bridges, the 'community' as an entity needs to be strengthened. An important 

question raiseci by Greenberg was: "why, if the community is so therapeutic, the offender got 

into trouble there in the h t  place? (1974,4 -5) ... questions were [also] raised about the 

potential implications of community corrections for social controî" (McMahon, 1992, 28). 
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While pend abolitionist tasks do not iiiclu& 'conectionai' agendas, it is cIear that pend 

abolitionists see that 'communities' as they exist today are not hedthy and thus leave rom 

for conflict, violence and interpersonal h m .  In response, pend abolitionists aim to build 

cornmunity solidarity and unity while figfiting the oppressive and violent impositions of îhe 

pend saucture. in essence, abolitionists work to build the type of community that can be 

strong, and aware enough to resist pend structures while at the same time becoming an entity 

that does not need to rely on penality's illusions of 'safety' and 'cohesiveness'. 

An important element which n d s  to be embraced is one that works to create and 

represent social solidarity in the struggle to defend human rights. in the pend context, it 

needs to be made clear that "you can't solve powerlessness by frightening or treating it, but 

only by king willing to share your power with it." (Morris, 1993, 15) Public education is a 

major form of resistance that can be employed in this realm of the fight against the pend 

systems' al1 encompassing oppressive structure. Historicaliy, abolitionist movements have 

been ridiculed and later vaiued. The pend system has a vast and complex historical 

fondation - this is one obstacle amongst m y  which stand in the pend abolitionist path. 

Although many obstacles exist dong the pend abolitionist path, many have already been 

overcome; in the pmcess of overcoming these obstacles, new ones have been discovered. In 

working to mate a safer and more pleasant haire, pend abolition's fate lies in the social 

activism of community members and academic discourse which works to support positive 

change. The cnminological community's challenge is to find a balance which will allow the 

merging of pend abolitionist academia and activism. In this balance will be the rebirth of a 

more holistic movement which will work bwards the creation of communities that wiU be 

able to protect and house al1 of its members in an inclusive, environment. 



CHAPTER 4: We-, Limitations and C r i t i w  of P d  Abolition: rii 
Recognition Of WC-, WC Find Stmigth 

Until the philosophy which hold one race superior and another inferior is finally and pennanently 
discredited and abandoned; Until there are no longer first class and second class citizens of any 
nation; Until the basic human dghis are equally guaranteed to al1 without regard to race; Until that 
day, the dream of lasting peace, world citizenship and the nile of international morality will remain a 
fleeting illusion to be pursued but never attained." 

Haile Seilassie, 1964 

Penality: An hadequate Respome to Victims' Needs and OfYenders' Obügations 

In critical criminology and in pend abolitionist literature, it is often assumed that the 

pend system is too harsh, too simplistic and thus inadequate in responding to the complex 

needs of victims and offenders and the community. In response to such critiques, the 

Restorative Justice movement called for a healing response to crime and violence. Pend 

abolitionism is still not satisfied with this response. In critiquing Restorative Justice, Ruth 

Moms (1999) asserts that it does not sufficiently take into account the victims' needs. In 

fact, like the Retributive System, it is too focused on the offender and in that neglects the 

victim and the community. In placing the Restorative Justice movement within the pend 

abolitionist movement, Moms (1999) views Restorative Justice as a stepping stone. 

Rick Sauve presents a different, yet compatible view of pend abolition. He states 

that, "if you can abolish prison for one person, then that can be your pend abolition. There 

are so many people in prison ihat are not dangerous, and they don't get visits, they don? get 

letten, don? have anywhere to go. When they corne out, they have nothiig outside" (Sauve, 

1999). In dealing with this, thete have been circles of support created in Vancouver and in 

Toronto. These pmgrams amte groups of support for each prisoner in their program who is 

coming out of prison. Sauve states that "if you bring it down to the one person, if you set up 

a support group for one person, and said, ok, we are going to keep you out of prison, you are 



almost abolishing one ceU"(Sauve, 1999). Recidivism in the community and lack of parole 

h m  the prisons is not necessarily a result of 'criminal tendencies' and 'dangerous 

population control'. Rick explains that: 

There is a number of guys that come out [of prison] and fail because they 
don't have any support. There is a great number of guys that are afraid to get 
out because they don't know how to get out or how to survive if they ever do 
... if you have a guy that's inside [prison], and he's got three hots in a 
cot.. .niree hot m d s  and a roof over his head . . . and he is coming to getting 
out, his options are: commit another crime and go back to prison, or a park 
bench in the middle of the winter ... some guys have no family, no friends, no 
support network, they have absolutely nothing ... So someone is going to be 
released . . . let's applaud because here is a guy getting out of jail - to do what? 
Sleep in a park? Sleep on a crate? . . . 1 know it sounds perverîed, but at least 
he has this roof over his head. He is making some money. He is eating. if he 
needs basic healthcare, he has a better chance of getting it . . . if we can abolish 
prisons on an individuai basis, maybe that's what we shouId be looking at. 
More practical abolition instead of just saying 'let's abolish prisons and just 
have one prison for the violent few and everybody else can go home'. Well, 
they don't al1 have homes (Sauve, 1999). 

In this light, it is crucial for pend abolitionists to focus on both the dienation and the 

brutalities of prison and ihe community which allows for its existence - çommunities often 

plagued with poverty, racism, sexism, violence, structurai inequalities and oppression. The 

next section wiîi outline hvo major organizations which do work that promotes pend 

iibolitionist goals: LifeLine and Rittenhouse. 

LifeLine is the organization which Rick Sauve works for as an 'inreach worker'. It is 

an organization that is made up of approximately 50 (ex)prisoners. The majority are lifers, 

and the rest are ex-prisoners who have serveci long (10 years or over) sentences inside prison. 

Most (ex)prisoners working with MeLine have lived within the comunity for some time. 

These 'inreach workers' go back into the prisons and "the number one thing we bring to 



people is hope and chat is by ow own example. If we can find options it gives them the hope 

that they can make it as weli" (Sauve, 1999). 

Like most other groups of former prisoners, LifeLine covers many dimensions of 

both prison and community life. By reaching into the prison and providing support, LifeLine 

workers are resisting the pend structures that work to reinforce violence and oppression. By 

extending their work into the community and providing community support, they are 

strengthening the foundations of their activism and remaining me to the vision of an 

inclusive society. In Rick's own words, here is an outiine of the work that LifeLine is 

involved with: 

For many guys, we're their only contact ... they are gonna have [to the 
community]. There is a formula for getting out of jail ... and staying out. 
You can't show anybody what to do. Nobody cm go in there and bnng 
somebody out, but you can do is go in there and find al1 the pieces and help 
them put it together. That is what it is, it is a puzzle and that is the sarne with 
staying out. Certain pieces to the puzzle, certain things that you got to do to 
stay out ... So, that's what we do. We go in there and we help them Eind that 
formula (Sauve, lm). 

An influential event which LifeLine organized in Fenbrook Penitentiary (Ontario) was the 

healing circle for prisoners, victims of crime and community members. Rick Sauve and 

Michelle Sauve were prirnary organizers. They arranged transportation, appointments, and 

clearances for access into the prison for weekly meetings. In the end, this event was well 

attendedlreceived and has changed the lives of many who were involved. Rick's account of 

the Healing Circle in Fenbrook Penitentiary includes the following comments: 

We started out by interviewing 25 prisoners who wanted to take part. The 
fîrst time 1 went to the Iifers group and talked to them about it, everyone said 
no, they didn't want anything to do with it. There is no way they said. There 
was fear. Nobody wants to face their victims. 1 think what it realiy is, is that 
nobody wants to face rhe reality of what they did ... you do in your ceU 
sometimes when you are done, but for the most part, you become a victim in 



prison ... when they agreed to do it, we set it up in such a way that they had 
about 8 weeks of training ... a unique thing was Fenbrook is an integrated 
population. There was guys that had corne down b u g h  SHU [Special 
Handling Unit], there was PC [pcutective custody] guys, serious sex offenders 
and serious bad boys in the pup.  Guys that would never ever associate with 
one tuiother. We figured if we can make it work in tbat group, then, it will 
work anywhere. And it was a strange night because there were different 
cultures and diffemt people, it was a strange mix, but it worked out great. 

After it was al1 over, there was some minor conflict, but noîhing major.. . the 
aeher neat thing is we had staff taking part in the 8 weeks. So not only was it 
a mix of prisonen ... but thcre was a classification officer there, there was 
also a development oficer there, it was open to everybody. There were 
community volunteen ... 1 think people [Iifers] establistied a better 
understanding of the impact of what they did. For the most part, I think 
people are now more receptive and open to other pople (Sauve, 1999). 

John Africa said it best when he said, "Revolution is not a word but an application; it 

is not war but peace; it daes not weaken, but strengthens. Revolution does not cause 

sepration; it generates togethemess*' (cited in Abu-Jamal, 64, 1997, emphasis in original). 

In îhat sense of the word, penal aùolitionism is revolutionary. Its activism iakes on many 

forms and avenues. Most of it is pwsued by volunteers who are dedicated to the vision of 

this movernent. This dedicarion is due to the realization that we need to resist the oppressive 

and dehumanizing conditioas which the penal, militant mentalityfstfllctures are enforcing. 

Questions about human needs are questions about human obligations. To ask what 

our needs are is to ask, not just which of ow desires are sttongest and most urgent, but which 

of our desires give us an entitlement. This natural painng of the idea of need with duty and 

obligation is what distinguishes need from desire, Desire is unbounded even by the idea of 

utility. Itt is possible to specify the duties which would follow from an obligation to meet 



someone's needs, but the duty would be boundless, and thus rendered meaningless, if it 

extended to personal desires (Ignatieff, 1984,27). 

Pend abolitionists view urgency in resisting pend harms due to the highiy destructive 

and sometimes imparable consequences such hanns impose upon individuals as well as the 

community. Presently, pend abolitionist activism is focused mainly on prisoners' rights 

advocacy and community education. More recently, the needs and voices of victims (those 

defined by the pend system as well as those who are not officially reçognized with criminal 

justice processes as 'tme victims') have come to play a major part in abolitionist activism. 

This fonn of activism was expressed in the form of the healing circle which Rick Sauve 

described in Fenbrwk Penitentiary. 

Prison Activism: Cballenging Stemtypes and Misconceptions 

Volunteers play a crucial role within prison activism: they work to 'bring the pnson into the 

community and the community into the prison'. Ken Logan asserts that: 

The volunteers are important. When you are in prison for so long, you lose 
sight of what is really going on out here and volunteers kind of click in that 
reality, of what is going on and what is changing and what yw have to look 
forward to when you get out ... 1 had never seen a bank machine or anything. 
It was tough, the phone systems the way they are now, much different. 
Everything is different. Expensive. Everything is expensive. And not only do 
they [the volunteers] provide you with that [connection], ... but also, as you 
know 99 46, of volunteers coming into the institution are university students 
and they are valuable for writing up ptoposals and tackling certain issues and 
getting involved with specific groups with their writing skiils and intellecruai 
aspects (Logan, 1999). 

As a pend abolitionist, 1 have been involved with voiunteer work of the kind that Ken is 

mentioning. 1 have done politicai advocacy and educational work in alliance with men 

seMng life sentences in Canadian penitentiaries. It is necessary to recognize that the 



majority of the work 1 have been involved with has been inside men's prisons and has Limited 

me to male perspectives and experiences in the Canadian Federai prison system. Overall, 

this work has ken an eye-opening and educational experience but, it has also presented me 

with iadships - mainly in reference to my gendet and m y  age. Being a young femde who 

works with imprisoned men is not always easily accepted. Over the years, I have heard many 

demgatory expressions, sexual innuendoes and delegitimizing statements from university 

professors, students, fnends, 'professionals' in the field and govemment officials. The 

cornrnents 1 find most 'annoying' are references to 'bleeding heart liberals'; also when 

directed at women working with men, it distracts h m  the prison's failures and refocuses on 

sexuaiizing and delegitimizing our positions as women in society. However, 1 have never 

had a problem with the men with whom 1 was working (the prisoners) and 1 continue to 

believe in the pend abolitionist vision and io persevere in challenging the status quo. 

Through this work, we challenge not only the prison's dehumanizing structures that sexualize 

our non-sexual encouniers, we also challenge sexism and gender-role siereotyping. 

Community Justice Activism - Rlttenhouse, A New Vision 

66Rittenhouse is a Social Justice Community Education Agency that is dedicated to 

Pend Abolition and Transformative Justice whose primary purpose is community education 

and secondariiy to facilitate the integration of those who fa11 amongst the cracks in society. 

Those are our two key issues" (Moms, 1999). Giseiie Dias, coordinator of Rittenhouse, 

outlines its d e s  and functions: 

Rittenhouse is a non-profit agency dedicated to creating a more healing justice 
system. We do this through advocacy, service to victims, offenders in the 
community and in the prison and f a d y  members. Our basic goal is public 
education. Pd say that 75% of our time and energy goes towards educating 
the public. I think that is a really hard thing for people to grasp at times 



because they don't understand what it is exactly that you are doing. 1 
remember when I first started at Rittenhouse, I asked 'what do p u  mean 
public education, what does that mean?' You realize over a period of time 
that that is the most essential thing you can do. if yw don't get at the root of 
structures and start to disrnantle some of the myths and some of the fem 
around 'what is crime' and 'who are criminals' and al1 the ideas and 
misconceptions that people have, it won't matter how much direct service you 
do. No matter how much individual work you do, its like as swn as you Save 
one, if p u  Save one, ten more are going through that system. Until you start 
educating the comunity and getting people involved they don? really have a 
stake in it. They don't d y  have an investment in it. But when people 
become involved, they have a [more concrete] investment in seeing the 
community heal and seeing people come together. And educating people is 
îhe tint step towards doing that" (Dias, 1999). 

In founding Rittenhouse, Ruth Moms gained rnuch insight and experience with the pend 

abolitionist's activist realm. (For more information about Rittenhouse, how it was founded 

and some advice on how to maintain a radical, non-profit organization, please refer to 

Appendix i). It is named after Ruth's mother, who is the inspiration to Ruth in her social 

activism. A key form of social actiMsm which Ruth emphasizes and Rittenhouse embraces is 

public education. Giselle Dias elaborates: 

Public education is the main way to go about doing it. We do a lot of public 
speaking, talking in classrwms to youth and college students and to 
professionais in the field. One of the biggest struggies we have corne to face 
is that we are talking to people who are on iine with our values and ideas - 
preaehing to the already converted. Sometimes we need to reach the people 
who aren't on line with us ... [some f o m  of public education include] 
workshops, dissemination of fiterature, even just taiking to people when they 
inquire . . . we have found that if they understand what is happening wiihin our 
prisons, most people wül agree that ifs not working and that it's wrong. Once 
people know about k then they are more wiiiing to hear what , .. we believe is 
an alternative CO it [Transfonnative Justice] ... Everything we work with is 
about empwecing people, so it is not a hard concept to gather support for, we 
just need for people to start iistening (Dias, 1999). 

A cautionary note is necessary at this point. It has often been said (and I have expenenced 

this) that socialiy aware activism against the pend structure can often be barsh and draining. 



Rick Sauve, Giseue Dias and Ruth Moms have all expressed that the type of work they do is 

exhausting emotionaily, physically and financially. 

Rittenhouse represents a large segment of the Canadian pend abolitionist activist 

movement and ICOPAs represent the international pend abolitionist academic movement. 

The importance of the conglomeration of academia and activism was illustrated in the 

powerful KOPA which Rittenhouse hosted in May 2000. Speakers (academics and activists) 

From al1 over 20 different couniries, peacefuYpublic demonstrations highlighting police 

bmtdity, arrests at those demonstrations, free food for the homeless (as a minor contribution 

to the community), some tense yet necessary controversy over race-representation and 

networking with like-minded people were but a few of the highlights. 

The Inclusion of Faitb and îhe Exclusion of Faith-Related Stigma 

A recurring theme throughout the interviews for this thesis was spirituality and faith. 

At this point, a discussion about faith and religion is an important one to put forth because in 

Social Sciences, Metaphysics are suspect. Further, religious structures and ideologies have 

routinely bmtalized and kilied marginaiized populations historically and to the present thus, 

one c m  lose sight of the positive forces that faith and religion have contributed. For 

example, the abolition of slavery in the United States was a movement that made the most of 

the economic/indusiriaYpolitical mindset of its time and one that was pwsued and supported 

by radical religious orders and church congregations. In attacking comptions of 

institutionalized religious orders and in looking at the fanaticism often associated with faith, 

many activists and academics dismiss the strength which so many find in the power of faith 

and spintuality and which was made clear in majority of the interviews 1 conducted for this 

research. In facing her daughter's death and in facing the pressures of the non-violent 
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Mennonite community for a non-violent response to such a violent act, Derksen stiil confirms 

that faith and spirituality helped get her through the roughest times in her life. It has aided in 

her healing joumey and has given her strength to help many family members of homicide 

victims to find the strength and courage necessary to travel dong that same path. 

Faith and spirituality was also expressed in Ruth Morris's interview. While the others 

equated faith with strength, Ruth equated it with creativity - which is also a form of strength. 

She explained that her spiritual journey has ken inspiring and essentid for the creation of 

Rittenhouse and in her writing. Ken Logan stated that friith was what separated his 

experience with his victims from another lifer's experience with his own victims. He felt that 

his victim's family's 'Christian connections' aided in their crossing the forgiveness bridge 

and in gaining closure. Derksen also refers to forgiveness, but as 'the f-word' for victims. 

She is aware that it is not the path which al1 people should, could or would want to pursue. 

Also, in response to the sort of arguments that equate the choice to forgive with religion, 

Wilma pointed out that pressures and expectations come dong with that. She was 'expected' 

to forgive because she was Mennonite. in addition, she shows how that sort of mentality and 

assumption leaves no room for the anger and the violent emotions that the victim experiences 

and in a sense can aid in suppressing such "natural feelings of rage" (Derksen, 2000). 

It became clear to me, as 1 pgressed throughout the interviews, that there needs to 

be a clear distinction made between forgiveness and reconciliation. Rick explains that, in the 

healing circle experience in Fenbrwk, "you are not dways looking for a forgiveness or even 

resolution. But most of the guys that 1 have taiked to would like at some point to sit down 

and say, Tm sorry"' (Sauve, 1999). Giseiie Dias f ' e r  illustrates the distinctions and the 

obstacles involved in this area She shows th& 
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During an AVP [Alternatives to Violence Program] course in Fenbmk, Ruth 
came in once and said that 'sometimes the garne of forgiveness is only played 
by one'. She was talking to these guys who may never get absolution h m  
their victim's families. They may never get that 'it's okay' but they need to 
leam to forgive themselves and until they do, they wiU not be able to move on 
.. . we cûnnot live with that kind of guilt and look forward ... Even if he is not 
seeking forgiveness, if the doctor [who killed her mother] is not asking 
forgiveness, 1 stiU need to Say . . . that somehow it is okay. Yes, sometimes the 
game of forgiveness is played by one pacty. 

Forgiveness can be a redy powerful thing ... and it may not always be 
complete. It can be as much as you can give at that time . .. to go through that 
forgiving process, you know: 1 can forgive you this much ... and 1 may need 
to rehash it later and then 1 can forgive you this much more ... It is a really 
powerful thing to be able to offer that to somebody and to be able to receive it 
. . . to incorporate that new hurt into their life and make them a new person 
from it 

You can never retum to the way things were. You can never cetuni to chat 
safety befoce your house was robbed or before something happened to you, 
you can never return back to that moment. You have been violated and you 
have been hm. What you need to do is incorporate that hurt and those 
feelings of violations into yow life fiom that point on. You wili be a new 
person for it and you wiii have this new piece to you, but you have got to 
move on from that point. That is the whole problem with Restorative Justice: 
You cannot restore the past, so why pretend you cm. You have got to 
Transfocm it and make it a new beginning (Dias, 1999). 

Rehabilitation does not aliow rwm for integration and neither does 'correction'. in fact, 

within correctional ideology, integration of the 'bad' elements in the person is viewed as 

deviant and 'highly problematic'. In opposition to that, the notion which transfomative 

justice purs forth is one that is complex and inclusionary in nature. As Wilma ûerksen 

explains: 

You have to leam how to integrate al1 the horrible things you are Uito a 
meaningful existence so that you are a subtotal of aii your parts and some of 
them are good and some of them are ugly and that is what we are. 1 am still 
leaming how to do that and 1 think inmates have such a task ... How do you 
üve with murder? As victims, it is horrendous, but as the murderer? 1 think 
the challenge for them is tremendous, but if they could achieve it can you 
imagine what kind of human beings they would become. They would be 



enormously insightful. They would be giants of stature in terms of health and 
emotions. They would have this wisdom that understands why they did what 
they did - and 1 think that is what we al1 want to be, and that is the best of who 
we are. 1 have hope that more people can achieve this. And 1 have seen it, in 
Stony Mountain [Penitentiary in Manitoba] ... how Jerry [a lifer in Stony 
Mountain] tells his story [of his crime] after al1 of these years. It is integrated, 
and it is a wonderful piece of human art. So, the more bulkiness we have, the 
more stuff we have, the more we have been given to make something 
beautiful - that is what 1 am trying to tap into. It doesn't matter if it is a victim 
or an offender, when 1 see it, it is so beautiful, but it is tough stuff, al1 of it .. . 
[Her first time inside, Wilma recalls] 1 was working for the Mennonite 
Reporter ... and [the] mediation [program] had an office cight beside me so 
we did a lot of talking, they were great support for me. They had a program 
caiied Face to Face [bringing victims and offenders together], and Jay was 
running it. He offered for me to go inside the prison with family survivors of 
homicide and we agreed ... following that proposition from Jay, we had a 
letter from the warden saying that he didn't want victims to corne into prison 
because they had insidious motives ... of course that made us al1 upset 
because we thought, 'why do they want to keep us out? Why are they 
protecting the ofinders from us?' That was just such a new thought for us. 
Since we couldn't go inside, Jay asked if we would receive a letter from one 
of the lifers and we said 'yes'. When that letter came, we were reading it at 
m ' s  length. It was so hard to read, you have no idea. It was hnny how we 
ail reacted to it . . . after the letter we wanted to meet them. 

We went in as a group with three story tellers and 1 was the facilitator. We 
also had a psychologist at the time who came with us and because we couldn't 
do the Face to Face program, we went into a public meeting with about a 
hundred inmates in this big auditorium. We were sitting in the front, behind a 
table and it was a presentation that we were doing. 1 was so scared, it was just 
amazing. At that point, 1 started to tell my story to get them going and then 
Ray told his story, and Helen, aii of a sudden, said no, she didn't want to tell 
her story. It was reaily a traumatic tirne, it wasn't like anything 1 had ever 
done before because everything was just so fragile. And when we started 
taiking, Jerry who had killed 2 men in prison and who was spoken about in 
whispers 'that's the guy who did it' with great awe and respect, was sitting in 
the back. In the next break he was sitting in the middle. The lifer who had 
written the letter to us was a great supporter of forgiveness and more or less 
totd us to forgive. 

That was when Helen, who said she wasn't going to tak . . . al1 of a sudden 
said, '1 will never forgive'. And she is just this big woman with this deep, 
deep voice and 1 will never forget that moment. 1 thought 'oh ... now its ai l  
going to break. They are going to kill us!' You have no idea the fear! But 



then Jerry stood up and said 'You know what? 1 can't forgive either.' ... That 
was why he had killed. Because he couldn't forgive either. So, the man we 
were most ah id  of was ralking and relating to out pain. And that is when the 
barriers came down . . . that is when 1 ~alized the journeys are the same. We 
are just people who want to kill and they are people who have killed, and, it 
all comes out of the pain. Then the next session Jeny was right in front and 
the most beautiful moment was to see the hand-shakes and even the hugs that 
came out d e r  that meeting. 
(Derksen, 2000). 

In talking about another meeting Wilma had inside the prison, she recounts another 

Twelve years after Candace [âied], 1 went in myself, Rene Durocher [a lifer] 
asked . . . if 1 would like to corne in by myself and talk . . . I'd be the only one 
and 1 would talk to the lifers group. 1 went in .. . he said that 1 had issues that 
1 needed to deal with and I did, There was something I was after. 1 was still 
approaching that boundary quite curiously and so we spent the first hour in the 
lifers group and they told me about their program ... and then they asked me 
what 1 wanted. 1 tried to go down to my instinct: what did 1 want? 1 wanted 
to know their names, and k i r  ages and their sentence. They told me al1 that. 
1 wanted to know what they had been in for, whether it was murder or 
whatever it was. 

1 still wasn't satisfied, so then 1 went around again and asked them to give me 
their story up to the tirne they had killed. I did not want it to be a 
rationalization, but to help me understand why ihey killed. These were al1 
lifers. And, they did it. And you know, there was every type of man in there. 
There was the big black stereotype of the gang leader and the tattoos. There 
was the stereotypical teacher, the artist, the aboriginal, the writer, the m y  
guy with the crew cut - 1 hate to do stereotypes but it was a rwm full of every 
one of them ... it was just an amazing group of people and their stories were 
as varied. You had the fellow killing his friend because he was in the army 
and he was a better fighter. You had the psychological stress of the man who 
has been abused all his life and kills insanely and thinks he was killing his 
mother. You can see that kind of thing. Killing out of jeaiousy. Killing out 
of dmgs. Killing out of anger ... every story was so different and it was just 
amazing to hem. 

Later on when 1 was out ... 1 asked Rene, 'how many men were in the mm' 
and he tord me that there were ten including himseîf. 1 was with, no guards in 
a room, with ten violent - or what society classifies as such - men. And 1 saw 
theù humanity. 1 didn't want to kill them. Earlier on ,.. 1 d z e d  my rage 



[after Candace was killed] and I wanted to shoot ten people. 1 realizeù that 
that is within me, 1 am capable of doing it. I am a Mennonite. 1 am a pacifist. 
1 want to forgive. 1 want to do al1 îhe right things and yet, 1 can harbor that 
rage. 1 wanted to kill ten - and now 12 years after 1 had told that story and 
visualized it ... 1 met 10 murdefers and 1 touched their humanity and 1 think 
that changed me. Somehow, I am not curiws anymore. 1 know what it is 
about. It is not a mystery anymore. I don't think it makes it great. It doesn't 
make it easy. It just means that I can't pigeon hole any more. 1 understand it 
somehow in my gut and in some ways 1 am not as fnghtened. 1 am probably 
more frightened, but it's a different fear, it's life, this is life" (Derksen, 2000). 

The insight Wilma gained through her personal healing journey provides an excellent 

resource for understanding human nature, aggression, violence, h m ,  heding and harmony. 

Her work inside the pisons with lifers has shown that the human spirit is stronger and much 

more complex than is recognized by pend stnictwes and institutions. She had to cross 

boundaries, ask 'taboo' questions and explore aspects of herself that are seldom 

acknowledged in mainstream literature and policies. Her words have provided the 

abolitionist movement with courage and inspiration to continue believing in people and in the 

power of the collective, dl-inclusive community. 



CHAPTER 5: Amalgamating Tcxt-Book Thcorhtion and Bcal Lifk Expericnccs 

We must recognize the difference between what people can do and what they will do. They can do 
anything they desire to do, but they will only take those actions which are consistent with their ievel 
of consciousness and their understanding of the situation. When we raise their consciousness, they 
will understand even more fuily what they in fact can do, and they will move on the situation in a 
courageous manner. This is merging yow iheory with your practices. 

Huey P. Newton, 1973 

Penal Abolition: A Theoreticai Jouniey Inspird by Activist Flare 

Penal Aboiition, in part derived from critical and radical criminologic~sociological 

paradigms, includes a focus on corpotaie, environmental, state and Street crimes. The Ninth 

international Conference on Pend Abolition bmught in the topic of corporate rule and 

corporate agendas. In keeping with ablitionist traditions, the conference was dedicated to 

human rights activist and visionary Claire Culhane and allegedly murdered prisoner and 

political activist Laurence Stodong. Laurence Stocking was a lifer whom 1 worked with on 

many political and legal projects. He was the chairperson of the Lifers Group in Joyceville 

Penitentiary when 1 tint met him. He was involved in many projects that promoted prisoners' 

rights and health. In 1998, he was involuntarily transfened to J-Unit in Millhaven 

Penitentiary where, less than six months later, on November 27, 1998, he was found dead in 

his ceU of an 'apparent overdose'. An inquest has ken  launched to investigate his cause of 

death as well as the reasons for his involuntary transfer. Laurence Stocking was a passionate 

man who was efficient in organizing people and in mobilizing change. He often challenged 

the Corirectionai Senices of Canada and its oppressive tactics. It seems that he has now 

become another casuaity in this war on 'crime'. in memory of his passion, perseverance and 

inspirational talks, ICOPA dedicated the ninth conference to him. 

Claire Culhane was a politid and human nghts activist. A book written by Mick 

Lowe entitied "One Woman Army: the Life of Claire Culliane" details her life and her 
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accomplishments. She herself published four books before her death in 1996. The ones 

relating to her prison activism were entitled: "Bamd from Prison", "Still Barred from 

Rison" and 'TV0 longer barred h m  prison: Social Injustice in Canada". Those books give 

excellent accounts of her work in cesistance to the pend system's oppressive regime. Her 

work with Canadian prisoners touched many lives and her memory continues to give hop to 

social justice visionaries and other political activists. Claire worked tirelessly in the 

"Prisoner's Rights Group" whose motto provides an excellent summary of the need for pend 

not prison abolition. The motto reads: 'We can't change prisons without changing society. 

We know that this is a long and dangerous stniggle. But the more we are involved in it, the 

les  dangerous and the more possible it will be" (Lowe, 1992,234). 

As a social activist, Claire Culhane presented a clear and concise understanding of 

abolitionist politics and necessary actions within them. "By the early 1980s Claire's modus 

operandi was well established. She eady on chcistened her prison work 'the best fight in 

town', for prisons are 'the Achilles heel of this whole rotten system.' Howing h m  Claire's 

opposition to the Canadian prison system was her gtowing understanding of the political 

philosophy of anarchism: that government is essentially a mechanism for imposing the will 

of the powerful multinational minority on the powerless majority of ordinary people, and is 

thecefore inüinsicaiiy evii" (Lowe, 1992, 267-268). This type of analysis of prisons, the 

pend structure and the social ills which smund  it ai l  is integrai to the pend abolitionist 

ideology. For Claire (1985). the responsibility of state-imposeci hatms needed to be 

accurately aiiotted to the structurai inequalities which are intrinsic within a society that 

aiiows for the existence of penality and state-administered and Iegitimized oppression. 



Literature Review: Eighiighting Oppression and Reaching Empowerment 

Pend abolitionist literature works exposes the state's bmtaiizing and counter- 

productive practices. in reading and analyzing this literature, it is important to note that 

pend abolition does not have strong foundations in conspiracy-type ideology. Whether or 

not the industrial, expansive, politically motivated, controlling or dehumanizing aspects of 

the pend system are intentional or premeditated is not of great importance. Penal abolitionist 

discourse focuses on the existence of these problems and attempts to intellectually and 

actively attack the structures which maintain these conditions. 

in critiquing penality and calling for its abolition h m  the social structure, pend 

abolitionists address questions of power, economic forces, and community structure. David 

Garland points out that "quite different frameworks of social relations and pend measures 

sometimes operate simultaneously and in competition with one another within the same 

social formation ... instead of king an emergent pmperty of an evolving social solidarity, 

pend forms were the contested outcome of an ongoing stniggle between different social 

forces and different visions of society" (Garland, 1993,48). 

in light of this complexity, it becomes clear that an attempt to trace an accurate 

account of the historical birth md rise of penality would be highly complex and extremely 

detailed. Both historicdy and now, the use of pend sanctions has been internationally 

diverse; it has differed greatly amongst societies, communities and cultures in terms of 

regularity and severity. In addition, penality is an ail-encompassing topic which expands into 

many fields of study and analysis. Garland wams against a "reductionism in the analysis of 

punishment ... the tendency to explain penality in terms of any single causal principle or 

functional purpose be it 'morals' or 'economics' or 'state control' or 'crime control' ..." and 
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he states that "we need to grasp the facts of multiple causaiity, multiple effects, and multiple 

meaning" (Garland, 1993,280). Another obstacle which needs to be addressed in any study 

of history is the issue of 'subjectivity' in the recording of events. In studying penality and 

attempting to outline the history of such a vast phenomenon, different eras provided diverse 

perspectives in relation to important events and definitional concems. 

Most accounts of history were written by upper dass, 'respectecl' male citizens who 

could not only affixd education, but could also afford the time to record historical events they 

deemed important. The history of punishment and revisionist movements in the 1960s and 

1970s provided academic revolt against that status quo. 'The political significance of pend 

history and its mle in breaking up the suffocating vision of the pst" aided in "questioning 

the rhetoric of 'reform' and in confronting carceral power ... [for the] revisionist historians 

of punishment systems, history had to be precisely the politicized story which the new social 

historians were demanding in the late 1970s" (Howe, 1994, 64-65). The revisionist 

historians' goal was to rewrite the 'consewative' historical accounts so that more 'critical' 

issues were brought forth and historically assessed. (Howe, 1994, 52) Despite such 

complexities and constant revisions, a brief and cautious venture into the history of penalty is 

necessary in the creation of an informed understanding and critique of the pend system. 

While keeping the diverse nature of penaiity (and the history of penality) in a suitable 

perspective, it is required that a study of the similarities that bind it together be pursued. 

Zehr's analysis of the historical context suggests that the institution of punishment is not 

foreign to the integrai structure of most societies. 

Historicaiiy, penality has played an big role in both defining crimes and in responding 

to those definitions; but penality was not the only option available to dealing with conflict 
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among people in the community. "As Barnett (1977) pointed out rightly, that criminal 

punishment by the state emerged From a bloody Hobbesian jungle is pure myth. Monetary 

payments replaced violence as the means of dispute seulement and have functioned well for 

most of the time humans have lived togethet .. . it was through the violent conquest of most 

of Europe that state criminal punishnient was accepted reluctantiy" (cited in Weitekarnp, 

1999, 88). Howard Zehr asserts that, in the West, "the retributive justice mode1 is not the 

only way we have envisioned justice ... in fact, other models of justice have predominated in 

our history. Only within the past several centuries has the retribution paradigm corne to 

monopolize our vision" (Zehr, 1995, 97). Jessica Mitford points out that "pnson as a place 

of confinement for the ordinary lawbreaker is less than 200 years old, an institution of purely 

American origin, conceived by its inventors as a noble humanitarian reform befitting an Age 

of Enlightenment in the aftermath of revolution against ancient tyrannies" (Mitford, 1973, 

33). She explains that prisons and dungeons had existed for centuries, but they were only 

used for 'persons of quality' or for crimes against the state or religious order. "Lowlier 

offenders were detained in prison only while awaiting trial" (Mitford, 1973,33). In addition, 

dissatisfaction with the pnson as a fonn of punishment has existed as long as the prison has. 

In fact, "criticisms of prisons and proposais for reform of the pend system are not recent 

phenomena. Since the inception of imprisonment as a major form of punishment about two 

hundred years ago, criticism of it has been 'endemic of its history' (Ignatieff 1978: 19)" 

(Cited in McMahon, 1992,3). 

Until the 18' century in Europe, the context of 'crime' existed in an interpersonal 

context which recognized 'crime' as harmingloffendiig a specific petson, not the state. 

These harms then created obligations for reparation whete the 'Sctim and offender as weU as 
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the kin and community played vital d e s  in this process ... a typical outcome of the justice 

process was some sort of settlement'' (Zehr, 1995,99). If this sort of reaction to crime failed 

in resolving ali concems, Zehr quotes two other options which were available: the retributive 

option and the judicial option. 

Throughout the medieval period in Europe, in small, close-knit communities, the 

retributive option was seldom used because "vengeance was dangerous" and it often led to 

"reciprocai violence and blood feuds" (Zehr, 1995, 101). It is important to note thstt there 

were certain crimes which did not faIl within the realm of restitutive justice and thus were 

dealt with in the retributive realm. The early theocratic societies defined those crimes in 

tenns of religion and 'abnormality'. For example, certain sex offences (i.e. homosexuality) 

were considered "especially heinous because they offended the deity. These brought 

collective guilt u p n  the whole society ...[ therefore] a symbolic cleansing was necessary" 

(Zehr, 1995, 104). Thus, few actions were categorized as heinous offences and were liable to 

severe penalties (Zehr, 1995,104). 

The judiciai option was a 'last resort' for cases where restitution failed to resolve the 

conflict. This option involved sending an appeal to an established court and it '%as chosen 

as a means of encouraging negotiaîed settiements" (Zehr, 1995, 105). There are many 

essentiai and structural clifferences behveen those courts and contemporary courts. In the 

Middle Ages, the courts tended to operate "wiîhin the context and principles of community 

justice. Medieval courts were 'accusatoriai' in nature [unless committed against a pemn of 

the mm] ... even royal courts could not initiate prosecution without a request h m  the 

victim or the family of the victim. Without an accuser, there could be no case. There were 

no public prosecutors and few legal grounds fix independent prosecution by the state" (Zehr, 
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1995, los), The prevailing argument is that 'justice' before the reliance on prisons and 

courts was not necessdy better or more humane than formai state prosecution. 'While one 

side of this controversy praises the Middle Ages for its [humanity] the other side argues that 

.. . restorative justice in its applied forms was abused by people in power, misused by the rich 

people as a cheap way out of trouble, and led to chaos in society" (Weitekamp, 1999,88). 

In briefly analyzing each perspective, Weitekamp found that both sides were right. 

The Middle Ages in Europe marked two main, generalized time frames. From 500 to 1350, 

restitution was used in a humane way which benefited the victim, the offender and the 

community. From LLûû to 1500, an era in which lcings were establishing power and 

dominating the conflict molution processes in creating the criminal justice institutions 

erosion of cornmunity resjmnsibility and power imbalances allowed for atrocities and chaos 

in traditionally peace-orientai processes (Weitekamp, 1999,88 - 89). It becornes clear from 

historicai analyses that community cohesion and heaIth is a main detennining factor for great 

success or fatal failure in the implementation of community justice and returning to 

traditional teachings. Rutfi Moms opinion on cornmunity justice and the attempted 

rejuvenhon of native justice models is cautionary: 

You certainly hear indigenous [and community justice] solutions idealized aü 
the time and I do it myself. 1 think reality is probably more complex than 
either view. It depends on which cultures, wfüch groups, which periods you 
look at. 1 suspect that both threads existed in the world and in mme areas you 
had more of one than the other, there is no question that history affords a 
horrible number of examples of obscene fonns of revenge. The bible is fuii of 
garbage abwt people taking eyebails out of their opponents. The middle ages 
with [dmwing and quartering] ... the obscenity of what humanity's 
inhumanity does to its own, its reaûy unbelievable ...[ye t] . . . some of the 
indigenous cultures and history show the capacity of the human being to rise 
to beautifid models of forgiveness and reintegration.. . (Morris, 1999). 



in avoiding the idealization of 'community' or 'native' justice, abolitionists leave m m  for a 

productive critique of such models. In providing productive critiques, pend abolitionist 

litetanire needs to maintain ideological as well as concrete discussions. With that in mind, 1 

will venture into the pend abolitionist mindset in relation to community justice and its 

historical context. 

Community Justice: Understanding îhe Contemporary and Bistorical Links 

Historically, community justice was, in part, more humane and effective in that it 

empowered those directly involved in the conflict and gave them the opportunity to be 

directly involved with the solutions. "A common historical fallacy is to interpret history as 

progress. We view cecent developments as almost inevitable improvements over the past. 

But the present is not inevitably inherent in the past nor does it always represent progress" 

(Zehr, 1995, 97). The trend away from victim restitution and toward revenge centered 

'justice' is an example of such a historicai fallacy of improvement. "Nevertheless, it would 

be equally wrong to wax nostalgie for a golden age which has been lost. Community justice 

had serious deficiencies" (Zehr, 1995, 106). From the offenders' perspective, "methods for 

establishing guilt in contested cases were arbitrary and inaccurate, lacking safe guards. This 

form of justice worked m s t  satisfactorily among equais. Where offenders were subordinate, 

justice could be summary and brutal ...[ in addition] penalties for offences considered 

especially heinous could be barbarie" (Zeht, 1995, 106-LM). From the victims' perspective, 

"Community justice could also put a heavy load ... since pursuing of cases depended upon 

their initiative and perbaps even their resources" (Zehr, 1995,106). 

On a more positive note, it is necessary to recognize that the "negotiated, 

contempocary settlexnents which guided community justice represents an alternative 
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undentanding of crime and justice which is important. Traditional concepts of justice 

fecognized that harm had been done to people, that the people involved had to be central to a 

cesolution, and that the reparation of harm was critical" (Zehr, 1995, 107). Despite elements 

of bnitality and inhumanity, community justice was not whoUy punitive. It offered a '?vider 

range of outcomes than does our contemporary cetributive paradigm" (Zehr; 1995, 107), and 

contempocary penal abolitionists cal1 for a revivai of these traditional concepts of justice. In 

the pcesentation of viable alternatives to penaiity, they believe that the penal option can cease 

to exist as a function of the social structure. 

An encouraging note in relation to this goal is that traditional views of justice and the 

practicing of community justice are "not confined to the distant past. Many pre-colonial 

African societies aimed less at punishing criminai offenders than at resotving the 

consequences of their victims. Sanctions were compensatory rather than punitive'' (Van 

Ness and Strong, 1997, 9). This non-punitive mindset was recently exhibited in the 

reconciliation measures which the South Afcican govemment has chosen in deaiing with its 

'white' oppressors after the fail of apartheid. Other examples include the contemporary 

lapanese experience which "demonstrates a similar emphasis on compensation to the victim 

and restoration of community peace" (Van Ness and Strong, 1997, 9). in addition, 

"hdigenous populations in North Arnerica, New Zealand, Australia and elsewhere are 

experimenting with ways in which their traditional approaches to crime which are restorative 

in intent, may exist in the context of the dominant Western legai system" (Van Ness and 

Strong, 1997.9). 

McMahon States that "the most s a n g  feature of postwar morld War II] pend 

trends has been a dramatic increase in alternatives to imprisonment , both in discussion and 
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implmentation" (McMahon, 1992.4). This trend was initiated by the 1970's pend reform 

movement which brought under attack the prison as an institution and the efficiency and 

relevance of its programs. The 'alternatives' which were presented in light of the 

"humanitarian, fiscal and utilitarian*' problems of the prison, included "probation, temporary 

release and halfway houses . . . a sometimes bewildering range of new community programs 

were also developed, including . . . community service orders, victim-offender reconciliation 

schemes, and bail supervision" (McMahon, 1992, 4). Such programs and initiatives are 

dangerous because they incorporate a 'humane' image ont0 an inhumane system while 

pcojecting concern but actudly only increasing surveillance and targeted social control. 

Since incorporating 'alternatives' which the pend refonn movement advoçated for in the 

name of humanity, these 'alternatives' "are believed to have had little or no effect in 

constraining and reducing the use of imprisonment. The prison it is said has displayed 

remarkable immunity, not only to historical attempts at refonn within its walls, but also to 

contemporary efforts at bringing inmates outside them*' (McMahon, 1992, 5). In light of 

such trends, the pend abolition movement calls for the removal of al1 counter-productive 

pend structures - prison has failed, refonn proved futile. In the name of progression, the 

next logicai and necessary strategy has to be abolition. 

A Concmte Critique of Contemporary Criminal Justice Procedures 

In the contemporary, Canadian court setting, a i i  criminal justice cases are considered 

offenses against the state as show in the "R vs. the offender" structure. 'W cepresents 

"Regina*', the reigning monarch in England who has no connection or any affiliation to the 

people violateci and hanneci in Canadian cornmunities. The actuai victims who have 



experienced the h m  becorne mere bystanders, who may function as witnesses if 

relevautlnecessary. Wilma Derksen presents fust-hand insight into this marginalization: 

in al1 the experiences that 1 have seen, and I have seen a lot of vatiety, liberal, 
consemative religious victims go through cowtroom justice, 1 cm say without 
a doubt that they al1 corne out absohtely bewildered and destroyed. 1 can't 
think of one that has corn  out healed. They al1 have to recover h m  it. I 
think they are al1 shocked that there is no victims' seMces that is independent 
of any of the criminal justice agencies . . . 1 think that ihey are al1 shucked that 
we don't deal with tmth in the court m m ,  we play witti tnith, we make it a 
game ... 1 think dl of them are shocked that the courtroom isn't about 
tragedy. The game is almost to the point where the Iawyers talk about things 
and yau can see h m  high fiving it ... not the winning and the losing of even 
the offender and the victim, it is ... between the lawyen. And that is so 
ofensive. It's so offensive ... 1 think sentencing defies understanding because 
it doesn't make sense to victims ... If it's 25 years, then it should be 25 years, 
lets cal1 it what it is .. . it is not meant to clarify, it is rneant to manipulate and 
from the victim's point of view it al1 looks so vety silly. There is a lot of 
joking about it, a lot of black humor about the pend system (Derksen, 2000) 

Albert Goldstein observed that 'the victim has been so much separated from the crime 

against him that the crime is no longer 'his' ..." (Van Ness and Strong, 1997, L33). This 

&nid of the specific person's victimization is inherent in the criminal justice proceedings 

where the process is "designed to serve. public goals of incapacitation, rehabilitation, 

deterrence or retribution. in that proceeding ... the victim is interested only as a citizen unless 

he or she is patticipating as a witness" (Van Ness and Strong, 1997, 133, iîalics in original). 

Van Ness and Strong (1997) assert ihat current criminal justice policies are built on a "partial 

truth. The flaw is that it ignores anorher critical dimension of e e  - that it causes injuries 

to victims, the community and even to offenden.. .order and fairness would be only part of 

soçiety's respnse to crime if its overall purpose included healing the injuries caused by 

crime" (Van Ness and Strong, 1997, 15, italics in original). The dismissal of the 'victim' in 

criminal justice processes results in an indirect dismissal of responsibility to victims by the 



offender. Also, the chance to s@ of their experiences as a victim is seldom allowed while 

the chance to receive an apology is almost never given. 

In the past, "crime was viewed principally as an offense against the victim and the 

victim's family. Consequently, offenders and their families were required to settle accounts 

with victims and their families" (Van Ness and Strong, 1997, 7-8). This value system is 

clearly presented in numerous histocical legal codes. Some examples of such codes include 

Middle Eastern Codes such as the Code of Lipit-Ishtar, the Sumerian Code, the Code of 

Eshnuuna, the Code of UrNamma, and the Code of Hammurabi. In Europe, these values 

were present in the Roman Law oCTwelve Tables and in the Lex Salica which is the earliest 

form of Germanic Tribal laws. In addition, "Ancient Hebrew Justice aimed to restore 

wholeness" as is shown in the link between the concepts of shalom (peace) and shillum 

(restitution). (Van Ness and Strong, 1997, 8) Restitution seemed to predominate justice 

processes in the historic context, but the contemporary pend focus primarily embraces 

concepts of deterrence, cehabilitation, collective morale and punishment. 

In a failed attempt to deter crime, the pend structure's scare tactics and brutality 

enforce fear and denial within those who do offend. The focus of aime and harm shifted 

h m  restoration and restitution to vengeance and punishment. In this process, the victim's 

role was eliminated as a central element within justice; instead, the offender's actions and 

aîleged dangerousness took centre stage. Revenge and community separation are common 

occurrences in contemporary penality. These violent, revenge-oriented tactics serve in 

further alienating victims of crime because they create a new victim: the offender. Rick 

Sauve explains that: 



for the most part, yw become a victim in prison ... Al1 of a sudden, you start 
forgetting what you did and you start feeling p u  are being treated unfairly. 
There are two types of people that are generally in the prisons, other than 
prisoners. The staff, who you feel are mistreating p u  and people h m  the 
outside who are sympathetic towards you. Your sense of what is taking place 
on the outside is very distorted and you start losing sight of why you are there. 
When 1 started asking guys about this circle [with victims of crime entering 
the prison to talk about victixnization and the effects of violence on their lives] 
ail the guys did not want to see their victims. 'It will be bad enough if they 
send a victim impact statement to my parole hearing'. They didn't understand 
that it wasn't seeing their own victims, what it was, was coming to terms with 
what they did. Understanding the consequences of what they did ... 
understanding the impact of their crime, not only on them. but also how it 
impacted their victim(s) and secondary victirns (Sauve, 1999). 

The victimization which the prison inflicts upon its prisoners is legitimized in the name of 

safety for the conununity and retribution for victims who are not consulted. 

Penality: Profit and Race Dimensions 

In studying abolition movements, it becomes apparent that the abolition of one brutal 

institution only leaves room for the birth or expansion of another. In the Canadian context, 

Jackson claims that "placed in an historicd context, the prison has become for many young 

native people the contemporary equivalent of what the Indian residentiai school represented 

for their parents" (Jackson, 1989, 216). It seems that the pend abolition movement has to 

leam h m  historicd trends that bmtalities that get 'abolished' are sometimes 'abolished' 

from one fragment of the social structure but easily replaced in another dimension. This 

lesson cails for unity among disciplines and solidacity among resistance movements. 

A brief analysis of the U.S. pend system in relation to institutiondized slavery of 

Afncans aids in contextualizing historical and economic roots of Arnerican pend racism. In 

1850, the Amencan pend system incarcerated neariy 6,700 people, almost none of whom 

were Black. At the time, Black people were more valuable economically outside the prison 



walls - they were "already imprisoned for Me on plantations as chauel slaves" (Acoli, 1995, 

Foilowing the Civil War and at the end of slavery, vast numbers of Black males were 

imprisoned for everything from not signing slave-like labor contracts with plantation owners 

to looking the 'wrong* way at some White person, or some other s i d a r  'petty crime"' 

(Acoli, 1995, 6). Five years after the institution of American slavery was abolished, Black 

representation of the prison population rose h m  almost zero to thirty-three percent. "Many 

of these prisoners were hired out to Whites at less than slave wages." (Acoli, 1995, 6) 

Eventually, "convict leasing" was phased out and it came to be replaced by "one of the rnost 

brutal form of convict forced labor in the United States, the chain gang" (Browne, 19%, 64). 

Convict labor became profitable and politically popular in the southem states. 'The 

fundamental 'reform' in abolishing convict leasing and replacing this system with chain 

gangs was that the state [not individuals] now owned the convicts and their labor" (Browne, 

1996,64), This fonn of exploitation and economic manipulation continues to exist and grow 

in American prisons. The chain gang has been revived in Alabama since 1995 and "several 

other states have responded positively to the idea. .. Arizona has already begun modeling the 

program in their own prisons" (Browne, 1996,69). The high economic value of prisoners 

still exists in the form of forced work inside prisons today. 

"The Prison industry Authority (PM) is a rnulti-miliion douar industry that is 

dependent on the pductivity of Califocnia prisoners. As inmates are classified for 

placement in an institution, they are surveyed for almost 50 different work skills, h m  

appliance repair to x-ray technician, to determine which institution they should be placeà in." 

(Browne, 1996, 65) It is clear that the 'convict labor plans' are not about job training and 
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education, they are about profit and indusîry (Browne, 1996'65). While the Department of 

Corrections in California maintains that prisoners work on a voluntary basis, those who 

refuse to work serve longer sentences than prisoners who do work because "each day worked 

reduces a prisoner's sentence by one day" (Browne, 1996,65). Those who refuse to work, or 

work less, receive no privileges or fewer privileges thugh a classification process called 

the 'WorkPrivilege Group'. According to this program, prisoners who refuse to work are 

not entitled to family visits, are given smaller limits for canteen withdrawd, can only make 

telephone calls in cases of emergency (according to the prison staffs' discretion) and are not 

allowed access to recreational or entertainment segments of the prison. (Browne, 1996,66) 

'These extreme coercive tactics contradict the claim that labor is voluntary" (Browne, 1996). 

The conditions in the U.S. reflect the expanding economics of pendity and the dangers this 

can lead to in terms of human cost and oppression. One Canadian lifer summarizes the 

economic and inhumane aspect of the conditions of the 'prison industrial cornplex' 

effectively in one sufficient sentence. He states that "they [Corrections] count you like 

diamonds and treat you like shit" (John, 1997'29). 

The Crime Control Industry: hancial and Academic Profits 

Some scholars link "the rise of the penitentiary to economic factors. In this view, not 

only was the penitentiary an economicaiiy effective and self-sustaining institution, but the 

practice of institutionaiization was thought to have econornic benefits for society as welr' 

(Welch, 1995, 252). The financial domain within penality is seldom discussed in popular 

discourse; it is well documentai in the academic aalm of pend abolition. 

Nils Christie develops this argument in relation to the industrial aspect of crime 

control: ".., societies of the Western type face two major problerns: Wealth is everywhere 
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unequally distributeci. So is access to paid work ... The crime control industry is suited for 

coping with both. This industry provides profit for work while at the same time producing 

conml of those who othenvise might have disturbed the social process." (Christie, 1993, 13) 

Nils Christie, a leading pend aboiitionist and acadernic, outlines the profit-making aspect of 

crime control and presents an alternative view towards the pend system. A pmfit-driven 

system is vastly different h m  a pmtection-focused system that hopes to promote safety 

within the cornmunity. In politicizing crime control and discussing the industrial aspect of 

penology, Chnstie lays out one of the largest obstacles in the path of pend abolition. He 

points out ihat an ''urge for expansion is built into industrial thinking" and that this mentality 

is similar to the pend system's policy implications. Within the North American context, 

Cayley points out that "levels of crime and leveis of imprisonment show no regular or 

predictable relationship . . . in both Canada and the United States, [crime] has gone down for 

a number of Yeats without any abatement in the growth of prison population." (Cayley, 

1998, 5) It seems that a large section of the prison population is dependent upon political 

decisions and economic growth. 

The Risaa hdustllial Cornplex: A SeifISustaining Structure, the Wi-Win Situation 

The penitentiary is the ultimate pend structure as society would know it today. 

Supposedîy, the prison functions to punish, to pmtect, to rehabilitate and to ûansfom, among 

other things. in terms of the everyday dynamic of men's prisons, they are violent and 

wunter-productive for social safety and community building. ironicaiiy enough, they are 

maintaineci by the same people whom they oppress. In the prison, "inmates have produced 

all of the work that supports the prison system, such as m a h g  the clothes, washing the 

cldhes, and building the ce11 equipment, &y rom furaitue, lockers, and mess hall tables" 
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(Browne, 1996, 66). Aside h m  the building and maintenance of the prison's physical 

saucnire, prisoners have also made "shoes, beddimg, clothing, detergents, stationery products, 

license plates and fwniture for al1 state agencies. In addition, convict laborers have provided 

'speciai services' such as dentai lab work, micro graphics, and printing" (Browne, 1996,66). 

AU of the above mentioned tasks generally fall within the realm of the male prisons. 

Keeping in line with gender stereotypes, "the women's prison industries have 

genedly k n  in the areas of re-upholstery, fabric production, laundry, and data entry. Al1 

of this work is also done in men's prisons, in addition to metal production, wood production, 

and the operation of farms, daines, and slaughterhouses" (Browne, 1996, 66). The above 

mentioned processes and tasks add up to a multi-million dollar industry. Not oniy is the 

prison saving money when convicts build, maintain and clean the prison, but it is also 

making money when labor outside the realm of the prison is brought into the oppressive, 

unequal power dynamics of the penitentiary. It has k e n  said that "this enonnous, multi- 

miUion dollar industry was purportedly cceated to address the problem of  'inmate idleness' ... 
by helping in rehabilitation, building effective work habits, and providing job training. Yet a 

prisoner who spends a 10-year sentence processing stationary products on an assembly line 

or washing laundry has not learned any highly employable ski11 [outside the prison industry], 

nor have they ken mentally or emotionaily challenged through this s e ~ c e  to the state" 

(Browne, 1996, 66). In essence, the prisoners are taught sluh that will provide hem with 

experience to work in the prison, for the prison and only within the conditions that are 

prescribed and enforceci by prison. 



Resistance to Oppdon: Huanan(e) Reactions to hbumrui(e) Treatment 

The pend state's brutalities upon the community sometimes elicit solidarity and 

necessary resistance movements that are politicaliy radical. Often, these movements are 

delegitarnized as 'extremist' and violent. In actuality, their stance on violence often takes the 

role of the reactor as opposed to the instigator. An example of such a movement includes the 

Black Panther Party in the U.S. during the Iate l%Ws and throughout the 1970's. The Black 

Panthers' stance on violence was well articulated and documented in their literature: 

Let us make one thing crystal clear: We do not claim the right to 
indiscriminate violence. We seek no bldbath. We are not out to kill up 
white people. On the contmy, it is the cops who daim the right to 
indiscriminate violence and practice it everyday. It is the cops who have been 
bathing black people in blood and who seem bent on killing off black people. 
But black people, this day, this time Say HALT iN THE NAME OF 
HCTMANlTY! YOU SHAW, M m  NO MORE WAR ON UNARMED 
PEOPLE. YOU WIU NOT KILL ANOTWER BUCK PERSON AND 
WALK THE STREET3 OF ï T E  BLACK COMMUiWïY TO GLOAT 
ABOUT IT AND SNEER AT THE DEFENSELESS RELATIVES OF 
YOUR VICTIMS. FROM NOW ON, WHEN YOU MURDER A BLACK 
PERSON IN THIS BABYLON OF BABYLONS, YOU MAY AS WELL 
GIVE ïï UP BECAUSE WE WILL GET YOUR ASS AND GOD CAN'T 
HIDE YOU. (The Black Panther, March 23, 1968 cited in Foner, 1970 
emphasis in original). 

When brutaiity and oppression are no longer tolerated by the brutalized and the oppressed, 

the people resist; thus, in the pend abolitionist movement, the biggest threats to the pend 

regime and its institutions are awareness and solidarity. Resistance in the pend abolition 

movement often focuses on the prison because it represents a concrete example of pend 

brutalities and an obstacle to abolition that the pend system erects is the breakdown of 

prisoner solidacity. My interviews with Ken Logan and Rick Sauve highlighted two reasons 

for weakened solidarity in Canadian prisons: prison procedures which tiueaten to take away 



privileges if any resistance is displayed, and an increase in the use of hard drugs inside the 

prisons, which according to Logan, is aiso due to prison 'policy', 

In desctibing the 'way things used to be' inside Canadian prisons in the mid- 1970s. 

Rick Sauve provides the following: 

At Millhaven, time went by a lot faster because you had nothing. Even 
though it was a violent community, there was a sense of community. There 
was lots of sports activities because there was no TV, the only radio we had 
was on the wail and we could only get certain stations. We only had five 
choices, that was actually a job - setting the radio. It was my job at one time 
.. . through the radio, we could send messages into the SHU [specid handling 
unit], there was codes and different things you could set up to send messages. 

Back then, there was lots of team sports. There was a hockey league ... two 
basebail leagues, football ... in the summer ... field days and stuff like that. 
Friday and Saturday night it was movie night. Everybody would go down to 
the TV room and that was your night out. That is how you would know it was 
the weekend because there was a movie that night and guys would get their 
pop and chips and go down to the movies and there would be socializing ... 
back then, there was a lot of pmtesting .. . there was a real îine between staff 
and prisoners and you didn't cmss that ... there was no contact. The guards 
wouldn't come on the range when the guys were moving. The only staff we 
ever had any contact with was your PO [Parole Officer] or CO [Classification 
Officer]. I'd seen my classification officer three times in five years. Their job 
was phone calls. That is al1 1 would go see them for ... there was no 
programs, there was nothing. It was ail work (Sauve, 1999). 

In the 1970s the prison was a very different place ftom today. Resistance was much stronger, 

the lines and boundaries between prisoners and prison guards were much clearer and this left 

m m  for a stronger sense of community amongst the prisoners. This bonded sense of 

existence among most prisonen led to the birth of Risoners Justice Day following a suicide 

in MiIlhaven Penitentiary in 1975. August 10 is now a &y which is internationally 

identified as a day of fasting and mourning in memory of ai l  men, women and children who 

have died or been killed inside pison. It started in 1976 to mark the one year anniversary of 

the suicide; by 1979, when Rick arrived in Miîihaven, the tradition had been established: 



You would be charged for participating in Prisoner Justice Day but if you 
were serving life, they couldn't do anything because charges meant they 
would take good time [time off your sentence which was not an option for 
lifers]. You'd lose two or three days good time for not working . . . not eating 
didn't matter, but not working did ... 1 remember my first Prisoners' Justice 
Day because we made a dumrny out of the Solicitor General, we hung it in the 
yard and set a bonfire undemeath it. Guys were walking around with signs 
protesting. We'd walk around the towers and of course the guards are inside 
the fence - we'd walk up and we'd Say 'fuck you!' while we were carrying 
these signs around .. . Prisoners Justice Day, Remember Bobby Mandry [name 
of a prisoner who died in prison] or Remember whoever, somebody that died 
inside ... I can't remember who the minister of justice was at the time, but 
they'd have signs - 'hang the minister', 'fuck the warden'. 

It was more radical ... almost every weekend there'd be lock down. Guys 
would just refuse to leave their cells ... Somebody would aiways yell out, 
'OK, Lock your doors' and they'd come up with something. 1 remernber one 
time, they said airight everybody lock your doors and 1 said 'why' and they 
said 'its Robby Burns day, we're protesting Robby Burns day'+ And 
everybdy locks their doors. And 1 remember asking, who the fuck is Robby 
Burns.. . turns out he was some Scottish guy from the 17' or 18" century 
(Sauve, 1999). 

Ptisoner solidarity weakened as prisoners received more privileges: "Millhaven was the first 

place they brought in family visits. The prisoners said, 'we don? want trailer visits, send 

them somewhere else'. , . guys felt it was gonna be a means of control. As long as you didn't 

have anything, they couldn't control you" (Sauve, 1999). 

Rick also explains prisoners' defiance which existed against the prison and attempts 

to conüol prisoners: 

Whatever they would Say we could have, guys would Say, 'no, we don't want 
it' because we felt that that gave them contro1.A didn't matter what it was - 
no, we pmtest, we lock down and that's it ... back then, evecything was a 
charge . . . but most of the guys were Mers so charges didn' t really affect us . . . 
because lifers can't eam good tirne ... [then] what happened was they put 
bugs [plug-ins] in the ceiis and as soon as guys started getting TVs they 
started staying in theu ceus. And once they had ai l  the celis wired for W s  
they stopped the movies ... in its place we got videos, and so instead of 
everybody going dom to the TV room every Friday and Saturday night, guys 
started staying in their ceiis to watch TV. Then al1 of a sudden there was 



nobody playing tearn sports anymore because they would sit in their ceUs and 
watch TV. It became a great baby Sitter. 

It just kept getting worse every time they brought in something new. When 
they brought in the phone system, it became a means of control. 'If you guys 
act out, you will lose your phone privileges' . . . They give you more and more 
but it just become a means of control ... and if you got a charge, you would 
lose yow trailer visit [so now the prison also had a means of control over the 
lifers who earlier, when al1 the prison could take away was 'tirne', were not 
really affected by institutional charges] ... you know, if you don't have these 
things, you don't have to worry about losing them (Sauve, 1999). 

In reference to activist attempts to 'humanize' the prison through prison reform movements 

and prisoners' rights coalitions, Sauve claims that: "a lot of it gives us a distorted view of 

prison. People see prisons as more comfortable. Keep in rnind that back then, people 

weren't getting as much time. It was almost as if the reform movement increased the length 

of the sentences. Prisons are a lot more comfortable now, but people are spending a lot more 

time in them. ..they've just changed the law again and now you can have 50 years minimum" 

(Sauve, 1999). 

Rick Sauve's accounts of the negative consequences of fighting for prisoners' rights 

are difficult to integrate into the pend abolitionist movement. With social justice activisrn, 

one encounters so many people in prison who need immediate help with getting basic hwnan 

services (i.e. medical care) that not fighting for privileges and humane trements seems 

almost incomprehensible. The challenge is to simultaneously pmtect prisoners' human rights 

while working to replace penality with more constructive tesponses to harrn. 

Overprofessionalization inhibits victim and offender participation while alienating the 

community riom the criminai justice processes. W i  Derksen uses a birth analogy to 

explain these feelings of alienation: 



We can't have a perféct world. SometIUng is going to go wrong and how do 
you correct that - that is what justice is about ... it reminds me of the 
deliveries when women have babies. They took the control nght [away froml 
the parents. They banned the presence of the father when 1 had Candace. 
They drugged the screaming mother and they whisked the baby off into the 
nursery and fed it genn-less sugar water, totaily sterile, totaily clinical. The 
doctors at that point, because they had no accountabiiity ... were awful crude 
. . . so nurses were ahid that if everybody was .. . in the delivery room the 
doctors would be too offensive for the parents to hear. 1 think 1 was more 
traumatized by the delivery room than the pain of child birth. And you know 
the pain is pretty bad. Even to this day, 1 remember the trauma, 1 was so 
ah id  1 wouldn't be able to take my baby home. 1 had to recover from that 
trauma, that delivery mm's humiliation, the fact that 1 wanted to please this 
doctor. It wasn't about me, it was about the doctor. 

The sarne things happen in our courtmm. We had taken total control [hm] 
the people who are actually involved. They forgot then, that the delivery of 
the baby wasn't just about delivering the baby. It is, but it was also about 
creating a family, right? And we think that the courtroom is just about the 
delivery of guilt and innocence and it isn't, it is about the creation of peace 
and harmony. In order to do that, we have to have the screaming mother, we 
have to have the possibly fainting father and we have to have the bloody baby. 
And it has to be al1 there and real and there are things that are going to go 
wrong, but it has to be real. We have to . . . get the doctor out of the way and 
out of king the perfonning controuer. They are facilitators, they should be 
the people who are ... making it a safe place to happen for the family and for 
the victim and the offender. So, I have a feeling if we fix that, then we won? 
need the big walls as much because then we've fixed it. Then people are no 
longer vilifying each other. They wiiî know the tmth of each other (Derksen, 
2000). 

Such vilification and demonization is aided by the lack of education and contact with the 

'demons* of our society. Throughout history we have done tremendously brutal things to the 

'demons' amongst us - what we often failed to do is to just look at thern. To tak them into 

account as people, not as one-dimensional scapegoats. Pend abolitionists support the honest 

observations of those to whom they refer as 'the dangerous few'. Wilma Derksen provides 

some insight into this honesty. She explains that: 



we need for the tifers to remain because when Cliflord Olson came up, he had 
grown homs for me, he had become the demon. Seeing him alive, hearing 
what he did and his story and the presentation of his case, it was realiy 
healing. It bmught it al1 back to what it was and down to what evil is. The 
face of evil isn't powemil. It is just very ugly and weak when we reaily look 
at it closely. We vilify it. We give it aii the power. 1 think the healing of the 
victim and the offender has to remain together and if we take one out of the 
equation, it doesn't help. We think that it does. but it doesn't (krksen, 
2000). 

The importance of education is relevant in many dimensions within the pend 

abolitionist movement. Education aliows people to think for themselves and to reach 

more appropriate conclusions. Education also empowers the weak and enlightens the 

sheltered. In the prison, these characteristics made education a highly threatening 

p henomenon. 

From Education to Corrections: Counter-productive Changes in Pend Processes 

An obstacle to prisoners' solidarity, which was identified by both Sauve and Logan, 

has been the removal of education programs and the implementation of 'life skills'. Ken 

Logan explains this transition and its lived consequences: 

they used to have vocational and educational programs in the institutions and 1 
thought those were realiy good for people that were getting out because they 
would be able to market themselves in the job market . . . Now, they have cut 
back on al1 those vocational and educational programs because they Say they 
are tw  expensive. Also for certain trades, if you are taking auto-mechanics or 
body work, or welding, you have to hke welders and auto-mechanics ... to 
teach these courses. Now they got nd of ail these courses and now they have 
what they c d  core program. These consist of anger management, cognitive 
skills and OSAP [dnig/alcohol program] (Logan, 1999). 

Not only are these programs taking away h m  the prisoner's "marketable characteristics" 

which may be useful upon release, but they are also increasing animosity between guards and 

pnsoners. The boundanes between them are being blurred and in the intense and violent 

prison atmosphere, this oniy adds to an already volatile situation. Ken explains this 



animosity: "you'll see some ordinary screwball [guard], al1 of a sudden he is not there for 

two months and then he reappem as a program facilitator. All he has done is take the 

program himself and corne back to teach it to us*' (Lagan, 1999). He adds that these 

pmgrams are not relevant to the prison population because most people are not voluntarily 

participating. He explains: 

through studying psychology and criminology, 1 have learned that any kind of 
self-help, therapeutical group isn't gonna work unless evecybody involved is 
involved because they want to be there. You rnight have one or two guys that 
want to be in this progcam and then you have 15 other guys that don? .. . the 
people who want to get something from this program ... are not gonna be able 
to open up and express themselves ... in front of 15 guys who don't want to 
take this program. Those 15 guys would probably embarrass them if they did 
open up (logan, 1999). 

In reference to individual counseling or alternative therapies in the prison, Ken says: 

there is no individual counseling ... besides, even if there was, who would 
want to go see them anyway, he's only a tmed key screw [counselor who 
used to be a prison guard]. Just a dumb screw [guard] and dl of a sudden he's 
a facilitator or a CO [classification officer].. , the only successfbl pmgrams 
inside [prisons 1 did time in] were the univenity programs in Collins Bay 
Penitentiary [in Kingston] and they chopped it . . .I cm' t speak for vocational 
prograrns, but 1 know Fnends of mine who got automobile mechanics kenses 
and after they got out [of prison], they got into business for themselves. They 
nin a gas station or a garage out of their backyard. They are making money 
and they're doing well. They are not coming back [to prison]. (Logan, 1999) 

Foucault's notion of the 'success* of the prison, in terms of re-entrenching penality, is 

evident in Ken's account of the prison programs and theù implications. For pend 

abolitionists, the prison fails to create a safe and baianced society. in addition, it seems to 

actually hann society. This assertion is made clear in the discussion on dmgs presented 

during Logan's interview. 



Dmgs b i d e  Prison: A Concrete EwPmple of bow Prison Hurts Society 

Ken Logan presents a concise account of the drug situation inside prison and the 

obstacles this presents to the pend abolitionist goal of the creation of a safe and healthy 

society. Ken explains that the implementation of the 'zero-tolerance towards drugs' 

mentality and the use of 'urinalysis dmg testing programs', starting in 1993, has in fact 

intensified the cimg problern inside prison. "Marijuana is fat-soluble and the fat cells allow it 

to stay in your system for up to 40 days so it is detected in the urinalysis tests; on the other 

hand, heroin and cocaine, are water soluble and are out of your system in a day or two. 

Rather than losing everything they have [by getting caught with dmgs in their system] 

prisoners switch their drug habits to heroin or cocaine because they are harder to detect than 

marijuana" (Logan, 1999). As a direct result, violent incidenis have increased inside prisons: 

more prisoners are getting haoked on it [hard dmgs] ... and ihey are getting 
hit with a large drug debt and getting stabs or beats and running to PC 
[protective custody] ... and this is ail directly due to CSC [Correctional 
Services of Canada] policy ... also, the sanctions for a dirty urinalysis for 
marijuana are no different than the sanctions for a d i  uinalysis for heroin 
or cocaine. Another thing this is causing, in the long run, many of these 
people are getting out of prison, some of hem sooner han others - and 
they're dl sharing the same needles. I've seen some needles that were quarter 
inch long, bent and black with a dirty plunger wrapped up with a rubber band, 
just the cmdest thing you can see. And they were using it, six at a time. So 
diseases are definitely being shared and swn enough the community wili have 
an even larger problem with AIDS and Hep C than they do now (Logan, 
1999). 

In critiquing Correctional Services of Canada policy, and in highiighting the gravity of theu 

implementations, Ken also discussed the authorities' deniai and the illusions of safety and 

success which they present to the same community that they are putting at risk: 

CSC hides behind their policies and their 'work' and they use their statistics 
from 1993 - prior to minalysis and say that today a lot of positive tests for 
dmgs have gone down, yet at the same time, they Say that there are more 



dmgs king found in ihe institution. That's gotta tell you that they [prisoners 
who use dmgs] have changed their drug habits. When you look at the drugs 
that are king seized in the institution, there is more heroin and cocaine and 
much less marijuana and hashish [as compareci to years before 19931. It is 
pretty well proven in k i r  own statistics yet they glorify their urinalysis 
program by stating [success] ... 1 think it is getting worse, not better and 1, 
unlike CSC don? see much change in the quantity of dmgs in prison. 1 know 
its getting worse doing time with a l l  these guys ... As for the bleach program 
[CSC program which provides prisoners with kits to clean the needles they are 
making and using to inject dmgs] it is a joke. For bleach to work it has to be 
100% bleach and its only 5% bleach that they've provided ... they don? 
provide needles either, just watered down bleach (Logan, 1999). 

Academic Benefits: Does Criminology Perpehiate Crime? 

The power dynamics in criminal justice politics have become central to the pend 

abolitionist discourse. This includes monetary and academic benefits associated with 

penology. In fact, the birth of criminology as a discipline coincided with the invention of the 

prison, and as Foucault asserts, delinquency involves much more than 'criminal behavior'. It 

reaches far into the 'criminal' identity and the 'criminal' soul. The prison dlowed for these 

'delinquents' to live in a cenüaiized sening, for long periods of time, under strict 

surveillance. Prisoners became a new population to observe, thus, a new knowledge to 

discover. "The task of this new knowledge is to define the act 'scientifically' qua offence 

and above d l  the individual quu delinquent. Criminology is thus made possible" (Foucault, 

1977,254). In the 1950s and the 1960s, criminology was becoming institutionaiized in the 

academic (university) realm and in other areas (govenunent, correctional 'services') and its 

base was the study and implemenration of rehabilitation. hnicaiiy, McMahon iUustrates 

that "while the studies from the prison had facilitated the rise of criminology and of 

rehabilitation, this approach aiso carried the seeds of its own demise: later studies [in the 

1970sI c e n t e ~ g  on irnprisonrnent, and the effects of cehabilitation programs provided 



important basis for challenges to positivist criminology" (McMahon, 1992, 12). It is 

important to note that abolition became a part of criminological discowse and discussion in 

the 1970s with the emergence of Taylor, Walton and Young's "The New Criminology". 

McMahon States that "while the new criminologies incorporated a variety of new 

perspectives, including ... 'conflict', 'radical', 'idealist', 'Marxist' and 'abolitionist', they al1 

sought to be critical both in their analysis of previous approaches and in their proposais for a 

future agenda" (McMahon, 1992,241. 

Arguably, criminology has now grown into an industry infested with divisions, 

cornpetition and politics. "In the same way that our courts, prisons, probation officers, and 

police 'need' crime, so does the crirninologist" (Cohen, 1992.46). Publications, diplornas, 

conference presentations, paid teaching positions and research gants are a few of the 

achievements which can be accomplished in the context of studying 'crime'. 

In the critical criminological realm, Martinson's "Nothing works" article started a 

trend in ideology and those who legitimized those trends benefited. "As Cressey (1982: xix) 

niefully observed" 'Now dozens of people are handed salaries of up to $50,000 a year just 

for standing up in an occasional meeting on prison policy, and shouting, 'Nothing works!' 

Others are receiving gold stars, pay raises and royalties for writing essays whose only 

message is a negative one: Nothing works"' (cited in McMahon, 1992, 16). Such 

'bandwagon jumping' makes one realize that the pursuit of knowledge in the academic cealm 

is sometimes compromised for the pursuit of coin. 

Another concrete example of profit-making in criminology lies within the 'study of 

violence' in the name of prornoting 'safety'. 'Violence research' is very costly and higbly 

professionalized. "There are huge materiais, hardware and labor needs, as weU as some 
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statisticai expertise [which requites expensive training]" (Fekete, 1994, 37). In 1993, the 

Violence Against Women Swey conducted by Statistics Canada cost around $2 miilion 

dollars while the CanPan (hearings plus organizing data) cost $10 million dollars. The 

academics who contracted for this study were each paid " $50, 000 dollars for a mere 

summary of their findings" (Fekete, 1994, 37). It is interesting to note that ail this money 

was spent in light of the knowledge that "it is virtuaily impossible to understand the 

complexities of human interactions using survey instruments" (Fekete, 1994, 37). While 

violence research has generated some productive and valuable outcomes (Le. the creation of 

women's shelters) the most productive m o n  cited for statistical research was that a big 

survey "puts a problem on the map" and gives it exposure. These figures say a lot about the 

type of concerns which will be brought forth and the type of 'victims' and 'offenders' they 

will identify. 

Considering that the rise of the prison played a major role in the creation of 

'crirninology' as a recognized discipline, one aiso must recognize that the role of pend 

abolition within the field of criminology can seem contradictory. At the same time, abolition 

has allowed for the critical analysis, not only of penatity, but of criminology itself. 

A Critical Assessrnent of Criminologid Liinitations 

Expansion of crime control appears at many levels. One such expansion occurred 

within the 'criminologicai' field. These changes and shifts have blurred the boundaries and 

created some confusion within the academic definitions of control but "luckily for us ail, 

cnminologists have got this matter well in hand and are spending a great deal of tirne and 

money on such questions. They have devised quantitative measures of interna1 mntrol, 

degree of community linkage, nonnalization.. . standardized scales.. . and scores" (Cohen 
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1985, 58). Cohen's cynicisrn about the field stems h m  his belief that criminology is ioo 

narrow and its involvement with accepted social/power structures is t w  intimate, thus 

rendenng it ineffective in dealing with issues related to human rights violations. He States 

that "it would be ludicrous to claim that Western cnminology over the past decades has 

completely ignored the subject of state crime or the broader discourse of human righ ts... the 

subject has often been raiseci and then its implications conveniently repressed [by mainsueam 

criminologists]" (Cohen, 1993,489). In the m a  of criticai criminology, McMahon finds that 

critical criminologists need to be more "reflexive about the nature of their own assumptions, 

concepts, and interpretations" (McMahon, 1992, 8). in her enquiry into alternatives to 

imprisonment, she found that "critical analyses of alternatives to imprisonment are amenable 

to, and have been used in, correctionai offlcials' attempts to extend, rather than diminish the 

power to punish" (McMahon, 1992, 9). In the Canadian community corrections context, 

specificaily in Ontario, McMahon States that "critical criminologists have incisively 

deconstructed the assumptions . , . agenda, and . . . consequences of correctionalist . . . 
discourses. By contrast, they have k e n  far less reflexive about the parameters and uses of 

critical discourses themselves. Yet - and as the use of net-widening argument by Ontario 

officials illustrates - critical discourses also become a part of the pend cornplex" (McMahon, 

1992, 209). When the 'criticai' criminologicd realm is used to support the existing stanis 

quo, the entire criminological field, with the exception of the radical realm becornes 

compmmised. 

Just as criminology as a discipline may not adequately criticize 'crime', 'crime 

control', and the broader implications of that phenornenon, in the same way, pend 

abolitionists may be tw closely connected to the 'pend' system in their critique of the 
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responses to and definitions of problematic behavior. In or&r to avoid the trap of king too 

close to see the larger picture, pend abolition must function within the specific goal of 

abolition, Only negative reforms (Le. prison building moratorium) can be supporteci dong 

with the exposure of penal bnitality in resistance to the culture of denid (Mathiesen, 1974). 

The sociology of denial, which Cohen (1993) encounters in his human rights activism, 

parallels the culture of denid that has led to evolution of a punishment that has 'invisible' 

walls (Le. electric monitoring) and remote controlled prisons. 

if pend abolition is to achieve its goal of abolishing penality, one must keep in mind 

the possibility of abolishing the discipline of criminology in the process. It is important to 

note that the 'abolition of criminology' can be categorized as a consequence of penal 

abolition and not necessarily as a tool for the abolition of penality. In the meantirne, the role 

of 'crirninology' within the pend abolition movement needs to be well established and better 

defined. A key challenge for criminologists is the analysis of social conditions that give 

unwanted acts their particulas meaning (Christie, 1998, 130). In cariying out this analysis, 

criminologists might take a more productive approach in offering advice for preserving and 

numuing the "social conditions which work against ment trends of seeing so many 

unwanted acts as crime in need of pend action. Instead, we can open the way for alternative 

foms of perception and alternative ways of control. Doing t h ,  crirninology might come to 

play an important role in the defense of civil society" (Christie, 1998, 130). 



CEAPTER 6: Success in the Face of Foilurc: Pend Abolitionist Obstacics within the 
PcnolSystcm's rinmoralPn,spcrity 

The view of those who would minimize the role of the prison system stems, in part, h m  the 
attitude that prisons are fiUed with the dregs of Society and as such merit no concem. In 
reality, since we are dealing wiih the most political of social institutions, it is for political 
reasons that we should be paying more attention to the corruption and stupidity of one of 
Canada's major p w t h  industries - the prison system. The turmoil of our penitentiary 
system exists within, and is related to, the larger sociai context of world disorder. 

Claire Culhane, 1985 

Cballenging tbe Unchallengeable: Taking a Closer Look at Asumptiws of 'Truth' 

Abolitionist perspectives challenge many assumptions which have been engrained 

into Western sociai culture and ideologicai 'belief systems. Foucault's notion of 

powerlknowledge is usefui in the critique of conventionai 'criminai' definitions. Foucault 

States that %th isn't outside power, or lacking in power ... rnith isn't the reward of free 

spirits, the child of protractai solitude, nor the privilege of those who have succeeded in 

liberating themselves. Tmth is a thing of this world: it is a product only by virtue of multiple 

forms of constraint" (Foucault 1980, 131). This ftamework provides a crucial tool for the 

questioning of the existing definitions of 'crime' and the soiutions that these definitions 

justify. De Haan (1991) outiines the morai conviction of abolitionism as one that rejects the 

notion of an effective criminal justice system and supports the assertion that other methods of 

dealing with problematic situations need to be developed and implernented. The punitive 

mode of thought that encompasses 'criminal' mentality is renounced by abolitionism as 

counter-productive. 

Dissatisfaction with the present system's response to problematic behaviots and the 

infliction of h m  by the state has resulted in a move to re-assess the definitions of aime and 

law within the context of power-dynamics and state hierarchy. The system has been exposed 



as an expensive, immorai, unjust (race and gender implications are present here) failure 

(Morris, 1994). In spite of the 'failures' pend systems continue to flourish intemationaiiy. 

This chapter will address the major weaknesses of the pend system whik bnefly 

addressing the relevance of its existence and gmwîh in society. In light of the failures of 

pendity, the birth of the pend abolition movement is better contextualized. This chapter also 

aims to outline the weaknesses of the pend abolition movement, both in the academic and in 

the activist sphere. A venture into the intricate details of terms such as 'alternatives', 'add- 

ons', and the 'dangerous few' will allow for a critical analysis of the issues which the penal 

abolitionist movement should work to strengthen. Problems such as the 'romanticizi ng of 

crime and deviance' and absence of balance between academia and social activisrn wil be 

discussed dong with the ideological difficulties involved in the differences between a 

concept of a 'crime-ke' versus a 'pend-free' society. Also, the largest obstacle in the penal 

abolitionist path will be discussed - namely, the fear factor and the uncertainty of pend 

abolitionist outcornes. 

Dissatisfaction with the Existing (1n)Justice System 

Penal abolitionism was born out of critics' dissatisfaction with the inhumanity of the 

prison system. Being a highly visible, archaic structure, which blatancly brutalizes al1 those it 

cornes in contact with, the prison quickly became an easy target for critique and resistance. 

"'ïhat 'prisons are a failure' is a cliché dating h m  the origin of prison, repeated by top 

people thmughout the last cenhuy and by at least.. .fout.. . Presidents of the United Staies" 

(Mitfd, 1973, 295). Eventually* penal abolitionist discourse acknowledged that prisons 

were the end result of larger problems: colonization and penality. Penal systems, courts, 

institutions, mincisets and processes have become highly problematic in the amount of 
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suffenng they have justified against selected targets, as well as the mount of violence they 

have perpetuated. In essence, the pend abolition movement stems h m  disapproval of both 

violent social conditions and the criminai (in)justice responses to this suffering. 

Retributive-based justice systems have seldom reported success in dealing with 

violence. Retributionists and abolitionists have a lot to Ieam h m  one another. Pend 

abolitionists need to understand the cetcibutive mindset in order to better dismantle it while 

retributionists need to know more about the abolitionist ideals and goals to reduce the fear of 

anarchism and the mystery of the unknown. In the end, both discourses advocate for the 

creation of a safer community and a reduction in violence and suffering. Pend abolitionists 

are linked to retributionists because the latter gave birth to the former. In realizing that the 

retributive justice system has failed, with the exception of one dimension (temporary 

incapacitation), abolitionism was founded. Ruth Morris States that ''we can sum up what is 

wmng with our retributive justice system in one sufficient sentence: It is an expensive, 

unjust, immoral failure" (Morris, 1993, 4). At the 9h KOPA, Morris added two more 

components to this critique. in discussing the lack of awaceness of corporate crimes in penal 

abolitionist discourse, she stated that the pend stnicture catches the wrong criminals (street 

vs. corporate) and has the wrong goals (revenge instead of empowerment and heaiing). 

The expensive aspect of the criminal justice system is often used as an argument that 

blames offenders for the 'wasting society's money' in comrnitting crimes and causing 

themselves to be imprisoned. This is an unfounded accusation; in fact, it has ken  show that 

most prisoners work to nin the prison. The large budgets allotted towards Corrections is 

mainly used for staffing, securing the locks and süengthening the walls. Little money 

actually goes towards the benefit of prisoners. in the past few years, correctional services of 
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Canada spending has d e d  primariiy due to the use of 'double bunking' - a method 

whereby cells built to accommodate one person are forcefully king assigned to two or 

sometimes more prisoners. Even with this 'decrease' the govemment still spends $913 

million on warehousing adults in Canada. "Most of this money funded custodial services for 

offenders sentenced to two years or more in prison (75%). The cemainder paid for 

comrnunity supervision services (7%) the National Parole Board (3%) and headquarters and 

regional offices costs (15%). Provinciai and Temtoriai govenunents allocated a somewhat 

larger share of expenditures to custodial services (83% in 1994195) (Canadian Centre for 

Justice Statistics, 1999,8). It is clear that the millions of dollars spent in the area of 'justice' 

are used for surveillance, categorizing, and warehousing, not community building, education 

or grassroots solutions to violence and h m .  (See Appendix J). 

Impnsonrnent rates Vary throughout the world. The U.S. is often viewed as the pend 

epitome of failure. "Current trends in the development of imprisonment give pend ceformers 

[and abolitionists] great cause to fear for the future. The richest and most powerful country 

in the world is rnoving in a very dangerous direction. The startling growth rate in the United 

States seems to have set in motion a process from which it will be very diffScult to pull back" 

(Stern, 1998, 277). Fominately, Canada is resisting this trend. In comparison to Arnerican 

rates, Canadian imprisonment rates are not too high; but in comparison to other industrialized 

nations, it is disproportionately high (Stern, 1998,278). 



GRAPH ü2: Wi'ERNATIONAL IMPRISONMENT RATES, 1995 
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'nie U.S. view that baving hgc numbeff of peopfe in prison is not oniy incvitabic 

but acnially desirable has not yet intecced Europe [rhcte arc trafes in Canada with politid 

agenda of the Reform parey and i n c r c d  vigilante exposw in the media] in the samt way, 

though there are signs of the contagion spding" as is scen in the growth of prison rates in 

Wtstem Eumpc (Stern, 1948, 279). U n k  thc U.S.A., Russia does not promote the bclief 

that high imprisonment rates am "how a good country should m.. . on the contcary, k ncw 

criminai code introduccd in January 1997 contains a legislativt ftamework for alternatives to 

prison" (Stem, 1998,278). Esscntially, most Watem nations with the exception of the US. 

seem to know that high rates of irnptisanmcnt an probletnatic - chat then an krter ways of 

dealing with crime in society, yet pisons an seIdom critiqued by lay people beyond this 

shared assumpcion. 

Ruth Moms also ret'mcd to the unjust aspect of penality. "Words like 'justice', 

'law', 'civil righa' luid . . . 'crime' have differcnt and clastic meanings depending on whose 



rights were violated . .. who wmmitted what crimes against whom .. . whether one works for 

the system or against it. For those people ... who Wear the label 'prisoner' ... there is no 

law, there is no justice, there is no rights" (Abu-Jatnal, 1995,87). The injustice is clarified in 

the pend targeting of poor neighborhoods and poor people's 'crimes'. Thus, "the law will 

punish a man or woman who steals the goose from off the hillside, but lets the pater  robber 

loose, that steals the hiilside h m  the gwse ... Steal$5 you're a thief; steal $5 million, you're 

a financiery' (Virgo, 1996, 47). injustice in the pend system is linked to greater social 

injustices where "thirty percent of the weal th...[ in the U.S.] is controlled by half of one 

percent of the people. Eighty percent of the wealth is controlled by 10 percent of the people" 

(Virgo, 1996,47). 

Another blatant fonn of injustice within the pend system is clearly presented in the 

racism which seems inherent in pend systems intemationally. "Prisons rnirror the defexts of 

their societies ... al1 around the world the same pattern can be seen. Prisons contain higher 

proportions than would be expected of people from groups that suffer from racism and 

discrimination ... there are many reasons [as to why this happens], often related to blatant 

discrimination in the wider society, and cmde racism by the law enforcement agencies" 

(Stem, 1998, 117). Racial bias is clearly a pmblem in tIie Canadian (in)justice system. In 

Ontario, 1993, "bladc adults were admitteci to [provincial] prisons at more than five times the 

rate of white adults ... black people were more likely to be kept in pce-triai detention, and 

were more likely to be sent to prison when convicted of a dmg offense" (Stern, 1998, 120). 

Two-thirds of accused black people convicted of dmg offences were imprisoned as compared 

to one-third of accused white people. Another targeted minority within the pend system is 

the Native population. Natives make up 2% of the adult Canadian ppulation, 11% of the 
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prison federal prison population and 17% of the provincial prison population (Canadian 

Centre of Justice Statistics, 1999,39). 

GRAPH #3: ABORIGLNAL PERSONS - PROPORTION OF ADULT 
PüPULATION AND PRISONERS BY JURlSDICïION 
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Another fom of injustice in the pend structure is rcprescnted in gender related 

issues. "In 1997-98, males reprcsentcd 91% of al1 sentenced admissions to 

provinciaVtemtoriai prisons ... fernale offenders accountcd for an even srnaller perccntagc 

(5%) of admissions to fedcnl pcnitentiaries" (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1999, 

45). Since men make up an ovemhelming majority of thc prison population, "a challenge to 

feminist criminologists (fcmak or male) is to unpick the supposedly naturai involvement of 

men in crime and crimindity. and by extension, the unnaturalness of women's involvement" 

(Stanko, 1998,Sl). The most "compclling chdlenge" lia in the widening of "the discussion 

about maldfem;ile and crimelvictimit;ition h u g h  the intersections of systems of 

oppression: gender/r~cii/cI3ss/sexuûliu'es/disûbili and so forth" (Stmko, 1998, 51). 



h k i n g  at these muttiplc scnictures within each other's context, one can gain a better 

understanding of how people corne to ' m a g e  and accomptish these multiple structures 

which both hinder and assist us thughout our lives" (Stanko, 1998,s 1) 

This type of response to the gender issue in relation to penality does not sufficiently 

explain the over-representation of men in the pend system. In my opinion, a possible 

explanation in relation to the gender issue is that the crirninal justice systems were built by 

'man' (generally white rniddlehpper class) for man (generally the minority underclass) and 

thus targets and traps more men in its infrastructure. Karlene Faih points out that "femaies 

constitute the most impverished group of every Western society, yet fernales commit by far 

the least crime" (Faith, 1993, 106). She explains that sexualized, biological and 

physiological explanations for low rates of female crime have k e n  abandoned as have 

deterministic economic theories. Newer explanations focus on "the broader social 

environment [and theories] that deconstnict and demystify dominant discourse which define 

crime and deviance" (Faiih, 1993, 106). Faith acknowledges gender socialkation as a partial 

explanation for the significantly greater violence by men, but emphasizes that a multi- 

disciplinary approach to understanding gender within the pend structure is needed (Faith, 

1993, LM). 

Moms claims that the pend system is also immoral in its view of justice and in its 

policy/practice implications. One such imrnorai aspect is the infiiction of harm through 

imprisonment, and the hanns canied by men due to the effixts of incarceratioa. One 

pnsoner d e m i  it as a totally damaging experience that scars people for iife. He says to 

"picnire yourself falling into a tunneI, totaiiy dark, and it's going to take you twenty-five 

years to walk out, It's totally dark in there; you don't know mything about what it's like in 
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there and you have to take it one step at a time to get through this tunnel" (John, 1997'43). 

Another male prisoner claims that %m hell yw cannot get out, but from prison you may 

die and get out. Al1 sorts of physical, and moral violence are exerted upon us... we have 

never one day of safety and tranquility ... after a time, a man doesn't know how to talk, and 

we live every minute defending our soul, our structure, our human identity" (Arango, 1991, 

236). These sort of statements are further explained in Rick Sauve's accounts of some 

extremely violent and distwbing events which took place while he was imprisoned: 

One of the most bizarre things 1 remember - there was a guy killed on the 
range. What happened was, as mon as you hear there was going to be lock 
down because somebody got killed, you mn around and try and get cigarettes 
or whatever, because you know you are going to be locked dom. There was 
no TV or nothing back then. It stmck me as really weird that guys would 
always ask for pornographie magazines and coffee. That was the big thing 
and it just stnick me as really weird, somebody just got killed and people were 
thinking about [masturbating]. Anyway, 1 realized later on that it's a way of 
dealing with stress. It was just really dehumanizing. 

1 remember another time, there was a guy killed across the range from me, and 
the ceil that he was in was six inches bigger. Before the blood was gone, as 
swn as we were back on the range, guys were asking for the cell. You could 
stiii see where the guy had died on the floor- There was blood and his hair 
had stuck to it. Guys didn't care. It wasn't a big deal ... six inches space 
bigger was more important than the fact that somebody had just died there ... 
you just sort of lose al1 sense of emotion. You become very, very cold and 
callous. 

1 can remember guys coming into the common m m  and saying, iisten, there 
is going to be a guy going through here and ï'm gonna stab him. Al1 you 
could Say was, 'who is it' because you didn't want it to be one of your fiiends. 
He'd Say 'oh it's this guy' and you'd Say, 'ok go ahead' .. . you know it realiy, 
really bothered you inside, but that's what you had to do to survive. 

And 1 can remember one d e r  time a guy got kiiled in the range. 1 was 
walking down the range. It was in the moming. We had seen some guys 
walking up and they had parkas on. If people walked around with their han& 
in their pockets in their parkas, you knew they were carrying a knife - so they 
were walking and they had that look in their eyes like they were gonna do 
something. ï'm the only guy walking dom the range and so 1 don't know if 



they wiU be comiag after me or wbat. But, luckily, luckily for me, they tumed 
just More me... and 1 just kept walking ... they turneâ in the ce11 just before 
me and they killed the guy. The guy came out and he slumped down and just 
held himself. He had a knife through the heart and just saki, 'help, I am 
dying' and they just walked away and let him die, By the time 1 got to the end 
of the range, the guard had the barrier closed and when I came back, the guy 
was dead. He was in the dmrway. Nothing you could have done anyway. 
He was basically dead by the time he hit îhe fioor ... they used to shke the 
doors to tell you to go into your celi and 1 cemember saying to Gary, 'shouId 
we move him? You how if the door closes on him, like, he is gonna be stuck. 
Gary said, 'he's dead, what difference does it make if they close the door on 
him?' And 1 just said, 'yup'. Chwked my shoes to make sure I didn't have 
any blood on hem and went to my ce11 - and that's it. 

That was Millhaven, you're just aiways on point - always. [what they were 
they lnlling each other over wasj noîhing ... Years before [the murdered 
prisoner] been taken oves to KP [Kingston Penitentiary] and @en shock 
therapy and stuff lüœ that ... he was harmless ... kind of burned out. He 
wodd just sit in his ce11 and just stare blankly. He would coma out for meds 
and that would be it . , , he was in the [food] line in front of me that morning 
and the guy in the semer was changing coffee and [the victim] said, 'would 
you give me coffee?' and the guy said, 'wait a minute, ï'm busy' and [the 
victim] said 'just do your job'. And, that is what he killed him for ... that was 
it. That was al1 he said. i've seen guys killed for five V's. That's five 
Valiums. 

[When Rick looks back] It's blanked out. That whole 17 years is a blur. 
Mernories just sort of blend together ... Outside you remember things by 
birthdays or C~stmases or events. But in prison, everyday is the same. You 
lose sense of time . . . p u r  events in prison are [mark4 either by institutions 
you were in, or serious events: Killings or smash-ups, stuff iike that (Sauve, 
1999). 

This lack of awareness of time and the violence that Rick expressed in those accounts is 

familiac to peopIe who have ken imprisoned. The immoralïty of the prison, the archetype of 

the penal system, is so blaiant and so clear, that abolitionists often have a hatd time 

understanding why others fail to see it, hate it and resist its existence. 

Moms concludes that ihe pend system's greatest weakness is its faiiure CO pcotect 

society or to achieve other goals which it has set out to accomplish (e.g. &ter or rehabiitate). 



Since 1945, Western pend policy was based on the assumption that imprisonment was 

detrimental to society but that it was a necessary evil. "To have some people in prison is 

unavoidable. When it is unavoidable, it should be humane and constructive, but ideally 

criminal policy would aim to reduce prison use and replace it with other solutions" (Stem, 

1998, 279). This belief in altematives stems fiam the high recidivism rates which penality 

has consistently provided. Another perspective of the failure of the penality lies in the 

intricate details of control and oppression. "Crime is violence. So is punishment, and so is 

war. People who go to war believe that violence works. So do criminals and people who 

want criminals punished. Al1 these believe violence works because they also believe that 

domination is necessary ... to keep wayward subordinates in line or social order goes to hell" 

(Pepinsky, 1991, 301). Throughout history, it is a myth which has perpetuated itself in many 

societies. In response, it has been stated that a populace cannot be forced to acquiesce to 

unjust measures. (Pepinsky and Jesilow, 1992, 139, emphasis in original). 

It has been shown under numerous circumstances that imprisonment is not effective 

in protecting society h m  crime. "kking up a dangerous violent person will prevent that 

person causing injury or doing h m  to others in society whilst locked up" but it will not 

proiect al1 the other people who are locked up with that person (Stem, 1998, 11). Stem also 

points out h t  "most wüi leave prison in due course and live once again in society. Their 

stay in prison will probably leave them more prone to crime and will have damaged those 

elements that bond people to society, such as relationships with farnily and friends, the 

chance of a place to live and a job, the chance of being respected and esteemed by others" 

(Stern, 1998, 11). Alienation and stigma are among the reasons for the failure of penality. In 

reflecting upon the supposed 'faim' of the prison, Foucault suggests that "one stiould 
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perhaps substitue the hypothesis that prison has succeeded extremely weii in pducing 

deiinquency ... so successful has the prison been that, after a century and a haîf of 'fadures', 

the prison stiii exists, producing the same results, and there is the greatest reluctance to 

dispense with it." (Foucault, 1977, 277) This argument brings forth the questions of profit 

and power: Who profits from the existence of penology/punishment? How do the power 

dynamics fit into that equation? 

Revailing in tbe Face of Faüure: Penality's On-Goiig Succes 

"At the end of the eighteenth century, people dreamed of a society without crime. 

And then the dream evaporated. Crime was too useful for them to dream of anything as 

crazy - or ultimately as dangernus - as a society without crime. No mime means no police. 

What makes the presence and control of the police tolerable of the population, if not fear of 

the crirninal?~oucault, 1980,47). From the community's perspective, criminals are to be 

feared; ironically, in feX qf king hurt and violated, the cornrnunity accepts that the state has 

power to infiict deliberate and calculated pain upon that same community's marginalized 

citizens. In that sense, the pend system profits h m  people's fears. By dernonizing the 

offenden ( h u g h  segregation and stigrna) and suggesting that community sepairation and 

punishment are the only 'safe' responses to 'crime' the pend system creates for itself a 

wmplex and sturdy net of justifications and persistent successes. Unfortunaiely, this 

'success' constitutes a high price for comrnunity functioning to consistently enforce its 

failure to create a safe, non-violent society. 

Alternatives to Penality: Options and Obstacles 

Major efforts for a more productive approach have been put focth by the Quakers and 

the Mennonites in North America. In addition, a major push towards education about 
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aboriginal culture mund the world has resulted from the self4etennination efforts. In 

Canada, the crisis of the failed pend system has become less tderated in more recent years. 

The Church Council on Justice and Corrections (CCJC) in collaboration with the 

Correctional Services of Canada compilai research, entitled "Satisfying Justice*: comparing 

satisfaction rata amongst retributive, restorative, transformative and aboriginal justice 

programs. It found that "Canadians are facing a crisis in the justice system. Prison 

populations are soaring. The msts are no longer affordable. Yet Canadians are feeling l a s  

safe and secure" (CCJC, 1996, 1). In 1994/1995, the Canadian govemment "spent $1.9 

billion on correctional services for adults ... constant dollar expenditures increased by 68% 

between 1978R9 and 198Y86 ... more ncently however, growth has been relatively Qat 

[with] average annual decreases of less than 1%" (Canadian Centre for Justice Statisiics, 

1999,8). 

if the p e d  system's continuance is based on people's fear of crime and their faith in 

it to protect hem, then how does it persist in the face of these failures? A simple answer to 

this is the Iack of alternatives, The Church Council was clear in its definition of 'alternative' 

to criminal justice and the dangers of these innovations. They clearîy state that "no matter 

what the sentence, if the PROCESS of handing it down is still stigmatizing, labeling aad 

scapegoating and doesn't include some good expressive justice for victims and communities, 

we wiii just be adding more bureaucracy to the same old problems" (Church Council on 

Justice and Corrections, 1996, 18). That is precisely the concem of pend abolitionists in the 

areas of new justice pmgrams being implemented. Within that concem is the issue of co- 

opting and colonizing the ideas as weli as the cuItures which provide basis for the 'new' 

responses to justice. 



Native people in Ausrralia, New Zeaiand and North Amenca have k e n  approached 

by Western prison and govenunent officiais in an attempt to create programs aiigned with a 

'healing' ideal. Overrepresentation of Native peoples and other ethnic minorities (Le. 

African, Caribbean, Hispanie, Latino, Chicano etc.) caught within the social control net was a 

focal reason for initiation of these talks. The outcome has been a wide array of altematives, 

which have been incorporated into the pend system. This incorporation has co-opted the 

'healing* spirit of these programs but a positive aspect of these new approaches is that they 

present alternative options for authorities who may not want to go through the conventional 

criminal justice processes. At the Eighth Internationai Conference on Pend Abolition it was 

celebrated that New Zealand was using these alternatives more than the conventional 

methods. It is impressive and not to be discounted that where fourteen young offender 

prisons once existed in New Zealand, five remain. This decrease was attributed to the use of 

Family Group Conferencing for almost al1 young offenders in New Zealand instead of 

conventionai aimind justice courts (CCSC, 1996,65). 

The success of Farnily Group Conferencing for young offenders in New Zealand is 

one of many potentiaüy successfui alternatives, Other alternatives include: Victim Offender 

Mediation, Circle Sentencing, Community Sentencing Panels, Youth Justice Cornmittees, 

Diversion Programs, Community SeMce Orders, Bail Option Programs and Wilderness 

Camps (Satisfjing Justice, 19%). In presenting these 'alternatives*, the possibility of 

success and satisfaction for those involved in the hann is increased simply because more 

options mate more choices which in tum provides flexibiiity and empowennent. Pend 

abolition recognizes the necessary complexity of responses to 'crime*. 



Peacemaking criminology rejects violence as a solution to problematic situations. 

This parallels the pend abolitionist rejection of the punitive (violent) response to 'crime'. 

Peacemaking criminology can be referred to as a "voice of conscience.. .constantly alert[ing] 

the criminological community that there are alternatives to wars on crime, and force us to 

think through out facile acceptance of violence against others" (Schwartz 1991, 122). In its 

skepticism towards 'alternatives', abolitionism can be criticized as a useless concept in its 

failure to provide concrete alternatives to the pend response. Problematic situations do exist 

and if the pend system is abolished, a fonn of dealing with them needs to be implemented. 

in its attempt to address this problem, pend abolition as "a theoretical perspective. .. takes on 

the two-fold task of providing a radical critique of the criminal justice system while showing 

that there are other, more rational ways of dealing with crime. As a political strategy, 

abolitionism is based on an analysis of pend reform and resüicted to negative reforms, such 

as abolishing parts of the prison system, rather than providing concrete alternatives" (De 

Haan 1991, 355). Peacemaking criminology focuses on viable alternatives to punishment. 

Pend abolitionists often criticize these alternatives as 'add-ons', and point to the CO-opted 

alternatives that have extended punishment and social control. 

Considering the implications of social conîrol, Stanley Cohen discusses the "graduai 

expansion and intensification of the system; a dispersal of its mechanisms from more closed 

to more open sites and a consequent increase in the invisibility of social control and the 

degree of its penemtion into the social body" (Cohen,l985, 83-84). In an attempt to reform 

the iahumanity of the pend system the boundaries have been blurred and this has resulted in 

an extension of control beyond the public and into the private sphere. Foucault asserts that 

"the transition from the public execution, with its spectacular rituals, its art mingled with the 
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ceremony of pain, to the penalties of prisons buried in architecturai masses and guarded by 

the secrecy of administrations, is not a transition to an undifferentiated, abstract, confused 

penality; it is the transition h m  one art of punishing to another, no less skillful one. It is a 

technical mutation" (Foucault, 1977, 257). He goes on to explain how this same transition 

into the private sphere was the birth of criminology; it provided oppoctunity for the study of 

and "empirical ethnography of crime" (Foucault, 1977,259). in essence, the public spectacle 

never disappeared, it continued in different forms (Le. chah gangs) and in a more abstract 

fom. What did occur in this abstraction was an expansion into the private reaim. This 

expansion was justified in the name of humanity, progress and pend reforms. Pend 

abolitionists assert that attempts to 'humanize' the system are unsuccessful in that they assist 

the expansion of punishment and social control. 

Critiquing Pend Abolition: Major Weaknesses Defined and Addressed 

Scheerer presents three main criticisms of pend abolition. These are often presented 

in reference to the contemporary pend abolitionist perspective. The Fust is that abolitionists 

are tm negative in their critique of the existing social order. The second is that abolitionists 

hold an overly optimistic view of human nature. The third critique is that abolitionists have 

built a h e w o r k  of theorizing upon unsound soçiological foundaâons (Scheecer, 1986,ll). 

A Negative Outlook on Social Order 

One of the most "Mtating" features of abolitionist litetahire is "its refusal to 

concentrate on blueprints for alternatives to prison and the criminai justice system ...[ it] 
shows no mat  effort to explain just how things could be reformed ...[ and it] stubbornly 

refuses to recognize this negativisrn as a sign of immaturity or inability. bstead they proudly 

present it as a fundamental principle of their teachings and cal1 it 'The Unfinished' 
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(Mathiesen, 1975), leaving the formulation of alternatives to those in power' (Scheerer, 

1986,12). 

Scheemr (1986) points out that this same aiticism was used in relation to the anti- 

slavery movement in the United States more than a century ago. He states that "there is some 

truth in the advice not to remain in the negative" but an obstacle to overcoming this 

negativity falls within the epistemologicai context of abolitionist thwght. (Scheerer, 1986, 

12) A large part of abolitionist literature draws from postmodemism which is embedded 

within a mode of thought that rejects the notion of 'truth' and the existence of an objective 

reality. Scheerer presents this as a strength rather than a weakness of the abolitionist 

perspective. He states that the radical perspective which encompasses abolitionism does not 

attempt to offer 'solutions'. Instead, abolitionisrn presents a ''vvariety of options for 

alternative approaches ... bnngs into reach much wiser handling of problems than traditional 

~minologicai thinking ... insists on interactionist analysis even at points where others seem 

eager to reduce cornplexity.. .[and] is much more stimulating and socially productive than 

normal science's reguiar attempts to sel its pcoducts as if they were real solutions." 

(Scheerer, 1986,13) 

In the acadernic cuntext, the abolitionist framework functions as analyzer, and not as 

an inventor of viable alternatives. in taking on this role, abolitionism rnay embrace options 

which it defines as viable to the progression of the movement (and initiate social activism 

once celevance has been established) and reject support of 'alternatives' which impede the 

movement's progress. A weakness of this role is that the movement's progress becornes 

defined by policy makers and lobby groups that are actively involved in implementing policy 



and legal changes. In rejecting involvement with 'alternatives* to retributive justice, pend 

abolitionism does disempower its own members. 

An ûptimistic View of Human Nature 

Abolitionism suggests that the removal of repressive restraints will result in pa te r  

humanity and cohesion. in relation to the view of human nature, abolitionists recognize that 

the need to 'scapegoat' is relevant within the contemporary context of penology. They 

conclude that the "less oppressive a social system is (and the criminal justice apparatus is 

part of this repression) the less will be the need for scapegoat rituals such as criminal 

prosecution" (Scheerer, 1986, 15). Assumptions that "institutions and structures cm oniy 

deny human needs and can never fulfill hem ..." are often made in abolitionist literature, 

(Scheerer, 1986, 13) Scheerer attributes this distmst of institutional structures to 

b'frustration** with bureaucracy and the "red tape insensitivity" and incornpetence which 

seems to engulf them. (Scheerer, 1986, 13). Nevertheless, the question is raised: "why 

shouldn't the features of mutual help and collective rationality that had dominated the world 

before the rise of capitalism have a comeback in the transition period leading away h m  

capitalism?'(Scheerer, 1986, 15) Of course, capitalism does not seem to be failing and 

even if capitalism were to disappear, its effects on the community may not go away so 

readily. 

Unsound Sociologicai Foundations 

The third critique of abolitionist literahue suggests that abolitionist ideas %an only 

work in an environment that bears practically no resemblance with modem social and 

political order" (Scheerer, 1986, 15). Thus, abolitionism is incompatible with modem 

society. In examining abolitionist literature, it is evident that the majority of it is produced in 
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Norway, a srnall and sparsely populated Scandinavian country. The applicability of this 

ideology to the highly populated, industrialized, capitalist context of North America - or to 

other sections of the world which are poorer - may be highly problematic. This criticism 

becomes weakened within the context of postmodemism and the rejection of dichotomy in 

relation to 'modern' and 'traditional' saçieties. Nonetheless, it is important to recognize that 

diversity among societies is an essential elernent which needs further research and analysis in 

the abolitionist context. 

Romanticizing Crime and Deviance 

One of the more problematic issues in theorizing about crime and crirninals arose in 

the 'romanticizing' of deviance. Rick Sauve explains how myths about crirninals need to be 

addressed and resisted through education. Frorn his work with young offenders, Rick 

noticed: 

Kids have no idea what prison is like. They have this romantic view of 
prisons ... The inner city kids that 1 was working with, they'd be watching 
these gangs in the music videos and they'd believe it was al1 tme. Naïve 
maybe, but they believed it was true , . . staff would argue ... that kids 
shouldn't watch some of these rap videos with the gangster stuff .. . 1 said they 
should, and we would tum it into a life skills lesson. We'd watch one of their 
movies and 1 would Say 'what is the life expectancy of these guys, 17, 18, 19 
years old?' So, you focus on that ... They would see al1 this money that gangs 
would be making and 1 would try and tum that around. They are going to 
watch it, they are going to see it, they are going to do it. But if you cm focus 
on the real world ... you may be able to deal with it better (Sauve, 1999). 

Aside fiom romanticized theones of ' s e t  crime' and 'bad boys* there has aiso been 

romanticization of 'militant and poiiticized' cesistance movements. "With the rise of militant 

and aggressive deviant groups, some of the new theories ... started (and some have never 

stopped) celebrating such deviance and claiming it as evidence of a newfound political 

consciousness. V i a l l y  any antisocial activity became elevated in this way" (Cohen, 1492, 



103). Statements like "deviants of the world unite. You have nothing to lose but your 

stigma" provide an "excessively romantic" view of deviants as helpless victims of stigma 

leaving M e  room for practical, productive social activism. (Cohen, 1992, 104) 

In the face of oppression, the human spirit can revolt without mercy and in 

romanticizing it, one serves to delegitimize the power of such resistance. This destructive 

romanticism of violence is exemplified in popular writings such as this poem written by New 

York poet Nikki Giovanni (cited in Cummins, 1994): 

Nigger 
Can you kill 
Can you kill 
Can a nigger kill 
Can a nigger kill a honkie.. . 
Can you splatter their brains in the street 
Can you kill hem.. . 
Lem to kill niggers 
Lem to be Black men. 

'To today's reader, Giovanni's poem may seem indiscriminate in its praise of criminal terror, 

but by the beginning of the 1970's any crime, including homicide, regiudless of motive, 

might become justified as a revolutionary act" (Cummins, 1994, 141). 

In defense of radical thought and its justification of such romanticism, "it has been 

quite some time since radical criminologists portrayed law-breakers as 'romantic' victims ... 
Even during the early years of radical criminology ... this image of the criminal represented 

only one part of the emergent critical paradigm, a part that was associated with the 'tear 

dom the walls' movement centered around a group of high profile revolutionaries' such as 

George Jackson, Angela Davies, Eldridge Cleaver, and Huey Newton" (Platt 1988, cited in 

Michalowski, 1991, 32). Radical criminology in the late 1970s is better represented in a 

mode of thought which viewed street crime as a "serious, stnicturally induced threat to social 





How do we Deiine the 'Druigerous few9? 

A major theoretical and policysriented problem in the pend abolitionist literature is 

often referred to as concem over the 'dangerous few*. Research has shown that most 

prisoners are poor, they come from minority populations and have faced great discrimination 

and racism/classism in the community both before they committed their crimes and during 

the criminal justice processes. Some men and women have committed horrible, violent acts, 

even murder, "but the violent act was an isolated event prompted by extreme 

circumstances ... they spend the rest of their lives consumed with guilt and a wish to atone. 

Their long sentence reflects the appaiiing nature of their crime rather than the need to protect 

people h m  themm (Stem, 1998, 171). These are the people for whom "it could be said, 

prison has been designed. Some of them will be cruel and conscienceless. Some will have 

committed crimes that are beyond imagination in their heinousness. A few are so dangerous 

that they are likely to be a threat to others, including whose who guiud them [and those who 

are f o r d  to live around them], for most of their natural lives" (Stern, 1998, 171-172). In 

response to the question of dealing with 'those people* Morris responds that the pend system 

treats the majority of its prisoners as the dangerous few, (Morris, 1994, 1). This is me, but 

the issue of definitions is yet to be sufficiently addresseci. How do we draw the line between 

the dangerous and the non-dangernus? 

Ruth Moms agrees that there is a problem: " h t ,  you don't know who they 

[dangernus few] are, and secondly, every time someone says they are going to create a 

humane environment, it isn't. So once you stigxnatize a group, however you don't mean to, 

even if you personally don't, it will happen" (Moms, 1999). The most common reaction to 

such aiticisms has been the proposition of a change in the title 'pend abolition*. It has ken  
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argueà that if the title were changeâ to 'pend minirnaiism', the movement would eiicit more 

support. In addition, it seems to be a new trend amongst penal abolitionism to hear people 

daim chat they are not abolitionists, instead they are minimaiists in relation to the use of the 

pend system. Ruth Moms responds: 

Yes, we would have more support, and we would luse our point. Everybody, 
practically, outside the e x m m  ight wing wiU go dong with positive, 
creative alternatives and taking childm out of the pend system and al1 this 
sort of motherhood stuff, but it always ends up being so compromiseci that al1 
those children end up in situations where they are being punished anyway. 1 
believe it is very important - not deliberately to alienate people permanently - 
but to challenge the roots of what's wmng with the systems we are using. 
Unless you do that directly, then you miss your point. You seU out before you 
even begin. 1 believe you have to start out by saying what you really want, 
and then Say .. . 1 am willing to compromise on this aspect 1 do believe that 
the Bernardos and the Olsons need to be separated and securely contained, 
but, I do emphasize what a tiny percentage they are, and what a face it is to 
operate sornething for 99.9% on the basis of them . . . 
As for penal minimaiists, in one way, it can be just a different way of saying 
'I'll make an exception for the dangerous few, but the danger of saying 
minimalist vs, abolitionist is one that I would identify ... you set1 out on the 
concept that we want to work for abolition - or even people that say it will be 
very gradual and 1 don? want it to happen for 200 years - you are basically 
ahdoning the concept that we don? need to mat our fellow human beings 
by using cages. And we don't need CO play God and to say '1 am good and 
you are bad and that's the way it is and I'm gonna hurt you for that* (Morris, 
1999). 

Crime Free vs. Pend Free SodetIes 

In his book Against Criminology Cohen discusses a signifiant flaw in radical and 

critical criminology. He States that, "one of the more cemarkable claims in the new 

criminologies, one that is now sometimes played d o m  for k i n g  utopian, was that it is 

possible to envisage and work toward a crime-€ree society" (Cohen, 1992, 136). Cohen 

(1992) explains that this view places too much emphasis on the capitalist social structure and 

not enough on the individual's experience. He makes ceferences to the abolishment of social 



control in these utopian 'crime fke' societies and he questions whether such a society can 

ever come to exist. 

Clarification seems necessary. Pend abolitionists do not seek the creation of a crime- 

free society. As an ideal, society should constantly strive towards it, but as Mathiesen's work 

in the Unfinished (1974) demonstrates, "any attempt to change the existing order into 

something completely finished, a fully f o d  entity, is destined to fail: in the process of 

finishing lies a r e m  to the by-gone" (Mathiesen, 1974, 95). Concrete goals - such as the 

possible creation of a crime-free society - will never exist within this constant evolution and 

movement. Pend abolitionists seek to abolish penality and embedded 'need' for punishment. 

The response to crime is the target, not necessarily crime itself. The ideal community, 

according to Giselle Dias is, "living among people with whom we share ideas and values and 

who want to live honestly and are accepting of those around hem" (Dias, 1999). The goals 

of pend abolition facilitate the creation of that sort of community. The pend abolitionist 

comrnunity is a group of people who: 

believe that our system is Ming and that we need something new and 
something different ... [and within that mode of thought] there are certain 
judgments and ideas that go on . .. when people are saong believers and they 
are passionate about what they believe in, 1 think it is really difficult 
sometimes to keep an open mind to the fact that other people may see things 
differently. I think that is a challenge that out movement may face. That 
ideas and values are always changing, but as long as we keep it open to 
change and new ideas, we should be able to deal with that contradiction (Dias, 
1999). 

Cballenging the Status-Quo: Mdti-Diseiplinary Approaches 

Garland (1993) claims that neitiier the prison, nor any of the pend institutions which 

operate in contempocary and in historic societies have ever achieved successful, instrumenta1 

ends. "Despite murring Utopian hopes and the exaggerated claims of some ceformen, the 



simple fact is that no method of punishment has ever achieved high rates of reform or of 

crime control - and no method ever will. AU punishments regularly fail in this respect 

becau se... it is only ehe mainstream processes of socialization ... which are able to promote 

proper conduct on a consistent and regular basis" (Garland,1993,288-289). 

Garland suggests that the exposure of "the real psychological violence which exists 

behind the scenes of the best prisons" will support the argument that such violence is 

unnecessary within the realm of the civilized and does little ta improve the conditions which 

were imposed in the times of corporai and capital punishmencs (Garland, 1993 290-291). 

Also, considering the monetary costs of the pend system, one could cal1 for a redistribution 

of funds into victim compensation, community building, education and empowerment. 

Garland concludes that 'Wnking of punishment as a social institution should change ... our 

mode of understanding penality.. .it should lead us to judge punishment according to a wider 

range of cnteria.. .to question the narrow, instrumental selfdescription that the modem pend 

institutions generaily adopt and ... suggest a more socidly conscious and morally charged 

perception of pend afiairs" (Garland, 1993,29@291). Pend abolition takes this process one 

step further in advocating for a change in perceptions from 'pend affairs' to 'community 

affairs', thus challenging definitions of h m  and crime while redirecting power into the 

hands of victims, community members, and those who have offendd ancilor harmed them. 

Unanswed QuestioaS.. Coiidvely Looking for the Answers 

This chapter has focused on contradictions and unanswered questions and 

assumptions of the pend abolitionist movements and literatures. I do not daim to provide al l  

the answers and 1 do not daim to have covered al1 the problems - but 1 have initiated an 



honest critique of the big questions and the even bigger implications of their answers. In the 

recognition of our own weaknesses, we shall build out own strength. 



CHAPTER 7: ProgrCssias Towards Autonomy: Futm Visions and Vivid Lcssons - 
The Peual Abolitionist Obligation 

It is no longer good enough to cry peace, we must act peace, live peace and live in peace. 
Shenandoah, Native American Proverb 

What we have to do is move in such a fashion that we'll transforrn this society and therefore 
transfomi the world, and then we'll have a society where we cm help madmen and where we can 
readily develop al1 humans to their highest level [but] at this point, we cannot talk about any 
revolutionary institutions. We can talk about a pmess that is in the rnaking ... you can't have 
isolated pockets of human treatment when reaction [reactionary racist system] is pressing in al1 
around you. So we don? clairn to have developed a utopia . . . we have problems because we exist in 
a backward society. It's not simply to erect just institutions because it is impossible to do that either 
in this country [United States] or in the world as a whole, today, until reaction ... is killed once and 
for dl. 

Huey P. Newton, 1973 

Venturing Into the Unknown 

It is often insinuated that if one is to critique the pend structure, they must at the 

same time have a sufficient replacement for it. if there is no replacement, then it is 

sometimes argued that the critique is not valid. This is iIlogical and unrealistic. Pend 

abolitionists will continue to resist, study and stmggle against overwhelming structures and 

obstacles. Hopefully, those efforts will one day be rewarded in the creation of good answers 

to those hard and honest questions. The pend abolitionist framework is very complex and 

highly volatile. It is a movement which encompasses a great vision for a better future. The 

methods, ideas and goals which work to achieve this vision have many shortcomings but this 

does not automatically dimedit the movement. These 'problems' are constantly king re- 

addressed, discussed and re-süuctured in the academic realm while the activist sphere 

benefits h m  this work and capitaiizes on p s t  mistakes in the process of building funire 

strategies and agendas. 

A move towards an individuaiized focus on crime within the context of the greater 

social structure seems to be appmachiog. 'If the social and global sufferings ever are to be 



ended, we must deal with the suffering of personal existence. What is involved, finally, is no 

less than the transformation of our human being. Political and economic solutions without 

this transformation inevitably fail.. .there is no shortcut to the ending of suffering" (Quinney, 

1991, 4). The power to change and cause positive social transformations is not far from 

reach. in the critical analysis of 'crime' one can begin to reject the common assumptions 

related to h m .  in general, "most of us accept the images and the definitions that we have 

ken taught as tme, neutral, self-evident, and eternal; so the power to paint the picture - to 

define what is right and wrong, what is lawful and what is criminal - is really the power to 

win the battle of our minds. And to win it without ever having to fight it" (Virgo, 1996-48) 

A main factor of resistance to pend abolition is a fear of the (un)known. Most people 

know that the pend system is not effectively functioning to reduce crime and violence in the 

community. What is unknown is the outcome: what will happen to Our Society if pend 

abolition was to be achieved? The answer to this question is essentid to the notion of pend 

abolition; unfominately, the answer cannot be formulated prior to the abolition of penality. 

This 'unknown' aspect of pend abolition ptesents a certain risk factor which presents an 

obstacle dong the path of the movernent. A feat of this 'unknown' results in misconceptions 

and passive acceptance of the present failing system. 

The pend abolitionist movement needs to make more effort in educating the public 

about the history, destruction and downfails of penaiity. It is also a movement which needs 

to consistently educate itself in relation to its own past mistakes. It is not possible to look 

into the future and predict whether or not pend abolition wiil ever occur. in the instance that 

it does, one cannot predict the outcornes of that achievement or the new challenges which 

will arise within it. What is evident is that the existing situation is unacceptable. in this 
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unacceptability, one searches for instability; and in finding that instability one may begin to 

build resistance. in doing this, society begins to venture into the 'unknown', risking 

outcomes that are unexpected and potentially non-definable within the traditional 

criminological domain. This venturing away from the known failures and into the unknown 

potential for success should be the àriving force for the resistance movements. 

In acknowledging and recording successes and accomplishments of the pend 

abolitionist movement, participants of the movement can find hope while reducing non- 

participants' fear and generating more acceptance of the rnovement and its ideologies. This 

research has focused on Canadian accomplishments, but the prison abolitionist movement 

(which grew into the pend abolition movement) in fact, was founded in the USA, which is 

ironic because the U.S. is farther h m  the abolition of pendity or prisons than any other 

industrialized nation. Yet, the inspiration of the Quaker Cornmittee in New York has led to 

the movement that we have in Canada today. Ruth explains that, 'ive picked up the bal1 and 

did it in our own way and a number of American Abolitionists and forward thinkers said to 

us, after the first abolition conference, that we gave hem so mucb h o p  and that just when 

things were dying down there we showed that things could be done. And it maily did 

establish that movement here" (Morris, 1999). 

There are several advaniaga to this shift into Canada. For one, Morris asserts that 

A good blend of the Arnerican and the world. As you know, we are a sort of a 
cross between British culture French cultute] and U.S. culture with a 
srnattering of cher world cultures. We brought forth sorne of the American 
activism. (we are not as dramatidy active as a group) ... and we did bring 
in ... the broder world perspective to the way things need to get done. 1 
think it made it a g d  seliable commodity and an organizing strategy that can 
work around the world. The other thing is ... U.S. domination was such a 



suspect thing, 1 think it would have been harder for people to accept it [if it 
had corne out of the United States] (Morris, 1999). 

Canadian contributions to this rnovement have been immense. Rittenhouse, the first and only 

organization that exists solely for the purpose of abolishing penality, was boni and thrives in 

Canada. It signifies that the Canadian members of this movement are committed enough tu 

make it their life. In founding Rittenhouse, Ruth Morris not only established a paid position 

to devote time and resources to this movement, she also created a resource that cm function 

long after the present abolitionists are gone. It is an organization that c m  carry the values, 

the ideals and the visions of the people who established and maintained the pend abolitionist 

movement in North Arnerica. 

In stressing the importance of activism and social awareness for this movement, Ruth 

Morris has passed on some practical advice and words about the vision. In reference to 

Rittenhouse's structure, Ruth says that: 

Having your values in writing, having everyone agree to them, and having 
hem evaluated once a year is essential, No sunset clauses are allowed. As 
for the funding sources - watch what you ;ire doing and keep a priority for 
education and advmcy. 1 believe that you should do some direct service, it is 
important to keep in touch with reality, but on a small scde ... because 
otfrerwise, the direct service just CO-opts every agency ... you cannot do 
rnainline direct service in any quantity in my view . . . in tems of the fiinding 
dilemma, 1 think the k t  sources of funding, to keep your values, are h m  
individuals who believe in it [your vision] ... 1 think we need to get 
commiited individuals to dig into their own pockets. There is no better source 
han a committed donor list that believes in what you are doing. It is 
important h m  every point of view because then those are the people who 
determine the values and keep them and are committed in that way ... Second 
best source is churches and l ah r  and left wing groups. Foundations is a third 
best source ... also, the thing about the dead hand of the past, 1 believe 
strongiy in aiso asking for money h m  wüls. Ask people to remember you in 
theü will. That really has been the salvation of severai important groups 1 
know .., Some people don't think too fondiy of this option, but 1 think it is a 
wonderfiil thing to ask people to do. 



A balance of funding is important. 1 believe you can take a small proporiion 
of funding €rom suspect saurces if you make sure that Number one, it is a very 
smali percentage - no mon than 10 or 20% of your total budget ... Number 
two, its something you are prepared to walk away h m  at any moment and 
Numôer thtee, the only strings that you have at this point are positive strings. 

More advice for this type of organization ... is to be ready to deal with 
conflict .. . people always fight politically in radical p u p s  and . . . important 
is .. . a commitment that if there ever is a ciifference in the organization, that if 
anybody wants, that you go to mediation .,. 1 think the whole thing with how 
you deal with conflict is important. The 0 t h  thing process wise, that 1 am 
really big about is this cfüng about how you begin and end meetings. You 
check-in in the beginning and have an evaiuation in the end. It's a good way 
of avoiding a lot of conflict ... it deds with caring for your membership. 
Since conflict happens in dmost any meeting in M e  bits and it builds if you 
don't deal ... if you m having an evaluation at the meeting ... it gives people 
a chance to affirm each other, which they don't often do and that makes 
people feel appreciatôd, but it also gives the chance [to deal with conflict or 
miscommunication]. 

I think the whole thing for activists is to be willing to spend time on your 
relational homework. By that 1 mean that patriarchal male orienteci groups 
don? reaiize the importance of the relational .. . a lot of times we ignore the 
importance of what seems to be just a social activity for the group, a social 
time, an affirming party, a birthday or a Christmas celebration, or just a get 
together ,.. something that builds community in the group beyond always 
work, work, work on the issues. Just doing work divides you sometimes" 
(Morris, 1999). 

Giselle Dias describes the importance of focus. She also oudines the structural and the 

a b s m t  obstacles which she has conhnted as an activist in the pend abolitionkt movement. 

She emphasized ptsistence above everything. From years of expenence with public 

education and confrontations with the statusquo, she expIains that: 

There are a lot of people who don? understand [what abolition is really 
about]. There is a lot of explaining to do, A lot of it is shown by exampIe and 
this is such a bng road. ït is redy hard to get funding that can enable p u  to 
keep going. Also, it is d y  ûustrating when you think you have explained 
someîhing weli and it makes so much sense to you and somebody does not see 
it. There is a huge fnisaation in: How can you not see this? How c m  you not 
see it is failing? How can you not see something better? How can you not 
want to be involved in it when you do see it? 



[It is essentiai] KJ stay smng in your own belief system and your own values. 
To know chat even when you feel isolated in your ideas and when people look 
at you as if you have two heads that yow belief is something to feel passionate 
about. It can dl be very isolating at tims, and I have had my days where 
people look at me like 1 have two heads. There are those moments of 
insecurity and you think, 'Gd, am 1 the one that is off?' But 1 know that 1 am 
not. So my recomendation [to any other activists w b  face this] is to stay 
dedicated and persistent. To seek funding b u g h  church or religious 
organizations and from spiritual peopte. To get people involved. Also tu 
recognize that education is  a beautifid thing because we do not need an 
organization to do it. Education is about wearing those [no prison] pins around 
and having people in bus stops or in elevators stop you ask what it means. It 
is about when you see sotnebody teading something interesting to engage 
hem in conversation and to engage them in ideas (Dias, 1999). 

This engaging in ideas is essential for public education campltigns. It is one of those 

statements that sounds so easy and seems so simple, yet carries so much weight, and in 

priictice is not so simple or easy. It is  in fact exhausting and often annoying in the repetitive 

nature of evangeiistic 'spreading the word' campaigns. This is a phenornenon that many 

pend abolitionist activists describe and cornplain about, but in a sense, rhe informal 

spreading of the word is one of the backbones of this movement. 

The pend abolitionist movement is growing. Each KOPA seems to include more 

countries, more ideas and more types of people. As we expand the eyes of this movement, 

we also reaiize that activism is not limitai to the prison, it must involve the community and it 

must be open to creativity. There are many types of work and thoughts that, without 

reaIizing it, are prornoting pend abolitionist agendas and ideas. People who work to fight 

poverty, people who are protesting against racism, people who are mobilizing to free political 

prisoners, groups that encourage the free flow of information about human rights, 

~ ~ z a t i o n s  that plan demonstrations against govemment oppression and coprate h u d  

and so on and so forth. And, although this research has limitecl itself to 'criminai justice 



issues*, the pend abolitionist movement does not limit itseif to dealing ody with issues. To 

do so would conEradict the essence of pend aboiitionism. And, although the academic pend 

abolition movement has incorporateci the importance of this expansion beyond prisons, the 

activist realm has yet to catch up. There have been cecent advances with new focus on 

corporate and state crimes, but the majority of pend abolitionist activism (with the exception 

of the public education campaigns) still focuses the majority of its resources and activities 

towards resisting the prison and those people directly touched by it. 

That essence of pend abolition which fuels its f i  is 'freedom*: the freedom to live in 

a society that does not abuse its wrongdoers, the fitedom to live in a society that does not 

create 'monsten' and 'serial killers', and the freedom to decide for oneself, what is to be 

done about one's own problems, hanas and fears. 

In the face of controversy or even persecution, the abolitionist movement has 

prevailed (Le. as was shown with the ICOPA conference in Poland, Eastern Europe before 

the curtain fell). It has not diminished in shadows of the crime control industry and it has not 

wavered in the face of ignorance and ridicule. Pend abolitionism is a compassionate 

ideology that has finally established strong roots in Canadian soi1 and will only flourish from 

this point on if the values are maintained and passed to future generations. 

As an activist and as an academic, this thesis has provided me with a life changing 

interlude. It was an opportunity to organize my thoughts, address concems and thus better 

grasp pend abolitionism. In addition, it was an opportunity to acknowledge the magnificent 

people involved and their inspirational experiencedïdeas which add insight and 

understanding to the Canadian peual abolitionist movement. They have inspired me to 



continue in the quest for pend abolition and to persist in resisting the structures and ideas 

that uphold oppression and c h .  

In resistance to the power structures which dominate penality and in defiance of a 

system which oppresses and destmys too many îives, 1 find that it is most appropriate to end 

this r e s m h  on pend abolition with the words of a 'politicai' prisoner. These words were 

written during his confinement within one of the most dehumanizing, inhibiting, 

indusûialized wntrol units in the world, namely SC1 Greene county supermaximum prison in 

Pennsylvania. Mumia Abu-JarnaYs thwghts provide strength for the penal abolitionist 

vision and in united resistance to his confinement and the overall manipulation of social 

structures that maintain the penal system, 1 end this thesis with his words: 

People say they don't case about politics; they're not involved or don? want 
to get invoived, but they are. Their involvement just masquerades as 
indifference or inattention. It is the silent acquiescence of the millions that 
supports the system. When you don't oppose a system, your silence becomes 
approval, for it does nothing to interrupt the system ... look at the system, look 
at the present social "order" of society,. . Do you see Iaw and order? There is 
nothing but disorder, and instead of law, there is only the illusion of secwity. 
It is an illusion because it is built on a long history of injustices: racism, 
criminality, and the enslavement and genocide of millions. Many people Say 
that it is insane to resist the system, but actudy, it is insane not to (Abu- 
Jamd 1997, 11). 
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Appendix B: Co-modifying HealrtbCare in Prison 
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Appendix C: Rison Abolition Laoguage and Perspectives 



Penpective 1: Imprisonment is monlly n p n -  
hensible and indefensible and m u t  k aboürhed. In 
an enlightened free society, prison cannot endure 
or it will prevail. Abolition is a long nnge poai; an 
ideal. The eradication of any oppressive systern is 
not an easy usk. But it is nalizable, üke the 
abolition of slavery or any liberation, so long as 
there is the will to engge in the strugle. 

Perspective 2: The message of abütion rtquim 
"honest" Lui- and new deritionr. Lanpage 
is related to power. We do not permit thosa in 
power to control our vocabuluy. Using "syshm 
lanpage" to cal1 prisonen "hmatts" or puniih- 
ment "treaunent." denies prisonen the d t y  of 
their experience and makes us captives of the old 
system. Our own l a n ~ q e  and defini&ions em- 
power us to define the pbon  n d i r t i d y .  

Perspective 3: AbditionLts klitve nconciüir 
t h ,  not punUbment, L r pmpet nrpwr+ Lo crlni. 
nrl MU. The prawnt &minai (inljuiace qsbms 
focus on someone to punbh. d n g  little about the 
criminai's need or the victimes Losa. The abolitionirt 
response seeks to cestore both the Enminai and the 
victim to full humanity, to Iives of intagrity and 
dignity in the community. AboIitionistr advocate 
the l e s t  amount of coercion and intervention in an 
individual's Iife and the maximum vnount of a r e  
and services to al1 people in the society. 

Penpective 4: Abolitionists rock with pisonen 
but always cemain "nonrnemkn" of the estab- 
lished p k n  qstem. AboIitionists Ieam how ta 
waik the nanow Line betwrrn relating to ptisonets 
inside the system and remaining independent and 
"ouüide" thst system, \Ve resirt the complling 
psychologicai pressures to be "sccepted" by pcopie 
in the prison syswm. \bé are n-illing to rïsk pressing 
for changes that are beneficid to and d e s i d  by 
pttsoners. In relating to thoiè in porver, w t  diffet- 
cntiste between the peryon.iood of system man- 

agers lwhich we respect) and their role in perpetu- 
ating an oppressive system. 

Penpcctive 5: Abolitionisb are "allia" of pri- 
sonen nther than traditionai "helpen." We have 
forged a new definition of what is truly helpfui io 
the cqed, keeping in rnind both the prisoner's 
perspective and the nquiremenrs of abolition. iVcw 
insights into old, culture-laden views of the "help- 
h g  alationship" smngthen Our roles as ailies of 
prkonca. 

Perspective 6: Abolitioaistr nrlizc U t  the em- 
powument of peisonen and ex-phonm ir cruchi 
to prWn systcrn c m .  Most pecple have the 
potmtial ta determine their o m  n d  in hnns of 
surv[val, mources and program. We support self- 
detenaiiution of prisonen and p r o p a s  rtiich 
place mon powet in the hmds of those directiy 
dfected by the prison experienca. 

Ptnpectne 7: Aboütionttr view powa r rrril. 
rbie ta crch of ua for c i u k q i q  and rbolirhty 
tha piWn system. We klieve that citirans am Lhe 
source of institutionai power. By giving support 
to-or withholding support fkom-specific policies 
and pnctices, patterns of power can be aihred. 

Pmpcctive 8: Abolitionistr klieve that crime ù 
miinly r consequence of the structure of soeiety. 
We devote ounclves to a community change 
approach. We would druticdly limit the rok of 
the criminal (in)justico systems. We advocatc pub- 
lic solutions to public problems-greater mources 
and semices for di  people. 

Fenpective 9: Abolitionisu bclievt that it is 
only in s M n g  community that corponte and 
individuai rcdemption c m  bke place. We viaw the 
dominant cu[ture as more in need of "correction" 
than the prisoner. The cacing communities have yet 
to k built. 

P ~ t u i t i n ~  \tuk\brria 



TH€ POWtR OF WORDS 1 
In order to shape a new vision of a better future, 

every social change movement discoven the need 
to create i b  own language and definitions. Lan- 
page is related to powet. The wodd is differentiy 
experienced, visualized and described by the pow- 
erful and the powerless. Thus, the vocabulyr 
coined by those who design and control the prisons 
is "dishonest." Dîshonest because it is bured on a 
series of false assumptions. In creating a new sys- 
tem, we need to consciously abandon the jargon 
that camouflages the reality of crging and develop 
honest language as we build our movement. 

Prisoners perceive the use of "systerns" langurge 
as denying them the reality of their expenence: 

Just the uery fact that they cal1 us "inmates"- 
that 's like calling a Black a "niaer" or a Jew a 
"lzike. " I t  says that you are flawed; there 's sorne- 
thing wrong with you. You're on "inmate" and Chi8 
is o hospital; this is going to make you well. Wall, 
this isn't a hospital and I'm not flawed. I'm not an 
inmate. I 'm not sick. And there's nothing hem 
being donc to make me any better. 

-A prisoner, interviewed by M i e  Wallace 
on "60 Minutes," CBSITV, August 24, 
1975 

In this handbook, we begin to define and use 
honest language. But. as with many new ideas, Our 
tongues and brains often remain captives of the old 
systern long after our hearts are committed to the 
new. To disengage ourselves, we record some of the 
words we choose to use in this book 

Abolitionist-Penon who believes that prisons 
have failed. Person who advocates the abolition of 
prisons as a long tenn goal. Penon who seeks to 
build the ''carhg community." 

Abolitionist refoems-A reform which does not 
strengthen or legitimate the prevailing prison 
system. 

Attrition model-A social change modei which 
gradually restrainslreduces the function of piirons 
in society. 

CageRefers to places of involuntsry confine 
ment in prisons or jails. Dishonest language mils 
thern "rooms" or "tesidencies." 

Caring community-Where power and equality 
oE al1 social primary goods-liberty, opportunity, 
income and wealth and the bases of selfmspect- 
are institutionally stnictured and distributed to al1 
members of the community and where the spirit of 
reconeiliation prevails. 



Colkctive criminrlity-Re flects institutional 
m u l b  on whole social groups or on the public. 
Examples include racism. starvation. war and cor- 
porate pollution. 

"Conections"-Use of quotes draws attention to 
the contndictions in this dishonest tem. denoting 
pro-, procedutes or processes which punish 
mther than correct. 

CNainrl (in)jurtice sysbmsDenotes lack O€ 

justice in a series of procedures kginning with 
mat and ending with relerre from prison or 
puole, which are not put  of a single coherent 
systcm. 

Decucmtion-Mode of getting pople out of 
piYon. A h  nfened to as "depopulation." 

Excuccntion-Romms or procedures that 
move amy h m  the notion of imprimnment UI a 
maponse to IrwbnrkLig. 

GuudrRefen to people who are paid to keep 
other people crgcd in jUL and prisons. Dishonet 
hguqe & them "correctionai officen." 

The moot-An informai airing of a dispute 
which Wtcr place belon neighbon and kin of the 
dtrputantr. If ir noncoerciw and dlom the disput 
urtr to dircuri their proùlems in an rtmosphm 
fret trom the question8 OC put fact and guilt. 

Politicd-lbftn to pomr and power relation- 
ships, especirlly power that is connected to the 
rkte. A "politicai choice" can refer to a course of 
action (or inaction) adopkd when alternative 
counes of action are availabk. 

Prironer-A person held in custody. captivity or 
a condition of forcible nstraint. Dishonat lan- 
guage c a b  them "inmptes" or "residenb." 

PcbonrPlrces of confinement. Dishonest lan- 
p i g e  cdls them "comctiond facilities" or "te- 
formatones." 

Rreoncüirtion-Some instruments of reçoncilia- 
tion are medirtion, restitution, persuasion, and 
other nonviolent behavior which are utilized to 
restort both the wrungdoer and the wronged to 
lives of dignity and inb@ity. 

m t i o i r u n i t r  within i prison rhat punish 
by iroliüng prisoners tiom the mt of the impri. 
rond population. Also d l e d  "solitary confint- 
ment." Dishonest IPn#uage calls thcm "adjust- 
ment" unil.  

Unviolent ciunes-Cnmes in which there is na 
physid injury, often refened ta as "nonviolent" 
crimes- To use the t en i  "nonviotence" involves not 
menly an absence of ovect violence but positive 
d o m  towrrd teconciliation. 

VictllnrAll who suffer either by collective 
socid and aconomic or individual acts of vioience. 



Appendix D: Rittanhouse Materials 



Founûeû ln lm, RIitenhourc b 
an agency dedlcated to mîn8 
heallng )ustke(1run~form8t lve 
Jusf lcu) Inrlead d rctrlbullve jur1lrr 
Iir our crlmlnll )usUce ryiiem. 

We seek heallng jurtlce ibrouuh: 

Community education & odvocacy 
Servlce ra vlctJmr, offenders, and 
i hd r  familLes, erpcclaüy thox who 
fail in i he cracks of rockty 8nd 
01 her apenrles 

Ir d w  mvonr recupnizln~ that ihe 
prohlem ir mïlnly ihat of Ihe victim, 
uffender, and rlwlr famllks. 

A hcallny justire system, Insteaû of 
nrrkbtg Ils uwn needs, hknrrhy,  d 
wuihuriry rysrem alie prlwliy. 
enrpowers vicflms and offenders 
i o  c*reuIe suluiions rhni rneer 
rhelr needs berr. 

Ilcalin8 justice I s  ofien caUed 
rer iorat lve justice, ôecause 11 weks 
io  reriore wholcness i o  broken Ilver. 
Hui we prefer the term 
tranrfurmal lve jurtlce, because iilr? 
k l ieve c'rime cari k c o m  an 
o8plwmunlry kt 18ririg rranslornmrinn 
inio thc llver of virfln~s, oftenders, - 

8 a r ~ d  iheir faniilles. 

Wltâ heaiing Jurtke, vkilnu iad 
offenders are olfered the oppornintry 
t ~mce tSba& lWQd~  

A cnative rtspaase that uwr Jurtlce to 
meei ikcre healthy 4 s  in vlr t lmi 
rad offendcrs can twa tbe n J g b W e  
O# crime lnto a naw âawm - for vlcilmr. 
for offenderr, for WLr f.mlUcr, uid 
for ibc nibob communliy. For haillnfi 
juillce 1s i r d y  preventlve, J u r  u lt Ir 
i i u l y  carina. 

if you want more Informoilon, ask 
for ciur paper, A Pracilcal Paih 10 
Transformatlve Justlce, on how 
hedlng justlce works. 

IF YOU IDEN'I'IFY WITIi 
HEALING JUSTICE, 
PI.EASE JOIN US. 

P L W E  JOIN US 
1 support a tleallng Justlce 
System, anâ want to support 
R l t i e n w  

DQe 
Name: 
Address: 

I enclose: 

- S2S bask membershlp - $50 supportln8 memb. 
- Slûû sustalnlng mernh. - $200+ buIlder of healliig 

)usilce 
- Other 

1 would llke tu vo lunwer  III: 

- Don Jall -  con^. Id. 
- Newsletter - Offlïe 
- t loldlng cells - Pen IUI 
- Raîsefunds - Vlslts 
- Post Rele;ise - Prison Justlce Yro)eci 



Hiitenhouse has a large dream. but 
il small ~~sckcihiiok. Ilowevcr, wc 
hclicvc illai ihe communlty can 
wark iogether 10 hrlng heallng to 
l i s  own neerls. Our prograrns 
i nc.1 ude: 

Quaker Hliienhouse 
Volunieer prqgram In the 
IMn Jall, Monday wenlngs 

Ikiucatlonal nwsletter, 4 
limes a year 

Pen Pal Program, IlnWng 
ïommuniiy i o  isolai& 
prisoners 

Communlty educailon work, 
sponsoring lleallng Jusilre 
Monih 

Ouirach io vktlms and 
offenders, especîally those 
mosi unseweâ 

Our servlce work 1s llmited due to 
funding and stafflng, but we wlll 
ncver compramlse Our commltment 
io flnd ways tu hclp those neglect- - cd hy stn'ieiy. = 

HOW CAN 1 HELPI 

Call our office, 972-9992, to 
volunieer in any of these ways: 

Uaker Rit tenhause Don 
Jall Program 

Recomlng a Yen Pal to an 
Isolated prisoner 

Prlsoner vlslts 

0 Post Release help 

Helplng out ln our ofïke 

Helplng organize camrnunity 
evenis 

Offerlng frlendl support 
to vkllms or of enders In 
ihe communiiy 

r 
Asslsilng wlth fundralslng 

Clvlng talks or amnglng 
Invitations to groups where 
we can present heallng 
j usilce 

Thlnkln u other ways 
you can e p, and offerlng 
iheml 

'b P 

v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v  

RITTENHOUSE, 
A NEW VISION 

TO 

" HEALINC JUSTICE" 







But what about th8 'damBiou8 hw7 















RADICADNQ THE SYY- 
S~gltl#kOlopkm@t-hwoi(bigfbhumu#,modiririrlbrmswh#iW 

t P b i y ~ r a p u g n ~ ~ k ~ n e n i r t r i d h v a h . i h m , w a m d l p  
EupW*ineiirairi~#itw#k 
Shanr*nkmroni#tmIhrbdwd- 
InibmimanollndMA#l~OIP9PIIPIQI,nd3borila 
~ ~ m - m l r k n o n a c # m s l r g a  

UMJNiNQ THE NNlRAL 



RITTENHOUSE: A NEW VISION 
STAT- OF FAITH AND VALUE! 

(Revlxd kbnmy 1998) 

-e, -. aâcücdon pnd/or orhacombinadom, and hdudfng bigh 

Working h m  a TRANSK)RMATNE mCE MODEL whlch 
rejects punt.kmmt and ievepge, but lmpo rochl and 
individuai wponsfbilîcy md heips pcopk ~occpt masonable Umits 
on th& own behavior. Transfomattve Jur&e lacludes 4 those 
affecteci, in tlndlng mutuai wîn* sdutbaa 

*Rejectlng rhc proeedures dour "tbaavPmy sdety". This 
meaas we WU not aummadcnlly k e  out bard manbers with 
su~~setcIausesorIlmited termsthptlczMtooIcwwhoarythe 
vision It is ln m w a y  muter-pmduaîve ID O u r  goab m thmw 
out those fw who do carry the vision In oida m movt hm an 



In keeping with these goais, we are cammlttEd by these by 
laws to the foiiowia$ pmcdces, in perpetuity: 



Appcndix E: Restorativc Justice vs. TrSIllSformative Jristicc 





Appendix F: Consent Form to Participate in Researcb 



SIMON FRASER üNIVERSITY 
iNFORMED CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE EN A RESEARCH PROJECT 

Simon Fraser University and those conducting this project subscribe to the ethical conduct of 
research and to the protection at al1 times of the interests, cornfort, and safety of those 
participating in the project. This form and the information it contains arc given to you for 
your own protection and full understanding of the procedures. Your signature on this form 
wiii signiljr that you have discussed the resarch procedwes, that you have received an 
adequate opportunity to consider that information, and that you voluntarily agree to 
participate in the project. 

Having been asked by Viviane Saleh-Hanna, a student in the Graduate Schml of 
Criminology at Simon Fraser University to provide a detailed interview in relation to her 
research, 1 understand the procedures of that research and the use of my narne and 
experiences in it. 1 understand that my supewisor or employer may require me to obtain 
hidher permission prior to participation in a study such as this. 1 am aware of my option to 
request copies of the research upon its completion by contacting the School of Criminology 
ai Simon Fraser University. 1 understand that 1 may withdraw my participation from this 
research at any time. 1 also know that 1 may register a complaint 1 might have about the 
research with the Director of the School of Criminology, Dr. Robert Gordon at (604) 291 
3213. Al1 complaints or comments can be mailed to : 

Dr. Robert Gordon, Duector 
School of Criminology 

Simon Fraser University 
8888 University Drive 

Burnaby, BC 
V5A 1S6 

1 agree to participate by answering only the questions that 1 am cornfortable answering and 
by allowing the cesearcher to use a tape recorder during the interview. The interview will be 
conducted in an appropriate setting of my choice. 

PLEASE CIIECK TBE APPROPRIATE ANSWER: 

1 understand the above mentimeci information and guideünes. YES- No- 

L understand thoit my interview wül be tape-rocorded and that YES- No- 
Viviane Saleh-Hama wüi destroy the tapes upon completion of 

1 give Vlviane Saieh-ffannn permission to use my fuii name, 
therebg ceveabg my identity, in her thesis. 



1 wouid mot Uke my identity to made known in this pmject; 
therefore, 1 give Viviane Saieh-Hanna permission to use a 
pseudoaym instead of my name in her thesis. 

1 qme to pactkipaîe in the msearch and teel tbat the projet YES- No- 
hss bem sdficiently explained to me. 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

Signature: Witness: 

Date: ONCE SIGNED, A COPY OF THIS 
CONSENT FORM WILL BE PROVIDED 
TO THE INTERVIEWEE. 



Appcndix G: Canadian Corporations and Imposcd Ham 



* 800-1000 workers DIE ON THE JOB ~ v c h  yciir in Canada, h m  watkplacr 
rcciâcnts. 

* Ai k s i  10.000 w ~ ~ C ~ C A  die of iwrwpwtirinolly ~ b i d  Jimws cilch year. 
* At Iead 4% of dl crnrlrs. p d b l y  as man! as JO%. an. i~ci iputki iult~ d r i t d .  

Ai ltrst 1,000,000 peuple rrr injumd rm ~ h e  joh CPEL ycrt. 
AI l a i t  m000 suffct injuries wnous enciugh tii m~iw wmc wiirkrtrs' 
compensation knêfits. 
PEOPLE ARE 10 îïMES MORE UKELY tO BE K l U D  BY CONOlnONS A 7  
?HE/R WORKPUCE THAN 10 8E ViClWS OF HOMICIDE! 

* People a n  23 timcs as likely tcr wffer wtirkplwr injuy thsn r 'itrcrt ~swult 
(EIlis und ûekescndy. 19961. 

* 135.000 rmployecs in ûntanu are DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY EXPOSE0 
TO AT' LEAST 10 DIFFEREST HAZARDOUS WORKPLACE POLLUTANTS 
(On tario Law Rçfonii Commission, 1987). 
OCCC'PATIONAL D U T ' S  WERE THE THIRD LUDIiW CA USE OF DEA'TH 
IN CAVADA. AFTER H U R t  DISMSE .WD CANCER! Ahiiiit 50% uf i l ia  
deathh arc directl! due to unsÿfe, often illegül working ctinditioiis. 

! 
* The otl?çidly repond numkrs of CORPORATE WORKPLACE INILRJES 

ASD DEATHS Ibi CAS.4D.4 IN 1981 wüs: 

1,210,000 vssvults and 960 deutlis! 



Appendix H: Wilma D e h ' s  Alternative View of Victimization 



Wilma's experience with victirnization and healing is seldom acknowledged by the 

mass media and thus seldom presented to the public as a legitimate reaction to h m .  

Wilma's reactions contrast greatly with the dichotomies that the media presents in relation to 

victims and offenders: 

1 guess 1 see offenders as victims ... we are not dealing with accountability 
issues al1 the time. That was deait with in the court rwm. At least it should 
have been. That is why they were convicted and sentenced. 1 guess 1 just 
think it is so terrible for people to be locked up and 1 have seen some of the 
guards, 1 know the conditions, and 1 just think it is awful. They are al1 human 
beings and they are al1 souls and I think that is what 1 try to see. 1 think when 
1 come inside [prison] 1 know that they are afraid of me [because most 
offenders fear facing victims]. 1 aiso think that 1 can give back to them what 1 
have experienced h m  hem, and that is to take away the fear, the mystery and 
the vilification. 1 can't break the walls down, but 1 can break down and be 
human to them, and compassionate . . .. Because of what 1 have experienced 
[Candace's death], 1 probably have more power to do that. It is sort of 
something that 1 have eamed . . . 1 have discovered that it helps when 1 simply 
tell my story and show my humanness, my vulnerabilities. Telling them about 
victimization and that it is al1 the same sort of thing. 

It is healing for the victims to hear that it is okay to want to kill. When you 
are so angry, somebody has killed your daughter - it is going to be natural that 
you will want to do away with the pewon who has killed your daughter. It is 
just so natural, and we have to validate that anger. We had to vdidate that 
fear and Say 'it is olray', We have to validate d l  that awfulness that we 
become and then show that it is by validation, by loving, by king together, by 
creating intimacy by creating humanness that we ail come out of it a little 
better. My hope is only to go in [the prisons] and share ... My [goal] was to 
go in there [Collins Bay Penitentiary] and to make the guys feel loved. 
Coming ftom me [as a mother of a murâered child], 1 could do it easier than 
anyone else. 1 could give them a moment of healing, maybe (Derksen, 2000). 



Appndix 1: Ruth Morris on Building and Sustaining an Abolitionist Organization 



Rittenhouse is the only recognized Canadian organization which functions directly towards 

the goal of abolishing pend structures in Canadian society. While focusing on International 

structures through the International Conferences on Pena. Abolition, Rittenhouse's activism 

mainly works at a Canadian Ievel. Ruth Morris expiains the birth and sustenance of 

Rittenhouse as a recognized activist organization: 

my life goal has been very much my mother's thing of nuning irritation into 
iridescente and transforming things - Rittenhouse came out of an extremely 
traumatic experience - king turked out .. . of the John Howard Society. 1 had 
just finished expanding the funding [for John Howard] with great difficulty 
and [with the money] hiring ex-offenders. Al1 but one of them was forced out 
by this wonderful John Howard Society. 1 felt really bad that ex-offenders 
who had trusted me for their chance to get back into work in a very 
appropriate setting and way were suffering from this ... and so the ex- 
offenders and 1 created Rinenhouse as a creative response to our negative 
experience . . . we each really did it for each others. The ex-prisoners said to 
me afterwards that ... if nothing cornes out of this, 'we hope it will make Ruth 
feel better during this awfbl period for her'. 1 was doing it [founding 
Rittenhouse] as much as possible to try and get organized and mate jobs for 
them. Because I still had good contacts with a lot of funders, 1 was hoping to 
get enough funding to get them al1 jobs. 

That ... the practicai part. The other part of it was, and this is the more 
positive part perhaps, that I had now trieci twice to work with existing 
Orthodox Criminal Justice agencies - with people who appeared to me to be 
good, Msionary and idealistic people, In all cases, 1 found that they didn't 
really stick to their principles. 1 concluded that the revenge system is so 
intrusive into everybody who worked in any way in an agency connected with 
it ... that it affects it negatively. 1 concluded that there were several things 
that we had to do. (By the way, it wasn't just John Howard, it seems like al1 
social agencies have a habit of losing their mission and going for mainline - 
but criminal justice agencies are much more inclined to than others because 
the goal is so much more unhealthy king a revenge goal). 

1 decided that 1 wanted to do several things to try to find a way to keep the 
vision alive ... There were several things we did to try to do to ensure that this 
organikation [Rittenhouse] would keep that mission of really senring the 
hardest to serve. To do service while really focusing on community education 
was important ... what happens with mainline groups is they al1 give Lip 
service to doing advocacy and education and they get so swallowed up in the 
direct senrice thing that they never really accomplish anything. During the 



Quaker Commiîtee years there were oniy 2 positions in al1 of Toronto that did 
any education and comrnunity advocacy among al1 the Criminal Justice 
Agencies. One was in Elizabeth Fry and one was the Quakers Cornmittee on 
Jails and Justice - and that is it. Both of those are gone now, so its just 
Rittenhouse left. 1 felt very strongly that we should prioritize that . . . part of 
[the problem with that] is the seduction of direct service. And part of it is: to 
get access to a client you have to snuggle up to the system, in order to get 
funding to do d i t  service, you have to snuggle up to the system. And the 
sad part of it is 'its just so gratüying for me to see humble lowly you licking 
my boots and thanking me all the time for how much 1 have saved yod - that 
is a lot more gratiwng than getting eggs thrown in my face by terrible people 
who are oppressing Society. So, it takes a lot more courage, guts, and integrity 
. . . to do advocacy and comrnunity education than [it does] to rescue people . . . 
while in the meantime, you are allowing thousands of others to be annihilated 
by the systemic problems" (Moms, 1999). 

In the creation of Rittenhouse, Ruth also created a set of guideline and principles that 

function to aid in avoiding cooptation and annihilation into the existing statusquo. 

These guidelines include lots of valuable advice and insight: 

Some ways 1 üied to ensure that Rittenhouse would really stick to is mission: 
One was that we have a principle ... that ex-prisoners and victims and direct 
consumers would be included in every way possible at aU levels. We never 
feel the board is right unless we have at least 2 ex-prisoners on it . . . Also, the 
retreat and the no sunset clauses were the 2 things that were really crucial . .. 
you see, agencies are always created by visionaries like you and me, the 
mainline bureaucrat, institutionalized people, they don? have enough 
spiritual, emotional, wherewithal to mate things. They can only take over 
like leaches what is already there. So, they need somebody like you and me to 
create. Then, what the myth is ... that you always had to fire the visionary 
because they didn't know how to mn an agency. You needed them to mate it 
and then you could take it over and fit it into the system, co-opt it . . . 1 argue 
the direct opposite. That is what is wrong with agencies. You have to find a 
way to regularize without institutionalizing. And that is why 1 have polished 
my administrative skills ... 1 have learned that you have to be as irritable as 
possible. 1 would say, just like any other minority, you have to be several 
times as good as any mainline to be allowed to stay in the job. 

Another principle is the sunset clause. It is another way that the mainliners 
take over. The sunset clause says we have to make m m  for new blood and 
not have any of these 'old fogies* around. We have to Say that you can oniy 
serve 2 board tems and only 2 years each and then you have to be forced out 



. .. then you have to take at least so many years off . . . So, the sunset clause 
which sounds so virtuous, is one way of getting rid of the visiondes . . . there 
should always room for new people, but if you are crazy enougb to give ten 
yean to a vision, to get it through without regularizing, without 
institutionalizing it, then the agency should thank you ... not force you out. 
The standard vision, among the experts is that you have to have a sunset 
clause in. Rittenhouse has in our statement of vision: no sunset clauses. That 
is a very m e  point and one that is so subtle, people don't get it. 

Another point which is really critical to our vision, is the retreat every year 
and the creed, and 1 mean this sounds just like a religion, but we have a 
statement of faith and values and the thing is that when you have a different 
vision fiom the rest of the world, you take it for granted. You assume that 
when you hie somebody or take someone as a volunteer or take them on 
board, they understand it ... but it is important to have it in print and Say: 
Have you read it? Do you agree with it? Do you sign on to it? [this is cmciai] 
because everyone is desperate for board members and low paid staff members 
and so on. When you hire somebody and you think ... that people will say 
anything when they are desperate for a job ,.. At Rittenhouse, we hold hem 
to it [the values] in writing. That statement of faith and vision is a sign on, 
and if you don't want to sign on, please don7 come. 1 think it is really vital. 

The other thing in the statement of faith and vision is it is critically upheId 
every winter. January or February, we have an annual retreat which both sets 
our goals for the new year, but which aiso evaluates the staternent of faith and 
vision. How are we doing? Are we reaily including ex-prisoners in 
everything? Are we really respecting each other? Are we really using 
mediation like we are supposed to? Are we teally working for Pend 
Abolition and Transfomative Justice or are we compromising on those 
things? ... that retreat is to ensure that we don't slip and [it is a time tol note 
the ways in which you are slipping. 

The 1st point of what is unique about Rittenhouse, was money. Ray and 1 
have aiways believed that your money is just a tool to express your whole life 
and we have given a very high percentage of our income to charities al1 of our 
lives. When we moved h m  the States to Canada, we resolved that since we 
were abandoning the really important justice struggle tiiere, we would devote, 
an equal proportion of our income to advocacy for the things we believed in 
here in what went to taxes each year ... 1 pretty well know which charities are 
on line and which ones are not and so our giving is very directed. We don't 
give to mainline health stuff, we don? give to saivation atmy - 1 mean, they 
do some good work, but basically they are in the mainstream .. . and keep the 
system as it is ... we established the Moms family foundation, and from that 
day on we have devoted 30% of Ray's income, straight into the foundation. 



And îhat is where the money cornes h m  for Rittenhouse, and I am so 
thankful for it (Morris, 1999). 
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